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OF THE 
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VOL. IX, NO. 6 (Price $1.00) MARCH 1933 

PRICE RELATIONS BETWEEN JULY AND SEPTEMBER 
WHEAT FUTURES AT CHICAGO SINCE 1885 

THE price spread between July and September wheat is 
determined primarily by current domestic supplies of all 

wheat in the United States, conveniently measurable in terms 
of July 1 carryover. Early in the season the spread may show 
little relation to the statistical supply position, but by June 
the relation normally becomes very close. Given an accurate 
appraisal of the domestic supply position, the price spread 
in June may usually be predicted with great accuracy. 

Substantial disparity between the actual spread in June 
and that to be expected from the supply statistics has occurred 
in eight years since 1896. In each of these years there was a 
peculiar market situation-usually a corner or "squeeze" in 
the futures market. Existence of such a disparity gives. prima 
facie evidence of abnormal speculative market conditions. 

Changes in the spread tend to occur in response to in
fluences specifically related to the spread, and not in response 
to general price influences. The spread-related influences 
necessarily affect the price of at least one of the two futures. 
Under certain circumstances they affect the price of July 
wheat and not the price of September; under other circum
stances they affect September and not July; under still other 
circumstances they affect the price of both futures, but July 
more than September. 

The July-September price spread is subject to conspicu
ous and reliably predictable seasonal changes. Most of these 
are related to even stronger seasonal tendencies in price of 
the July future, which have hitherto been only imperfectly 
understood because their character is dependent in part on 
factors related to the July-September spread in a way not 
previously recognized. 
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PRICE RELATIONS BETWEEN JULY AND SEPTEMBER 
WHEAT FUTURES AT CHICAGO SINCE 1885 

The subject of relations between prices of 
different wheat futures is one on which very 
little published information is available. It 
has generally been regarded as a highly tech
nical subject which most traders and students 
of wheat prices might better leave to special
ists - the professional spreaders, and the 
hedgers who must watch spreads in order to 
keep their hedges advantageously placed. 

This general neglect of 
the subject of spreads is 

reflecting the fact that by the end of July suffi
cient new wheat will have become available 
to moderate the shortage. But it is only as 
regards relative price level that the Chicago 
July future may be regarded as a new-crop 
future. As regards the basic factors which 
influence the price movements of Chicago July 
wheat it is an old-crop future, though influ
enced to a degree, like any old-crop future, by 

developments that affect 
prospects for the new crop. 

unfortunate for at least 
these reasons. Knowledge 
of the factors that affect 
relations between prices of 
different wheat futures can 
contribute much to an un
derstanding of the behavior 
of prices of the individual 
futures. The trader who 
understands spreads will 
often find that the informa
tion or jUdgments which 
lead another trader to buy 

CONTENTS 2. The spread between 
the price of July wheat 
and the price of September 
wheat is a specific reflec
tion of judgments regard
ing the relative ease or 
tightness of the supply sit
uation near the end of the 
crop year. Early in the sea
son these jUdgments may 
be rather inaccurate, but 
by June the July-Septem-
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or to sell a single future might more appro
priately, and more safely, be used as a basis 
for spreading between futures-that is, to buy 
one future and sell an equal quantity of an
other. A liberal volume of well-informed trad
ing in spreads is quite as essential to the sat
isfactory functioning of a futures market as 
is a liberal volume of well-informed trading 
for simple price changes. 

The scope and significance of the present 
study of relations between the July and Sep
tember wheat futures at Chicago may best be 
indicated by the following brief summary of 
the main facts developed. They rest upon a 
critical analysis of statistics and other market 
information covering a period of nearly half 
a century. 

1. Although the July future at Chicago is 
commonly regarded as a new-crop future, its 
behavior is almost wholly that of an old-crop 
future, like the May. In years of shortage of 
old-crop supplies, the price of the July future 
tends to be well below that of the May future, 
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ber spread has usually been 
within % cent per bushel of the spread to be 
expected from a statistical measurement of 
the total United States wheat carryover on 
July 1 and its normal relation to the spread. 
In the few years in which the spread in June 
has not so accurately reflected the general 
domestic supply situation, the disparity has 
generally been a consequence of a corner or 
"squeeze" or some other abnormal technical 
market situation. 

3. The market influences which bear on 
prices of Chicago futures during the period 
from January to July fall into two main 
classes, sharply distinguishable in their mani
festations. One class of influences is related 
chiefly to prospects for the next crop year, 
and these influences affect the price of both 
July and September wheat alike, leaving the 
July-September spread unaffected. The other 
class of influences is related to the domestic 
supply situation for the current crop year 
and these influences bear directly on the July
September spread. 

[ 187] 
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4. Change in the spread of course involves 
change in the price of at least one of the two 
futures involved; but the price effects of these 
influences bearing on spread differ according 
to circumstances. When July wheat is the 
dominant future, these influences tend to af
fect chiefly the price of July wheat, but the 
price of September wheat tends to be carried 
along in the same direction, though only about 
one-fourth as far. After July wheat loses its 
dominance to September wheat, however, only 
the price of July wheat tends to be affected· 
by these influences. Earlier in the season, 
when May wheat is the dominant future, the 
tendency in most years is the reverse of that 
late in the season: the influences affecting the 
July-September spread tend to bear only on 
the price of the September future, leaving the 
price of July wheat unaffected. Under certain 
circumstances, however, the tendencies when 
May wheat is the dominant future are broadly 
similar to those observed when the July fu
ture is dominant. 

5. There exist pronounced tendencies to 
seasonal change in the spread between July 
and September wheat-tendencies which vary 
in systematic fashion according to the direc-

tion and size of the spread. The most pro
nounced and uniform of these is a tendency 
fpr the price of September wheat to rise 
1 % to 3 cents relative to July (or for July to 
fall 1 % to 3 cents relative to September) 
during the month of June. Most of the sea
sonal tendencies in the spread are related to 
important seasonal tendencies in the price of 
July wheat. 

In the analysis of the data in the subse
quent sections, leading to the conclusions 
stated above, we start with a study of price 
fluctuations which reveals the need for dis
tinguishing between the two main classes of 
price influences (the one affecting the July
September spread, the other not), and pro
vides measures of the price effects of these 
classes of influences. The next two sections 
deal with the basic conditions which chiefly 
determine the price spread between the July 
and the September futures. Then follows a 
section presenting the seasonal characteristics 
of the spread and of the price of the July fu
ture. A final section deals briefly with addi
tional considerations to be taken into account 
when the results developed earlier are em
ployed for forecasting purposes. 

1. RELATIONS AMONG PRICES AND SPREADS 

Certain characteristics of the relations be
tween the July and the September wheat fu
tures at Chicago are readily demonstrated. 
Some indeed are rather generally recognized 
even by those who have made little or no study 
of spreads. Other important characteristics 
of the relations between the July and the Sep
tember future are more obscure. Some of the 
characteristics here discussed may have es
caped the attention even of professional 
spreaders, for they are clearly demonstrable 
only by a type of statistical analysis little used 
by wheat traders. 

EXAMPLES OF RELATIONS 

In the larger movements of wheat prices 
the July and the September futures usually 
follow very similar courses. When the Sep
tember future is selling at about the same 
price as the July future, or above it, the cor
respondence is nearly perfect, whether the 

changes be large or small. This may be illus
trated by the price data plotted in Chart 1 for 
three years in which price changes were large. 
Because of an optical illusion, the distance 
between two curves seems to narrow when 
the curves turn sharply up or down, even 
though the distance between them is every
where the same. Changes in spread are there
fore more reliably judged from a spread curve 
than from comparison of a pair of price 
curves. Examination of the spread curves 
(plotted with the lowest line of each section 
as zero) shows that in these years the spreads 
are virtually unaffected in periods of large 
price changes. In other words, price changes 
in the July future in each of these years were 
always accompanied by almost exactly equal 
price changes in the September future. 

In years in which the price of the Septem
ber future is considerably below the price of 
the July future, the spread between the two 
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CHART 1.-PRICES OF CHICAGO JULY AND SEPTEM

BER WHEAT AND PRICE SPREAD, WEEKLY, 

1895, 1907, AND 1929* 

CHART 2.-PmCES OF CHICAGO JULY AND SEPTEM

BER WHEAT AND PmCE SPREAD, WEEKLY, 

1898, 1904, AND 1925* 
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• Data from Appendix Table I, except price of Septem
ber future, which is readily obtainable by adding the 
spread to the price of the July future, and is consequently 
not tabulated. 

These three years, with their wide and markedly differ
ent price fluctuations, illustrate the great stability of the 
July-September spread in years in which the spread is 
positive. They suggest that there is no close relation be
tween price changes and changes in the spread in years of 
this class. 

Mere comparison of the two price curves gives a much 
less accurate impression of changes in the spread than does 
the separate spread curve. 

fluctuates more. The data for three such years 
have been chosen for presentation in Chart 2 
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These three years of wide price fluctuations and large 

negative spread between prices of the two futures illustrate 
the relative instability of the spread in years in which the 
price of September wheat is much below that of July. Price 
changes are frequently not accompanied by related changes 
in the spread, but changes in the spread are almost always 
accompanied by related-usually inverse--changes in the 
price of at least one of the two futures. The character of 
this relationship is different when July wheat is dominant 
-in terms of volume of trading-than when May wheat is 
dominant; and different again after September wheat be
comes the dominant future. 

to illustrate the main types of relationship 
observable with wide price fluctuations in 
such years. Here the spread curves are plotted 
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with the top line of each section as the zero 
line, the depth of the curve indicating the 
extent to which the September future was 
below the July. 

In 1898 there were two especially conspicu
ous periods of change in the July-September 
spread. The first, in- four or five weeks in 
February-March, showed great stability in 
the price of September wheat, but rather large 
changes in the price of July. The spread 
curve during this period is therefore almost 
an inverted image of the price curve for the 
July future. From late in April to late in 
June, on the other hand, the prices of both 
July and September wheat moved through 
wide ranges, but always in the same direc
tion. In most weeks of this movement the 
change in price of the July future was greater 
than that of the September future, and the 
spread changed in the direction opposite to 
that in which the prices moved. 

Another feature of significance in the chart 
for 1898 is the relation observable in July. 
During this month, as during the two months 
which preceded, the price movements of July 
wheat continued to show a striking inverse 
correspondence with the changes in spread; 
but the changes in price of the September fu
ture ceased to show significant relationship 
to the changes in the July-September spread. 

In 1904 the strong price movement of Feb
ruary-March and the steep price rise that be
gan in June were accompanied by no clearly 
related changes in the spread. The two price 
curves show a degree of similarity comparable 
with that observed in years in which Septem
ber wheat sold mostly above July wheat 
(Chart 1). But the spread curve for 1904 
shows clearly that there were indeed sub
stantial' week-to-week changes in spread, re
flecting fairly large differences between the 
changes in price of July wheat and the 
changes in price of September wheat. 

Two different types of systematic relation 
are observable between price changes and 
spread changes in 1925 (lowest section of 
Chart 2). From early January to early April, 
with the exception of one week in the middle 
of March, the spread curve shows striking 
similarity to the price curves, inverted. Prices 
of both July and September wheat moved 

regularly in the direction opposite to that of 
the change in spread, but the price of JUly 
wheat almost invariably changed more than 
the price of September wheal. 

In May 1925, however, the relationship was 
for a time completely reversed. Through four 
successive weeks of May the weekly changes 
in the J uly-Sep~ember spread were in the 
same direction as the weekly price changes. 
In each case the prices of both futures moved 
in the same direction as the spread, the price 
of September wheat changing always more 
than the price of July wheat. 

CONCLUSIONS FROM STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

If one were compelled to draw conclusions 
from the record of prices and spreads in only 
the six years discussed above, representative 
as they are, few conclusions could be reached. 
It is clear that the July-September spread 
tends to fluctuate more widely when Septem
ber is at a considerable discount under July 
than when it is only slightly under or over 
July. It is clear also that large price changes 
are frequently accompanied by changes in 
spread which for several weeks at a time are 
in the same direction as the changes in price, 
or for several consecutive weeks in the oppo
site direction. But it is confusing to find that 
the correspondence between changes in price 
and changes in spread is sometimes direct 
and sometimes inverse. It is also puzzling to 
find that many large changes in price are ap
parently accompanied by no related changes 
in spread. In short, the record for these few 
years does not give adequate evidence of the 
existence of any systematic relation or rela
tions between changes in spread and changes 
in price. 

When, however, the records for a large 
number of years are studied together and in 
connection with other pertinent information, 
the confusing diversity of relationships noted 
above is resolved into a systematic and logical 
set of relationships. 

Demonstration of the existence of these 
relationships is possible only through appro
priate statistical analysis, resting on the com
putation of suitable averages and of measures 
of the accuracy of the averages. Once the 
relationships are discovered, however, it is 
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easy to see their reflections in the price move
ments and spread changes of most years. In
deed, study of price and spread changes in 
individual years, in the light of the conclu
sions drawn from the statistical analysis, 
serves in a measure to verify the conclusions, 
and in particular to make clearer their mean-
ing and significance. , 

For those who are chiefly interested in 
checking the conclusions by reference to 
movements in individual years, we here sum
marize the results of the statistical analysis 
to be presented in later paragraphs and insert 
charts which provide a convenient basis for 
study of the record in individual years. Charts 
3a and 3b (pp. 192 and 194) show the move
ments of the July-September spread at Chi
cago, weekly throughout the life of the spread, 
in each year from 1885 to 1932. Facing these 
charts are Charts 4a and 4b (pp. 193 and 195), 
which show for the same years the movements 
of the Chicago July future. The charted data 
represent spreads or prices as of the close on 
Friday of each week; or, when Friday quota
tions were not available, as of the close on 
Thursday or Saturday. 

In comparing the fluctuations in price with 
the fluctuations in spread, as shown in these 
charts, one must keep in mind that the verti
cal distance representing 1 cent on the spread 
charts represents 4 cents on the price charts. 
If plotted to the same scale as the price curves, 
the spread curves in many years would be so 
flat as to be difficult to study. 

The spreads are here shown, as in the pre
ceding charts, as premiums of September 
wheat over July, or as discounts under July. 
July is taken as the base to conform with 
what seems to be the most common practice 
in discussions of spreads, not because there 
is any special merit in treating July wheat 
as the basis for measuremenU In subsequent 
pages it will frequently be necessary to speak 
of the direction of movement of the spread. 
The common and generally convenient prac
tice of speaking of widening or narrowing 

1 Aside from established custom, there would be a 
slight advantage in treating September wheat as the 
basis for measuring the July-September spread. If 
~his were done, the spread curves would be simply 
Inverted images of those shown in Charts 3a and 3b. 

spreads has to be avoided, for the narrowing 
of a negative spread involves a change in the 
same direction as does the widening of a posi
tive spread. We speak, therefore, always of 
upward and downward movements of the 
spread, meaning movements as they appear 
on these charts. 

The main conclusions reached in the subse
quent analysis may now be briefly summar
ized: 

1. Of the conclusions regarding the rela
tions between changes in price and changes 
in the July-September spread, one is funda
mental: the changes in spread are not to be 
regarded as consequences of changes in price, 
except in a sterile mathematical sense. The 
spreads change because a certain set of mar
ket influences tends specifically to affect the 
spread; they do not change merely because 
certain factors cause prices to move up and 
down. These spread-affecting influences nec
essarily affect the price of at least one of the 
two futures involved, and under most circum
stances affect both futures but in different 
degree. In later sections it will be shown that 
these influences are chiefly those related to 
the immediate and prospective domestic sup
ply situation up to, but not beyond, the end 
of the crop year. 

Prices of both July and September wheat 
are subject to large changes in consequence 
of influences related solely to prospects for 
the next crop year. These influences, how
ever, tend to have no effect on the July-Sep
tember spread. Therefore they tend to pro
duce identical price movements in both July 
and September wheat. With this distinction 
between classes of market influences in mind, 
one does not look for spread changes corre
sponding to each important price change, but 
for price changes corresponding to each im
pOI·tant spread change. Also it follows that 
frequently the correspondence between spread 
changes and price changes must be obscured 
by the occurrence of price movements in re
sponse to influences which tend to have no 
effect on the' spread. 

2. The relations that tend to exist between 
changes in spread and changes in prices are 
altered when July wheat becomes the domi
nant future in place of May wheat, as judged 
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by relative volume of trading; and altered 
again when September wheat supplants July 
as the most active future. The period of domi
nance of the May future generally lasts nearly 
through the month of April; July wheat is 
dominant from late April to near the first of 

and price changes is dependent also upon the 
direction and magnitude of the spread. (a) 
When the price of September wheat is above 
the price of July wheat or not more Than 
about two cents below, as in the majority of 
years, influences which affect the July-Sep-

CHART 3A.-PRICE SPREADS BETWEEN CHICAGO Ju LY AND SEPTEMBER WHEAT, WEEI{LY, 1885-1912* 
(Cents per busIle1) 
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July; and September wheat is dominant 
through July and beyond. In years in which 
September wheat sells at a premium over 
July, however, all these periods fall earlier in 
the season: July tends to be the dominant 
future through most of April and May, and 
September through most of June and July. 

During the period when the May future is 
dominant, the relation between spread changes 

tember spread appear to have little or no 
effect on the price of July wheat, but to be 
reflected solely in changes in the spread and 
in the price of September wheat; changes in 
the spread tend to show no relation to changes 
in the price of July wheat, but to be reflected 
in equal changes in the price of September 
wheat, in the same direction as the changes 
in spread. (b) When September wheat, how-
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ever, is selling at a large discount under July 
wheat, the relations between changes in 
spread and changes in price during the period 
when the May future is dominant are similar 
to the relations after July wheat becomes 
dominant, but frequently more extreme. The 

price of September, both in the direction op
posite to that of the change in spread. 

During the period in which July wheat is 
the dominant future, influences affecting the 
spread bear chiefly on the price of the July 
future, but the price of September wheat tends 

CHART 4A.-PRICES OF CHICAGO JULY WI-IEAT, WEEKLY, 1885-1912* 
(Cenis per bushel) 
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influences affecting the spread are strongly 
reflected in the price of July wheat, and the 
price of September wheat is carried along with 
that of July. The quantitative relations differ 
with the amount of the discount on September 
wheat, but in the average for eighteen such 
years a change of 1 cent in the spread accom
panied a change of nearly 2 cents in the price 
of JUly Wheat, and of nearly 1 cent in the 

to be carried along with that of July; in gen
eral a change of 1 cent in the July-September 
spread tends to be accompanied by a change 
of ilia cents in the price of July wheat and 
of lIa cent in the price of September, both price 
changes in the direction opposite to that of 
the change in spread. 

When September is the dominant future, 
changes in the July-September spread show 
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no relation to changes in price of the Septem
ber future, but tend to be reflected entirely in 
corresponding (necessarily inverse) changes 
in price of the July future. 

MEASUHES OF AVrmAGE WEEKLY CHANGE 

Since changes in the July-September spread 
reflect primarily the efIects of one set of mar
ket influences, and changes in price reflect the 
efIects of other factors plus more or less in
fluence from factors afIecting the spread, it is 

11 years of 12 years of 18 years of 
positive small negative largo negatlvo 

Month sproad spread spread 
Price Spread Prlco Spread Price Flprcad 

chango change change chango chango chango 

Jan .......... a 1.08 0.36 3.19 1.44 
Feb .......... 2.19 0.27 1.40 0.39 4.02 0.91 
Mar ...... : .. 2.67 0.27 1.08 0.37 3.47 1.2H 
Apr ......... 2.67 0.36 1.56 0.42 4.86 1.84 
May ......... 3.43 0.34 2.71 0.67 6.13 2.52 
June ........ 3.74 0.60 2.73 1.22 5.10 2.23 
July ......... 3.57 0.57 2.26 1.12 7.41 5.22 

a The computed average changes in price and In spreud 
were 1.46 and 0.18 cents, respectively, but based on such 
a small number of weekly changes as to be untrustworthy. 

CHAllT 3B.-PmCE SPREADS BETWEEN CHICAGO JULY AND SEPTEMBER WHEA'T, WEEKLY, 1913-33* 
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useful to compare the average weekly change 
in the July-September spread, month by 
month, with the average weekly change in 
price of July wheat. The averages, in cents 
per bushel, are as follows: 

For the purpose of classifying the years 
into groups according to the size and direction 
of the JUly-September spread, the average 
difference between the prices of the two fu
tures as of the close on three Fridays center-
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ing on the middle of April was used. The 
spread was classed as positive if the price of 
September wheat was above that of July 
wheat, or exactly equal to it. Negative spreads 
were classed as small if the price of Septem
ber wheat was not more than 2 cents under 
lhe price of July wheat. Negative spreads 
were classed as large if they exceeded 2 cents. 
On this basis eleven years were classed as 
showing a positive July-September spread; 
twelve were classed as showing a small nega-

culated are not the familiar simple arithmetic 
means of the weekly changes (ignoring the 
direction of the change), but a form of aver
age known technically as the standard devia
tion. In comparisons among the averages, the 
fact that they are of this special type may be 
disregarded. If comparisons are to be made 
with other averages which are simple arith
metic means, it should be borne in mind that 
averages of the type here used tend to be a 
fourth larger than arithmetic means calcu-

CHAnT 4B.-PmCEs OF CHICAGO JULY WHEAT, WEEKLY, 1913-33* 
(Cents per bushel) 
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sUspended from August 25. 1917, to July 15, 1920. 

tive spread; and eighteen were classed as 
shOwing a large negative spread. 

Owing to the requirements for other uses 
to be made of the figures, the averages cal-

Iated without regard to the direction of the 
change. 

The average changes as given in the fore
going tabulation and shown graphically in 
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Chart 5, indicate the striking stability of the 
July-September spread in years in which the 
price of September wheat was above that of 

CHART 5.-AvERAGE WEEKLY CHANGES IN PmCE 

OF CHICAGO JULY WHEAT AND OF JULy-SEP

TEMBEH SPHEAD, BY MONTHS AND BY CLASSES 

OF YEARS* 
(Cenis per bushel) 
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" Data from Appendix Tahle II. 
The July-September spread is slightly more variable in 

years of small negative spread than when the spread is 
positive; much more variable in years of large negative 
spread. In all three classes of years the average weekly 
change in the spread tends to increase as the season ad
vances. 

Years in which September wheat has sold only slightly 
under July wheat (Class II) have been years of smaller 
price fluctuations, on the average, than the other two classes 
of years. In years of positive spread the average weekly 
change in the spread is very small relative to the average 
weeJdy change in price, but in years of negative spread, 
whether large or small, the variation in spread is fairly 
large in comparison with the variation in price. 

The averages are calculated, of course, without regard 
to the direction of the weekly changes; they are computed 
by a formula that gives results about one-fourth larger 
than the ordinary arithmetic means would be if likewise 
calculated without regard to direction of the changes. 

July. Prior to June the average weekly change 
of the July-September spread in such years 
was only about %0 of the average weekly 
change in price of the July future, and even 
in June and July was less than llu of the aver
age weekly change in price of the July future. 
In years of small negative spread the average 
weekly change in the July-September spread 
prior to May was not much larger than in 
years of positive spread, and in May, June, 
and July was only about twice as large. For 
years of large negative spread, the tendency 
to instability of the spread is reflected in av
erage weekly changes greatly exceeding the 
average weekly changes in other years . 

Comparison of the average changes in 
spread with the average changes in price, by 
groups of years, makes clear the fact that, in 
years of positive spread, influences affecting 
the July-September spread have been of very 
little market importance in comparison with 
influences which affected the price of July 
and September wheat alike and thus caused 
large price changes without simultaneous 
changes in spread. In years of negative spread, 
however, the influences affecting the July
September spread assumed much greater im
portance. The years of large negative spread 
show average changes in spread which ranged 
in most months from ~ to ~ as large as the 
average weekly changes in price of the July 
future. Even in the years of small negative 
spread the moderate average changes in 
spread were fairly large in comparison with 
the relatively small average price changes; 
the average weekly change in the July-Sep
tember spread ranged in different months 
from lh to Yz of the average change in price 
of the July future. 

A striking feature of these data, worthy of 
comment even though not of itself important 
in the present connection, is the fact that the 
average weekly changes in price were much 
smaller, month by month, in the years of 
small negative spread than in other years. 

MEASURES OF RELATIONS BETWEEN SPREAD 

CHANGES AND PRICE CHANGES 

Statistics such as the foregoing, showing 
merely a comparison of average amount of 
change in spread with average amount of 
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change in price, are interesting and useful for 
some purposes; but they throw no light on 
the question whether the changes in price of 
the July future are related to the changes in 
the July-September spread, or entirely unre
lated. Specific measures of average relation
ship are required to determine whether any' 
systematic relationship exists, and, if so, what 
type of relationship. 

For this purpose the most satisfactory 
measure found is a measure of average change 
in price per 1-cent change in the July-Septem
ber spread'! The changes have been taken over 
weekly intervals. The fundamental principle 
on which the calculation is made is readily 
described. If among a number of cases in 
which the JUly-September spread rose 1 cent, 
it was found that in half the cases the price 
of the July future rose and in half the cases 
it fell; and if the average price change in the 
cases of increase was the same as the average 
price change in the cases of decrease, then it 
would appear that there was no relation be
tween the change in July-September spread 
and the change in price' of the July future
that the average price change accompanying 
a 1-cent rise in the spread was nil. If the same 
absence of relation were found for 1-cent de
clines in the spread, and for rises and declines 
both larger and smaller than 1 cent, it would 
appear that in general there was no relation 
between change in spread and change in price. 

If instead it were found that among a num
ber of cases in which the JUly-September 
spread rose 1 cent, the price of July wheat 
sometimes rose and sometimes fell but more 
often fell, and that the average change in 
price (having regard to the directions of 
the individual changes) represented a decline 

1 Probably most statisticians would choose the co
efficient of correlation as the most natural measure 
?f relationship, Coefficients of correlation correspond
Ing to all the measures of average change in price 
per I-cent change in spread have been computed and 
most of them are shown in Appendix Table IV for the 
b,cnefit of interested statisticians. They proved of so 
little use that they are not mentioned in the text. 
Still less useful are the regression coefficients repre
~entiJ~g average change in spread per I-cent change 
I~ ,P1:lCe. They are readily obtained, if desired, by 
diVidIng the square of each coefficient of correlation 
by the corresponding regression coefficient shown in 
Appendix Table III. 

of 1 cent, then an inverse relation between 
change in spread and change in price would 
be indicated, at least as regards cases of 1-cent 
rise in the spread. If, in addition, 1-cent de
clines in the spread were found accompanied 
sometimes by price rises and sometimes by 
price declines, but taking all the cases to
gether, by an average price rise of 1 cent, and 
furthermore if larger and smaller changes in 
spread were accompanied on the average by 
equal but opposite changes in price, then it 
would appear that in general changes in 
spread had tended to be accompanied by 
equal but opposite changes in price. 

Under other circumstances the averages 
might show that changes in spread had on the 
average been accompanied by changes in price 
1 % times as large as the changes in spread, 
and so on. 

The kind of measure just described is 
known in statistical parlance as a regression 
coefficient. In expressing the fact that the 
record for certain months and years shows 
an average change in price 1 % times as large 
as the accompanying change in spread, it is 
usually more convenient to say that the 
change in price averaged 1.5 cents per 1-cent 
change in spread, or that the average change 
in price accompanying a 1-cent change in 
spread was 1.5 cents. All three forms of state
ment are used to carry the same meaning, 
although the last form in particular might be 
subject to different interpretation. 

For each of the seven months, J anuary
July, averages such as have been described 
have been computed separately for each of 
the three classes of years already described 
(pp. 194-95), which were as follows: 

Years of Years of small Years of large 
positive spread negative spread nega tive spread 

(I) (II) (III) 

1886 1907 1887 1911 1889 1910 
1893 1924 1890 1913 1891 1912 
1894 1929 1892 1914 1897 1915 
1895 1930 1899 1923 1898 1916 
1896 1932 1902 1927 1903 1917 
1900 1906 1931 1904 1922 

1905 1925 
1908 1926 
1909 1928 

Four years for which data are given in the 
Appendix Tables and shown graphically in 
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Charts 3 and 4 failed of classification because 
trading in September wheat did not start until 
late April or May (1885, 1888, and 1901) or 
even until June (1921). For present purposes 
no particular significance attaches to the 
choice of the April spread as the basis of 
classification rather than the spread in a later 
month. Although at the outset it seemed wise 
to keep the constitution of each group of years 
constant over as many weeks as possible with
out unduly restricting the number of years 
included, it now appears that all available 
data might as well have been used. 

As noted in the summary of conclusions 
given on a previous page, the relations be
tween changes in the JUly-September spread 
and changes in prices differ according as the 
May future, the July future, or the September 
future is the subject of most active trading. 
We shall accordingly treat separately the 
measures of relationship reflecting these three 
sets of conditions, and for convenience con
sider them in reverse order. 

PERIOD OF DOMINANCE OF SEPTEMBER FUTURE 

September wheat usually replaces July 
wheat as the most active future during the 
last week in June. In some years, however, 
substantial deliveries on July contracts are 
expected to begin on the first of July; and 
most traders then prefer to get out of July 
wheat before the first of the month, so that 
September becomes the most active future by 
about the middle of June, or earlier. The 
likelihood of deliveries on futures contracts 
on July 1 is indicated if September wheat 
sells at a premium over July wheat in April, 
and is more precisely indicated by the spread 
in Jnne. 

These tendencies may be illustrated by the 
following tabulation of dates in the last 
twelve years on which the September future 
became the most active, based on records of 
volume of trading compiled by the United 
States Grain Futures Administration. The 
years in the first half of the tabulation are 
those in which September wheat sold at a 
premium over July in early June and during 
most or all of the remainder of the month. 
All other post-war years are included in the 
second half. 

Year Date Year Date 

1924 ......... June 1()' 1921. ........ June 21 
1928 ......... June 14 1922 ......... June 24 
1929 ......... June 17 1923 ......... June 25 
1930 ......... June 9 1925 ......... June 9 
1931.. ....... May 25 1926 ......... July 1 
1932 ......... June 20 1927 ......... June 27 

It should be noted that this post-war pe
riod is exceptional as regards the proportion 
of years in which September wheat sold at a 
premium over July in early June and during 
most of the remainder of the month. The 
twelve years 1906-17 were perhaps as excep
tional in the other direction; they included 
only two years in which September wheat 
sold at a premium in early June, namely 1907 
and 1916. 

Somewhat different dates result if domi
nance of a future be judged by the volume 
of open contracts, as has been the practice 
of the United States Grain Futures Adminis
tration. For some purposes volume of open 
contracts undoubtedly provides the better 
criterion of dominance, but for present pur
poses we regard volume of trading as the 
more significant. The dates given by the two 
criteria so seldom differ appreciably that the 
same general conclusions would result from 
use of either. 

The foregoing facts clearly indicate that 
July is always a month in which September 
wheat is the dominant wheat future, and that 
in years of positive July-September spread 
the September future tends also to be domi
nant during more than half of June, and 
therefore dominant for the month of June 
as a whole. 

In these months of dominance of .the Sep
tember future in the Chicago market a change 
of 1 cent in the July-September spread tends 
to be accompanied by a change of 1 cent in 
the price of July wheat,and by no change in 
the price of September wheat. Because we 
express the spread as a premium of Septem
ber wheat over July (+), or a discount under 
July (-), in conformity with common prac
tice, the change in price of July wheat in an 
average case is in the direction opposite to 
that of the change in spread. This is illus
trated by the following hypothetical figures, 
in cents per bushel: 
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First week Second week Change 

Price of July wheat...... 60 
Price of September wheat 62 

Spread ................... +2 

61 
62 

+1 

+1 
o 

-1 

A more concrete and meaningful state
ment of the relations in July may be given in 
terms of the influences bearing on prices and 
spreads. During July, influences affecting 
the price of September wheat tend to affect 
the price of July wheat in the same direction 
and by the same amount. In addition, the 
price of July wheat is affected by influences 
which bear on the July-September spread 
but have no effect on the price of the Sep
tember future. 

These tendencies are clearly indicated by 
the average changes in price accompanying a 
change of 1 cent in the July - September 
spread, as shown, in cents per bushel, in the 
first two columns below: 

Change in Change in 
Month and class of years July September Standard 

future future error 
June 

Years of positive spread -1.0 0.0 ±0.90 
July 

Years of positive spread -1.4 -0.4 ±0.86 
Years of small negative 

spread ................. -1.0 0.0 ±0.24 
Years of large negative 

spread ................. -1.1 -0.1 ±0.10 

All data combined ........ -1.09 -0.09 ±0.077 

In this tabulation, as in subsequent similar 
tabulations, the minus signs indicate that the 
change in price is in the direction opposite 
to that of the change in spread. 

The "standard errors" shown in the final 
column of the tabulation above apply alike 
to the averages for the July and the Septem
ber futures.1 The averages tabulated in the 
first two columns represent precisely the facts 
as observed in certain years. Various factors, 
however, may make these averages more or 
less unrepresentative of the general tendency 
in such years. The standard errors provide 

1 The standard error of the regression coefficient 
by.a; is given by the formula 

a1l ~_r2 
ab=-' ---

af/) n-2 

where r is the coefficient of correlation between x 
and y, and n the number of observations. 

an index of the reliability of the averages as 
measures of the general tendency. Their use 
may be indicated with sufficient precision for 
present purposes as follows: the average 
weekly change in price of the July future for 
each 1 - cent change in spread, in eighteen 
years of large negative spread, was precisely 
1.1 cents, in the direction opposite to that of 
the change in spread; but if the data are to be 
taken as an indication of general tendency in 
such years, they indicate merely that the 
probable tendency in such years is for the 
price of the July future to change somewhere 
between 1. 0 cent (1. 1 - O. 10) and 1. 2 cents 
(1.1 + 0.10) for each change of 1. 0 cent in 
the spread. In other words, the tendency is 
indicated as probably lying within a range 
given by the standard error. 

At first glance, it might appear that the 
indicated tendency in July of years of posi
tive spread is distinctly different from that in 
the other groups of years. Reference to the 
standard error, however, shows the average 
to indicate merely that the probable tendency 
in July of years of positive spread is for the 
change in price of the July future to be some
where between 0.54 and 2.26 cents, for each 
I-cent change in the spread. Consequently 
there is no good evidence that the tendency 
in years of positive spread is any different 
from the tendency in July of other years. All 
the results are consistent with the original 
statement that, during the period of domi
nance of the September future, influences 
affecting the July-September spread tend to 
have no effect on the price of September 
wheat and to produce changes in the price 
of July wheat equal to the change in the 
spread, but, naturally, in the opposite direc
tion. 

RELATIONS WHEN JULY FUTURE Is DOMINANT 

The July future has probably always been 
the dominant, or most active, wheat future at 
Chicago throughout May. In years of positive 
spread the July future tends to be dominant 
in April, taken as a whole, and in May, but 
not in June. In other years the July future 
tends to be dominant in June, taken as a 
whole, as well as in May, but not in April. 
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The dates on which the July future be
came dominant in post-war years are shown 
in the following tabulation. The first section 
gives the years and dates for cases in which 
September wheat was at a premium over 
July throughout the month of April. The 
other two sections give the years and dates 
for cases in which September wheat was at a 
discount throughout April. 

Year Date 

1924 .... Apr. 21 
1929 .... Apr. 15 
1930 .... Mar. 11 
1932 .... Apr. 7 

Year Date 

1922 .... Apr. 26 
1923 .... Apr. 11 
1925 .... Apr. 23 
1926 .... Apr. 17 

Year Date 

1927 .... Apr. 25 
1928 .... Mar. 27 
1931 .... Dec. 20 

(1930) 

The case of 1931 is of course an exception 
occasioned by the fact that control of the 
May future by the Grain Stabilization Cor
poration destroyed speculative interest in 
that future. It is clear that the general ten
dency is for the July future to become domi
nant before the middle of April in years of 
positive July-September spread, and for the 
May future to remain dominant until well 
after the middle of April in other years. 

During these months of customary domi
nance of the July future, influences affecting 
the July-September spread have tended to 
produce a change of about 1 1/3 cents in the 
price of the July future and 1/3 cent in the 
price of the September future, for each 
change of 1 cent in the spread. In addition, 
there are always other important influences 
affecting price which tend to cause equal 
changes in both the July and the September 
futures. At present, however, we are not con
cerned with these other influences and em
phasize merely the fact that those influences 
which affect the spread tend to cause changes 
in price of both July and September wheat, 
both in the same direction, but to cause 
changes in the price of July wheat about four 
times as large as the changes in price of 
September. 

The averages on which this conclusion 
rests are as follows, together with their stand
ard errors. As before, the averages are 
changes in cents per bushel accompanying 
changes of 1 cent in the July-September 
spread. 

Ohange In Ohangeln 
Month and class of years July September Standard 

future future error 
April 

Years of positive spread -2.6 -1.6 ±1.04 
May 

Years of positive spread -1.9 -0.9 ±1.44 
Years of small negative 

spread ................. -1.6 -0.6 ±0.52 
Years of large negative 

spread ................. -1.1 -0.1 ±0.25 
June 

Years of small negative 
spread ................. -1.5 -0.5 ±0.23 

Years of large negative 
spread ................. -1.6 -0.6 ±O.18 

All data combined ........ -1.34 -0.34 ±0.l15 

Each of the averages in the foregoing tab
ulation, when considered in connection with 
its standard error, is found in satisfactory 
agreement with the general conclusion that, 
during the months in which July wheat is 
the future most actively traded in, the influ
ences which affect the July-September spread 
tend to cause the September future to change 
one-third as much as the spread, and the 
July future to change 1 1/3 times as much as 
the spread, both price changes in the direc
tion opposite to the change in spread. 

RELATIONS WHEN MAY FUTURE Is DOMINANT 

In earlier months, when the May future is 
dominant, a marked difference is observed 
between relationships characteristic of years 
of large negative spread, on the one hand, 
and years of small negative spread or of pos
itive spread on the other. Some suggestion 
appears of a special type of relation in J anu
ary of years of small negative spread and in 
both January and February of years of posi
tive spread; but the peculiarities of the aver
ages for these months are regarded as mean
ingless. Data covering these situations are 
left out of consideration in the main discus
sion below and reserved for brief presenta
tion in a footnote in their appropriate rela
tion to the discussion. 

In years of large negative spread-that is, 
years in which September wheat sells at a 
discount of more than 2 cents under July 
wheat - the influences affecting the July
September spread before the July future be
comes dominant tend to cause large changes 
in the price of both the July and the Septem
ber futures, both in the direction opposite to 
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that of the changes in spread. Of the more 
extreme of these years, conspicuously exem
plified by 1925, it would be substantially cor
rect to say that the price factors in opera
tion tend to produce larger changes in the 
July future than in the September, and that 
the change in spread is merely a consequence 
of the differential price influence of the same 
factors bearing on both futures. But this 
would be a substantially correct statement 
only because in such cases the chief price 
influences are specific spread-determining in
fluences-that is, influences related to the 
appraisal of the current domestic supply sit
uation. In so far as price influences related 
to prospective new-crop supplies appear, or 
foreign developments of little import for the 
domestic supply situation attain prominence, 
the effect of such price influences tends to be 
the same on both the July and the September 
futures, with little resulting change in the 
spread. And in years in which September 
wheat is not at such an extreme discount 
under July as in the first few months of 
1925, it is important in fact as well as in 
principle to maintain the distinction that only 
influences specifically related to the July
September spread tend to have a differential 
effect on the prices of the two futures. 

On an average for the months January
April in all eighteen years classed as showing 
a large negative spread, a change of 1 cent in 
the july-September spread was accompanied 
by a change of about 3 cents in the price of 
the july future and 2 cents in the price of 
the September future. These figures, how
ever, are unlike those previously given in that 
they are not to be taken as reflecting a uni
form quantitative relation tending to hold 
whenever the price of the September future 
is 2 cents or more below the price of the July 
future. Rather, the amount of change in the 
july future accompanying a I-cent change in 
spread tends to be much greater when the 
spread itself is wide than when it is relatively 
narrow. If the spread be very wide, a change 
of 1 cent in spread is likely to be accompa
nied by a change of 5 or 6 cents in price of 
the July future and of 4 or 5 cents in the 
price of the September future. But if the 
price of September wheat be only a little 

more than 2 cents under the price of July 
wheat, a change of 1 cent in spread is likely 
to be accompanied by a change of only about 
1 cent in price of the July future and no ap
preciable change in the price of the Septem
ber, as will be shown to be the case in years 
of small negative spread. 

The averages on which these conclusions 
chiefly rest, together with their standard er
rors, are shown below. All are based only on 
data for eighteen years in which the Septem
ber future was at a discount of 2 cents or 
more below the July future in April, and 
represent changes in price of the future, in 
cents per bU!'jhel, accompanying a change of 
1 cent in the July-September spread. 

Change in Change in 
Month July September Standard 

future future error 

January .................. -1.4 
February ................. -3.2 
March .................... -1.9 
April ..................... -1.9 

All data combined ........ -1.90 

-0.4 
-2.2 
-0.9 
-0.9 

-0.90 

±0.30 
±0.47 
±0.24 
±0.22 

±0.136 

Among the foregoing averages, those for 
February appear distinctly inconsistent with 
the others. They differ by nearly three times 
their standard error from the corresponding 
figures for March and April and for the four 
months taken together. If data for the one 
year 1925 be omitted from the calculations, 
the following quite consistent figures result: 

Change in Change in 
Month .July September Standard 

future future error 

January .................. -1.2 -0.2 
February ................. -1.9 -0·9 
March .................... -1·5 -0.5 
April ..................... -1.9 -0.9 

All data combined ........ -1.7 -0.7 

±0.28 
±0.51 
±0.27 
±0.21 

±O.134 

The consistency thus obtained must not be 
regarded as evidence that the averages meas
ure tendencies that are uniform for all years 
except 1925. It will be shown shortly that 
the average relations in years of small nega
tive spread differ sharply from. the relations 
reflected by the foregoing averages for years 
of large negative spread. Hence one may con
clude that the quantitative relation between 
changes in spread and changes in price is 
dependent upon the width of the spread, and 
therefore not the same for all years in which 
the price of September wheat is more than 2 
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cents under the price of July. In the light of 
these facts, it is quite to be expected that the 
changes in price per 1-cent change in spread 
should have been very large in 1925, since 
September wheat was at an extraordinary 
discount under July in January-March of 
that year. 

RELATIONS IN YEARS OF POSITIVE OR SMALL 

NEGATIVE SPREAD 

In years when the price of September 
wheat is above that of July, or less than 2 
cents below, the relations between changes in 
spread and changes in price while the May 
future remains dominant are in general very 
different from the relations in years of large 
negative spread. For all such months for 
which trustworthy data are available, a tend
ency is clearly indicated for influences affect
ing the spread to have no effect on the price 
of the July future and to exert their full effect 
on the price of the September. These con
clusions rest on the following averages of 
change in price accompanying a 1 - cent 
change in the July-September spread. 

Changein Changein 
Month and class of years July September Standard 

future future error 
Years of small negative 

spread 
February ................ +0.2 
March ................... -0.4 
April .................... -0.2 

Years of positive spread 
March ................... +1.3 

All data combined ........ -0.03 

+1.2 
+0.6 
+0.8 

+2.3 
+0.97 

±0.72 
±0.48 
±0.56 

±1.94 
±0.376 

In the foregoing tabulation the averages 
shown for March are obtained with the data 
for 1930 omitted. If the data for March 1930 
be included, the average change in price of 
July wheat for each 1-cent change in spread 
appears as +3.7 for years of positive spread 
and +0.27 for "all data combined." The 
standard errors remain substantially as 
above. It makes no great difference in the 
conclusions indicated whether the data for 
March 1930 be included or excluded; but it 
seems clear that the situation in that month 
was quite unrepresentative and is therefore 
better neglected in determining a normal re
lationship. Throughout March 1930 the re
lationships among futures were radically dis-

turbed by the futures transactions of the 
Grain Stabilization Corporation. 

All the averages in the foregoing tabula
tion, when considered in connection with 
their standard errors, are consistent with the 
conclusion that in the months in question the 
price of the July future tends to be unaffected 
by influences which affect the July-Septem
ber spread. The figures suggest a possibility 
that in March of years of positive spread 
there is some tendency for the July as well 
as the September future to move in the same 
direction as the spread, but the statistical 
evidence is quite inconclusive. Since we have 
found no other good ground for supposing 
that this unique tendency actually exists, we 
conclude that the tendency in March of years 
of positive spread is the same as the tend
ency in February, March, and April of years 
of small negative spread.1 

1 There are so few years of small negative spread 
in which there was trading in September wheat dur
ing January, and so few years of positive spread in 
which there was trading in September wheat in either 
January or February, that it seemed at first quite 
unprofitable to calculate averages for those cases. 
When it was found, however, that the average for 
March of years of positive spread suggested a rela
tionship different from that in years of small negative 
spread, it became desirable to see if averages of such 
data as were available for the earlier months of this 
class of years would give any support to that sug
gestion. Since they have real bearing on that point, 
the averages are here reproduced, and with them the 
similarly unreliable average for January of years of 
small negative spread. 

In connection with the calculated average change 
in price of the July future per 1-cent change in 
spread, we show in the following tabulation not only 
the computed standard error but also the number of 
weekly changes from which each average was com
puted and the number of years providing one or more 
weekly change. 

Month and class 
of year 

Change in Standard No. of No. of 
July future error weeks years 

January, yeara of pOSitive 
spread ..................... +5.0 ±2.35 9 

February, years of pOSitive 
spread ..................... -2.8 ±2.00 16 4 

January, yeara of am all 
negative spread ........... -1.6 ±0.63 19 

Three montha ............... -1.45 ±O.818 44 9 

All of the averages above differ from the cor
responding general average (for March in years of 
positive spread and February, March, and April in 

. years of small negative spread) by more than the 
computed standard errors of the differences. But 
doubt is at once cast on their significance by their 
lack of mutual consistency. Moreover, the standard 
errors for individual month:: are themselves un-
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SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN TYPES 
OF RELATION 

In the foregoing paragraphs four different 
types of relation between spread changes and 
price changes have been described, and in 
each case it has been shown that all the 
averages representing the type of relation 
under discussion were mutually consistent. 
There still remains, however, the question 
whether the data fully support the contention 
that four distinct types of relation are actu
ally represented. 

The four different types of relations may 
be described in tabular form in terms of the 
average change in price of the futures accom
panying each l-cent change in the July-Sep
tember spread, as follows: 

Changefn Changefn 
July September Standard 

future future error 
Period of dominance of 

May future 
A. Years of positive or 

small negative spread -0.03 
B. Years of large nega-

tive spread ........... -1.90 
Period of dominance of 
July future (all years) -1.34 

Period of dominance of 
September future (all 
years) ................. -1.09 

+0.97 

-0.90 

-0.34 

-0.09 

±0.376 

±0.136 

±0.116 

±0.077 

The statistics above do not conclusively 

demonstrate the existence of a real difference 
between the relation in the period of domi
nance of the July future and the relation in 
the period of dominance of the September 
future. The difference (0.25 cent) between 
the averages expressing the relations in the 
respective periods is only 1.8 times its stand
ard error of 0.138.1 From a purely technical 
statistical standpoint the difference may be 
regarded only as highly suggestive of a real 
difference in tendency. Because the differ
ence is one to be expected on other important 
grounds, we have no hesitation in concluding 
that a real difference exists between the aver
age price effect of spread-related influences 
when July is the dominant future and the 
average price effect of spread-related influ
ences when September is the dominant fu
ture. 

All the other indicated differences in tend
ency are clearly significant even when judged 
solely on the statistical evidence. For the 
period of dominance of the May future the 
differences between the averages for the dif
ferent classes of years are 4.7 times their 
standard errors. The differences between 
each of these averages and the averages for 
the period of dominance of the July future 
are three or more times their standard errors. 

II. BASIC SPREAD-DETERMINING FACTORS 

The influences which affect the July-Sep
tember spread are numerous and of widely 
varying character. As with price influences 
generally, some are ephemeral, related chiefly 

trustworthy when the number of observations is so 
small. The general average for the three months to
gether, which alone is based on enough cases to 
make its standard error reasonably trustworthy, dif
fers from the general average for comparable later 
months by 1. 42 cents (1. 45 - 0.03). The standard 
error of the difference is ±O. 90. On the customary 
a~s.umption of normal distribution of error the proba
JHlity of such a difference occurring by chance is 
about 1 in 10. The difference therefore constitutes 
far from conclusive evidence of a real difference in 
the tendencies reflected by the two averages. 

In short, the figures in the foregoing tabulation 
demonstrate only two facts, and those of negative 
character. The averages give no good evidence to 
oppose the otherwise reasonable assumption that the 
tendency in these months is like that indicated for 
subsequent months of dominance of the May future
namely, for influences affecting the July-September 

to temporary technical situations in the mar
ket; some are more lasting, but rest on fal
lible human judgment and are subject to sud
den change; some are related more specifi
cally to the basic objective facts on which, in 
the last analysis, all prices have their foun-

spread to have no effect on the price of July wheat 
and to exert their full effect on the price of the 
September future. Second, the average for February in 
years of positive spread fails entirely to support the 
suggestion of the average for March that the tendency 
in such years, while the May future is dominant, is 
different from that in years of small negative spread. 
Pending the accumulation of other evidence, at least, 
our conclusion is that the relation between changes 
in July-September spread and changes in price re
mains the same in all months of dominance of the 
May future, and the same in years of positive spread 
as in years of negative spread. 

1 The standard error of the difference between two 
averages such as are here involved is the square root 
of the sum of the squares of the standard errors of 
the individual averages. 
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dation. The JUly-September spread will be 
found more intimately tied to the basic sup
ply-and-demand situation pertinent to it than 
wheat prices in general seem to be to the 
basic supply - and - demand situations perti
nent to them. 

It is readily apparent that the price rela
tion between the July and the September fu
tures at Chicago must depend in considerable 
degree upon the quantity of wheat that will 
be carried over into the new crop year in the 
United States. If supplies of wheat are so 
large as to result in a heavy carryover, it is 
to be expected that September wheat will sell 
at a premium over July. Elevator operators 
who hedge must depend chiefly on spreads 
between futures for profits from storage of 
wheat. The elevator operator has little in
ducement to carry heavy wheat stocks into 
the new crop year unless September wheat 
is selling or is expected to sell at a higher 
price than July wheat when he transfers his 
hedges from the July to the September op
tion. The difference between the price at 
which he buys in his hedge in the July fu
ture and the price at which he replaces it by 
sale of September wheat provides the eleva
tor operator his chief or only return for stor
age of wheat, as distinct from returns 'for 
merchandising. It is on account of this fact 
that the spread between futures is frequently 
referred to as a "carrying charge." 

If supplies of wheat are short, prices of 
cash wheat tend to be higher in the winter 
and spring than they are expected to be after 
the new crop is harvested. Under such cir
cumstances the July and September futures 
of course always sell at discounts under the 
May future. Substantial supplies of new 
wheat reach the market during July, and the 
July future at Chicago is consequently re
garded usually as a new-crop future. The 
July movement of new wheat, however, is not 
sufficient to meet normal milling require
ments, plus the demand for replacement of 
depleted merchandising supplies that results 
from shortage of wheat during the previous 
crop year. When wheat supplies are short, 
therefore, the July future as well as the May 
tends to stand at a premium over the Septem
ber future. 

As will shortly be shown, the supply of 
wheat, as reflected in carryover as of july 1, 
is indeed the dominant factor determining 
the spread between July and September 
wheat in Chicago. The present section is 
therefore devoted chiefly to a statistical anal
ysis of the relation between wheat supplies 
and the July-September spread. In the sub
sequent section other influences are discussed, 
in particular certain technical market situa
tions that occasionally have a marked effect 
on the spread. 

The first question about the relation of the 
July - September spread to wheat supplies 
concerns the measurement of supplies. Car
ryover, as customarily measured in terms of 
July 1 stocks, forms a convenient basis for 
expressing supplies. The principal question 
requiring investigation in this connection is 
whether the July-September spread is more 
closely related to total supplies or to com
mercial supplies, or perhaps to the visible 
supply alone among commercial supplies. 

WHEAT STOCKS AND THE PHICE SPREAD 

In the upper part of Chart 6 is shown the 
average spread between the prices of July 
and September wheat at Chicago during the 
first three full weeks in June. The data are 
shown for each year in which trading in the 
futures has been carried on since 1896. That 
year is made the starting-point because it is 
the first for which adequate statistics of year
end supplies of wheat are available for study 
in connection with the price spread. The 
points on the chart representing the average 
spread in June of each year show an average 
premium of September wheat over July as a 
positive spread (+), and an average discount 
as a negative spread (-). 

The lower part of Chart 6 shows total 
stocks of wheat in the United States as of 
July 1 of each year since 1896, together with 
stocks of wheat in commercial hands, and 
the visible supply. This part of the chart is 
drawn to a logarithmic vertical scale in order 
to show in correct proportion the relative 
changes in the three classes of stocks. 

The fact that the July-September spread is 
rather closely related to wheat supplies as of 
July 1 is at once apparent from an examina-
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lion of Chart 6. Certain important features 
of the relationship, however, appear clearly 
only when the data are placed in the form 

CHAIlT 6.-CHICAGO JULy-SEPTEMBER SPHEAD IN 

JUNE AND UNITED STATES STOCKS OF WHEAT 

JULY 1, 1896-1932* 
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• Data from Appendix Table VI (spreads from column B). 
The price spread between July and September wheat at 

Chicago in the first three full weeks of June is rather 
ciosely related to the stocks of wheat remaining in the 
United States at the end of the crop year. On actual meas
urement, the relation with the visible supply is found to 
he not nearly as close as the relation with all commercial 
stocks (ull stocks not on farms); the relation with total 
stocks of all United States wheat, on farms and off, is 
closest of all. 

used for Chart 7 (p. 206), which shows the 
relation between the spread and total United 
States wheat stocks. 

THE SPREAD AND TOTAL STOCKS 

For the purpose of Chart 7 it is necessary 
to take account of changes in the level of 
"normal" July 1 stocks. As acreage of early 
harvested winter wheat increased and the 
milling industry became adjusted to utiliza-

tion of the winter wheat, and as transporta
tion facilities in the new winter-wheat areas 
improved, there resulted, in the early years 
of the present century, a substantial reduc
tion in the quantity of old-crop wheat which 
it was necessary to hold over into July. The 
stocks statistics used for years since 1922 are 
not precisely comparable with the earlier sta
tistics; this also affects the normal carryover 
as interpreted in terms of these statistics.1 

These changes in "normal" stocks are re
flected in the heavy trend line shown in con
nection with the graphic record of total wheat 
stocks appearing in Chart 6. For the pur
poses of Chart 7 they are taken into account 
by expressing tolal stocks as deviations from 
normal: a stated number of million bushels 
above the estimated normal or a stated num
ber of million bushels below. The determi
nation of the normal is more or less arbi
trary, and the absolute value assigned to it 
in any year is unimportant. It is only the 
changes in level of normal stocks from period 
to period that are important for present pur
poses, and these have been determined as ac
curately as possible. 

In Chart 7 deviations of July 1 stocks from 
normal are plotted to the horizontal scale in 
terms of millions of bushels. The associated 
July-September spread is plotted on the ver
tical scale. Each point plotted in Chart 7 is 
numbered to designate the year to which the 
data apply. For example, the point numbered 
07 near the upper center of the chart indi
cates that in 1907 total stocks of wheat in 
the United States were some 70 million bush
els above the estimated normal and that Sep
tember wheat sold about 2% cents over July 
wheat on the average in the first three full 
weeks of June. Similarly, the point numbered 
98 at the lower left corner of the chart indi
cates that in 1898 total stocks of wheat in the 
United States on July 1 were nearly 90 mil-

1 The only approximately complete statistics of 
total July 1 wheat stocks in the United States for 
pre-war years are estimates prepared by the Food 
Research Institute and published in WHEAT STUDIES, 
February 1928, IV, 180. These are the figures here 
used for 1896-1921. For 1922 and subsequent years 
we have used the carryover "in four positions" as 
compiled from official sources and published cur
rently in \VHEAT STUDIES. 
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lion bushels below normal and that Septem
ber wheat averaged 8% cents under the price 
of July wheat. 

One further adjustment of the data was 
made for Chart 7. During all but the latest 

Through the points plotted in Chart 7 a 
smooth curve is run, to represent the indi
cated average relation between stocks and 
spread. This relation may be described as 
follows. With normal stocks, that is, stocks 

CHART 7.-RELATION BETWEEN CHICAGO JULy-SEPTEMBER SPREAD IN JUNE AND TOTAL UNITED STATES 
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• Spreads and stocks from Appendix Table VI, but with spreads (column B) for 1921-30 reduced one-third to adjust 
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As here shown, and with the adjustments described abo ve, the statistics of July-September price spread in June and 
total United States wheat stocks present a relationship anI y incompletely discernible in the separate curves of Chart 6. 
With the exception of eight years, one of which (1917) is· so exceptional that the point representing it would lie far 
below the bottom of the chart, the relationship is extraord inarily close. Tbe explanation of the unusual discrepancy 
in each of the eight abnormal years is given in Section III below. Usually the discrepancy results from some technical 
market situation, including corners and "squeezes." 

post-war years, prices of wheat and prices 
and costs generally were so much higher than 
in pre-war years that spreads might be ex
pected to be wider in somewhat the same pro
portion. The actual spreads in the years 
1921-30, inclusive, were reduced one-third 
for plotting in Chart 7, on the assumption 
that if prices and costs had remained about 
as in pre-war years spreads in these post-war 
years would have been one-third smaller than 
they were. Thus the average spread for June 
of 1930, which was actually nearly +3 cents, 
is plotted as close to +2 cents. l 

1 Regarding the spread as essentially a price series, 
as we do, the common statistical practice of "deflat
ing" by dividing each figure by an index number of 
price level is naturally suggested. We have been 
doubtful of the full theoretical validity of such ad-

corresponding to zero on the horizontal scale 
of Chart 7, the spread tends to be about 
-1 cent. This is purely a matter of definition, 
determining what are regarded for present 
statistical purposes as normal stocks. A de-

justment as applied to the spreads, and have pre
ferred the simpler adjustment here used, since it 
proved adequate. If the spreads were deflated, it 
would undoubtedly be found necessary to apply an 
additional adjustment analogous to that of expressing 
deflated prices as a percentage of trend; but because .. 
spreads are hoth positive and negative, the adjust
ment would have to take the form of a series of 
factors by which both positive and negative spreads 
were multiplied, or very likely two such series, one 
for positive and one for negative spreads, would be 
required for full adjustment. The data are quite iu
adequate to warrant hope that they could be made to 
yield trustworthy statistical measures of the minor 
adjustments theoretically called for by these consid
erations. 
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crease of stocks to 10 million bushels below 
normal tends to widen the July-September 
spread to about 1 % cents. Further decreases 
in stocks widen the spread somewhat more 
than proportionately. For stocks much be
low normal, a change of 10 million bushels 
in stocks tends to be accompanied by a 
change of 1 cent in the spread. 

As stocks rise above normal, the Septem
ber future tends to stand higher relative to 
the July future. The prices of the two futures 
tend to be equal during the first three full 
weeks of June-that is, the spread tends to be 
zero-when stocks are about 18 million bush
els above normal. As applied to post-war 
years, and measuring July 1 stocks in terms 
of the official statistics which we currently 
use in WHEAT STUDIES, this means that the 
July and September futures tend to stand on 
a par when the total of visible supply, mill 
stocks, country mill and elevator stocks, and 
farm stocks, as of July 1, is 138 (120 + 18) 
million bushels. 

With larger wheat stocks a positive "car
rying charge" develops. With stocks 55 mil
lion bushels above normal (175 million bush
els, in terms of the statistics we use for post
war years), the September future tends to 
stand about 2 cents over the July. Further 
increases in stocks lead to only slight fur
ther increase in the July-September spread. 

The foregoing statements with regard to 
spreads, it must be borne in mind, assume a 
level of prices and costs broadly comparable 
to those of the pre-war period. It is some 
such level of prices and costs which exists 
now and appears to be in prospect for at 
least the next few years. If statements were 
to be framed to apply to conditions as they 
obtained between 1921 and 1930 or 1931, all 
the spread figures above given should be in
creased 50 per cent. If in the future, prices 
and other pertinent costs should rise to lev
els comparable with those of the earlier post
war years, such a revision of the figures for 
expected spreads should be made, but for the 
present and immediate future it appears that 
expression in terms of pre-war circumstances 
is most appropriate. 

The maximum positive spreads shown in 
Charts 6 and 7 have been exceeded in two 

years which, for lack of associated stocks 
statistics, do not appear on the charts. In 
1885 September wheat averaged 4 cents over 
July wheat during the first three full weeks 
of June, and in 1893 the spread for these 
weeks averaged 4.4 cents. To judge by the 
very incomplete statistics available, July 1 
stocks in these years exceeded those of any 
year shown in the charts prior to 1929, and, 
therefore, maximum carrying charges were 
to have been expected. That they were so 
high, however, suggests that in those early 
years the maximum carrying charge to be 
expected was higher than in subsequent years 
in which stocks have been very large. 

THE SPREAD AND COMMERCIAL STOCKS 

It might be supposed that the July-Sep
tember spread would be more closely de
pendent upon the visible supply of wheat in 
the United States than upon stocks of wheat 
in all positions, or perhaps that it would be 
more closely dependent on total commercial 
stocks than on total stocks or on the visible 
supply alone. The fluctuations of all these 
stocks are so similar, however, that visual 
comparison of the curves in Chart 6 results 
in no conclusive decision as to which supply 
series is most closely related to the July-Sep
tember spread. It is necessary to resort to 
numerical measurement of the degree of re
lationship. 

For this purpose the Pearsonian coefficient 
of correlation is useful. When the line de
scribing the relation between two sets of data 
is not a straight line, but a curved line, as 
that in Chart 7, the coefficient of correlation 
understates the degree of relationship, but 
the coefficients remain useful for compara
tive purposes. Omitting the years 1929-32, 
in which stocks rose beyond the point where 
increases in stocks cease to affect the spread, 
and omitting also the very exceptional case 
of 1917, to be discussed later, the coefficients 
of correlation with the July - September 
spread are: 

For total stocks ................... +.81 
For all commercial stocks ........ + .83 
For visible supply ................. +.47 

Although a low correlation is shown be-
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tween the visible supply and the July-Sep
Lember spread in June, it should be noted 
that the visible supply is actually quite 
closely related to the July-September spread 
so long as the spread remains of moderate 
size. But wiLh a moderate shortage of sup
plies, such as results in September wheat sell
ing 3 cents or more under July, the visible 
supply falls to an approximate absolute min
imum, below which it does not ordinarily fall 
however severe the shortage. This failure of 
the relationship to continue in years of very 
short supplies chielly accounts for the low 
correlation between visible supply and July
September spread. 

Whether the JUly-September spread dur
ing the first three full weeks of June is more 
closely dependent on commercial stocks (that 
is, all stocks not on farms) or upon total 
stocks is essentially a question whether the 
spread is significantly inlluenced by farm 
stocks as well as commercial stocks. Con
sequently, the coefficients of correlation given 
above suggest that the July - September 
spread is somewhat more closely related to 
all commercial slocks than to total stocks of 
wheat-that is, that the level of farm stocks 
has little bearing on the price spread. On 
detailed investigation, however, it appears 
that this result arises solely from a peculiar 
situation in 1921. 

The spread in that year was largely influ
enced by what amounted to a "corner" in 
the Chicago market. The correspondence be
tween the spread and the volume of commer
cial stocks in that year was largely. fortui
tous. These circumstances render the data 
for 1921 valueless as evidence on the signifi
cance of farm stocks. With the data for 1921 
omitted, the correlations with the July-Sep
tember spread are: 

For total stocks ................... +.89 
Por all commercial stocks........ +.84 

These coefficients indicate that farm stocks 
must be taken into account-that total sup
plies rather than only commercial supplies 
are inlluential in determining the July-Sep
tember spread during the first three weeks 
of June. 

STOCKS AND SPREADS IN VARIOUS MONTHS 

The July-September spread during other 
3-week periods is not so closely related to 
year-end wheat supplies as is the spread in 
June. In terms of comparable coefficients of 
correlation, the relations of total July 1 stocks 
to the spread in various months appear as 
follows: 

March ................ +.59 
April .................. +.63 
May ................... +.79 
June .................. +.88 
July .................. +.65 

Because in the years 1896, 1899, 1901, and 
1921 the September future was not quoted in 
March, data for these years cannot be used 
in the correlation of stocks with March 
spread. To maintain comparability so far as 
possible, the foregoing coefficients for other 
months were also computed without data for 
these years. Data for 1921 would have been 
omiUed even though available for all months 
on the ground of the exceptional and unrep
resentative circumstances affecting the spread 
in that year. Similar exceptional conditions 
in 1915 dictated omission of that year also.1 

Three features of the foregoing correlation 
coefficients are especially noteworthy: (1) 
the great increase in the correlations between 
March and June; (2) the fact that over half 
of this increase occurs between April and 
May; and (3) the shari;> drop in the correla
tions between June and July - a decline 
nearly to the April level. These facts have an 
important bearing on the explanation of the 
behavior of the July-September spread. 

The suggestion naturally occurs that the 
July-September spread in earlier months of 
the season is related more particularly to 
stocks at the time rather than to July 1 
stocks. Computation of correlation coeffi
cients, however, shows the March spread to 
be somewhat less closely related to March 1 
stocks than to July 1 stocks, the correlation 
coefficients being +.52 and +.59, respec
tively. Moreover, the spread in June is al-

1 With 1915 included, the coefficients were: 

Murch .......................... +.00 
April ........................... +.02 
May ............................ +.80 
Juno ............................ +.86 
July ............................ +.08 
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most as closely related to March 1 stocks as 
to July 1 stocks. The correlation coefficients 
are +.86 and +.88, respectively. 

From these facts one may infer first of all 
that no particular significance attaches to the 
date at which stocks are measured. It ap
pears rather that either March 1 or July 1 
slacks serve about equally well to reflect the 
supply situation during the latter part of the 
season and that it is that supply situation, 
suhject usually to little fundamental change 
during the four months from March 1 to 
.July 1, which is dominant in determining the 
July-September spread in June. 

One may infer also that it is not primarily 
the accumulation of additional statistical in
formation on the volume of stocks that has 
resulted in bringing the spread in later 
months of the season more closely in line 
with the supply situation. In most years of 
the period the chief additions to statistical 
information on stocks have occurred in 
March, with publications of estimates of 
March 1 farm stocks, and then in July. Nor 
can the close relation between stocks and 
spread in June be attributed primarily to 
jUdgments formed on the basis of stocks sta
tistics, for the only statistics of stocks cur
rently available during pre-war years were 
very incomplete figures which, though com
monly regarded at the time as substantially 

complete, actually show a less close relalion 
to the spread than do the substantially com
plete statistics which we have built up only 
recently? The close relation he tween total 
United States wheat stocks and the spread 
in June must arise from the fact that the 
market is influenced by a supply situation 
statistically measurable in terms of total 
stocks of all wheat, but felt in the market 
through channels other than trading based on 
statistics of stocks. 

But why should this supply situation be so 
imperfectly reflected in the July-September 
spread during March and April; why should 
it find so much more accurate expression in 
the spread during May, and the most accu
rate expression in the spread during June; 
and why should the July-September spread 
tend in July again to get badly out of line 
with the supply situation? 

We are not prepared at present to attempt 
definitive answers to these questions, but 
they serve to summarize an important set of 
facts regarding the relations shown in the 
foregoing paragraphs. Taken together, they 
are as important as the more obviously sig
nificant fact that the July-September spread 
in June is dominantly determined by a sup
ply situation conveniently measurable in 
terms of the volume of the year-end carry
over of all wheat in the United States. 

III. OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING THE SPREAD IN JUNE 

The relationship between the July-Septem
ber spread in June and total stocks of wheat 
remaining in the country on July 1 shows 
one peculiar and significant characteristic. 
In most years the spread conforms with ex
traordinary closeness to that to be expected 
on the basis of the supply of all wheat in the 
United States, but in occasional years there 
occur rather extreme divergencies from ex
pectation. This fact may be seen from a study 
of the scatter diagram in Chart 7 (p. 206), or 
more conveniently from the following tabu
lation, which shows, in cents per bushel, the 
amount by which the average price of the 
September future during the first three full 
weeks of June exceeded (+) or fell below 
(-) a normal relation to the July future. 1 

Yoar Cents Yenr Cents Year Cents 

1896 ..... 0 1907 .... + % 1921 ..... -5% 
1897 ..... 0 1908 .... + % 1922 ..... +1% 
1898 ..... + % 1D09 .... - % 1923 ..... -11/s 
1899 ..... - % 1910 .... - % 1924 ..... + % 
IDOO ..... 0 1911 .... + % 1925 ..... - % 
1901. .... - % 1912 .... - ct.. 1926 ..... () 

1902 ..... + % IDI3 .... + % 1927 ..... 0 
ID03 ..... + % IDI4 .... + % 1!J28 ..... +2 
ID04 ..... -2 1915 .... + 3% 192!J.. ... + % 
1905 ..... + % ID16 .... - % 1930 ..... - % 
1906 ..... - % 1917 .... -20V2 1931 ..... -2')1, 

1932 ..... - % 

These thirty-four years include nineteen in 

1 To maintain comparability, discrepancies for the 
years 1921-30 are reduced one-third, for the same 
reason that the spreads themselves, as plotted in 
Chart 7, are reduced one-third. 

2 See "The Disposition of American Wheat since 
1896," WHEAT STUDIES, February 1928, IV, 135-80. 
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which the July-September spread was within 
% cent of that to be expected from the level 
of total July 1 wheat stocks; in twenty-six 
years the spread was within % cent of that 
to be expected. In six years, however, the 
spread differed by 2 cents or more from that 
appropriate to the stocks situation, and in 
two additional years the discrepancy ex
ceeded 1 cent. 

The discrepancies of % cent or less, and 
even discrepancies of % cent, may generally 
be regarded as negligible. With July 1 stocks 
of wheat near normal, an error of only 10 
million bushels in the estimate of total stocks 
(that is, an error of only about 8 per cent) 
would produce an error of from Yz to % cent 
in the calculation of the spread to be ex
pected. Most of the discrepancies of from 
% to % cent may be due merely to errors of 
5 or 10 million bushels or less in the esti
mates of total stocks. With total stocks rang
ing commonly between 60 and 200 million 
bushels, mostly not statistically recorded 
(except in the latest years) but merely esti
mated, frequent errors of as much as 5 or 
10 million bushels are to be expected. l 

The fact that most of the discrepancies be
tween observed and expected spreads are so 
small as to be possibly attributable solely to 
such errors as may be expected in the esti
mates of total stocks, together with the fact 
that in a few years the discrepancies are rela
tively very large, leads to two significant con
clusions. (1) In most cases the wheat sup
ply situation, as reflected simply in total 
stocks of wheat in the United States, has been 
the only important factor influencing the 
average July-September spread during the 
first three full weeks of June; and (2) in 
occasional years special situations have de
veloped to substantially modify the spread. 

The eight cases in which the JUly-Septem
ber spread in June differed by more than % 
cent from that to be expected in view of the 
wheat stocks on July 1 deserve special atten
tion. They show the effect of no single factor 
varying in influence from year to year, but 
rather the effects of a variety of special situ-

1 Indeed the fact that the discrepancies are so 
small gives striking evidence of the substantial ac
curacy of the estimates of total stocks. 

ations, only one of which was even approxi
mately duplicated in a second year. Five of 
the eight cases, however, may be classed 
under the general head of consequences of 
intentional or unintentional corners or 
squeezes in the futures market. 

EFFECTS OF CORNERS 

The five examples of corners or squeezes 
affecting the July-September spread devel
oped in 1904, 1915, 1917, 1921, and 1922. It 
is noteworthy that the famous Leiter corner 
of 1898 and the alleged Patten corner of 1909 
produced no abnormal effects on the average 
July-September spread for June. The July
September spread was strongly affected in 
May by the Leiter corner, but only minor ef
fects carried over beyond the first week or 
so of June. As for the alleged Patten corner 
of 1909, the evidence from the behavior of 
the JUly-September spread supports Mr. Pat
ten's contention and other evidence that there 
was no real corner in Chicago wheat during 
th'e spring of 1909. 

The corner of 1904 was a most interesting 
one and is apparently the only intentional 
and successful corner in the period since 
1896 that left its impress on the July-Sep
tember spread in June. It was run, not in 
Chicago, but in St. Louis; and it started as a 
corner in the 1903 December future. 

Both winter and spring wheat had been 
damaged by heavy rains at the time of har
vest in 1903, with the result that quality was 
generally poor and supplies of deliverable 
grades were extremely limited. Advantage 
was taken of this situation by a syndicate 
which ran a corner in December wheat in St. 
Louis, where only No.2 Red Winter wheat 
(soft) was deliverable on contracts. This 
corner in St. Louis December resulted in at
tracting to St. Louis practically all the No.2 
Red Winter available in the West, giving the 
syndicate a corner on the contract grade. 
This they utilized by disposing of the wheat 
sparingly at high prices until late March. 
Between then and late May they moved the 
wheat rapidly out, mostly to the East, and 
perhaps into export, whence it would not be 
returned to embarrass their further opera
tions. They were thus enabled to force hold-
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ers of short contracts in St. Louis May wheat 
also to settle at high prices. 

Until May, Chicago futures prices remained 
relatively little affected by the St. Louis cor
ner. Although most of the available No. 2 
Red Winter had been drained out of the 
Chicago market and the normal sources of 
additional supplies similarly exhausted, there 
remained in Chicago enough No.1 Northern 
Spring to satisfy needs with traders exercis
ing the caution which the situation clearly 
required. During May some tightness devel
oped in the Chicago May future, but not 
enough to bring it to within 5 cents of the 
price of No. 2 Red Winter being maintained 
by the St. Louis syndicate. 

Although deliveries on the May future were 
No.1 Northern and a small amount of No.2 
Hard Winter delivered at a 5-cent penalty,! 
Chicago July wheat was priced, as usual, on 
the expectation that before the end of July 
there would be available sufficient No.2 Red 
Winter from the new crop to bring its price 
well below that of No.1 Northern. The cor
nering of the supply of No. 2 Red Winter, 
however, and the movement of the surplus 
to the East, had created a shortage in that 
grade comparable with that which would 
have prevailed under normal conditions if 
the country-wide supplies of wheat had been 
much smaller than they were. It was this 
artificially produced shortage of deliverable 
wheat that caused Chicago July wheat in 
June to sell as high as it did above September 
wheat. 

THE EPISODE OF 1915 

As regards the case of 1915, there appears 
to be no ground for supposing that a corner 
was attempted, but a so-called "squeeze" de
veloped in May wheat, of a rather peculiar 
character. Because the culmination of the 
squeeze occurred when the price tendency of 
wheat in other markets and in other Chicago 
futures was downward, the squeeze did not 

1 At that time only No. 1 and No. 2 Red Winter 
wh~at and No. 1 Northern Spring were regular for 
delivery on futures contracts in Chicago. Nos. 1 and 
2 Hard Winter were deliverable at a 5-cent discount, 
o~ after July 1, on "new style" contracts, at a 2-cent 
dIscount. 

manifest itself in the rising prices usual in 
such instances; its price effects are clearly 
discernible only in price spreads. 

The crop year 1914-15 started with rather 
liberal supplies of wheat. A carryover of 110 
million bushels, plus the large crop of 891 
million bushels, left a surplus of some 300 
million bushels readily available for export, 
and a possibility of exporting some 350 mil
lion bushels if year-end stocks were to be 
reduced to the approximate absolute mini
mum of 50 million bushels. Exports, how
ever, proceeded at an unprecedented rate, not 
only in the autumn and winter, but with little 
diminution during March and some increase 
in April over March. The July 1 carryover, 
actually reduced to about 70 million bushels, 
would have fallen to 50 million bushels if the 
March-April rate of export had continued 
through May and June. 

In this situation the discount of around 12 
cents at which September wheat sold, rela
tive to July, during late March and early 
April, represented a not unreasonable ap
praisal of the supply position as it might then 
have appeared. As export sales declined, how
ever, the supply position became easier and 
the change was reflected in a rapid closing 
up of this extraordinarily wide negative 
spread from about the middle of April. 

The easing of the supply position was more 
pronounced in other markets than in Chicago. 
In particular the price of St. Louis May wheat 
declined from a discount of 5lh cents under 
Chicago May on April 10 to a discount of 
more than 7 cents during most of the two 
weeks April 17-29. An abnormal increase in 
the flow of wheat to Chicago resulted. With 
shipments falling off, the increased receipts 
led to an enlargement of total reported ele
vator stocks in Chicago from 1,130,000 bush
els on April 10-roughly normal in view of 
the general supply situation - to 2,745,000 
bushels on May 15. 

Whether the strength in Chicago May 
wheat was primarily a consequence of the 
holding open of "long" contracts by shippers 
desiring to obtain wheat for export by taking 
delivery, or a consequence merely of bullish
ness of speculators generally, is not appar
ent. We find no helpful discussion of the epi-
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sode either in contemporary markct reports 
or in the reports of the Federal Trade Com
mission based on its investigation of the 
grain trade, and must reconstruct the picture 
wholly from the records left in contemporary 
statistics. It is clear, however, that the 
strength in the Chicago market rested pri
marily on a technical situation in May wheat. 

To meet this technical market situation, 
1,537,000 bushels of contract wheat were 
added to the stocks in public elevators, rais
ing them from 70,000 bushels on April 10 to 
1,607,000 bushels on May 15, about one-third 
being No.2 Hard Winter wheat, and two
thirds No. 2 Red Winter.l This increase in 
stocks of contract wheat in public elevators 
represented virtually the total increase of all 
reported wheat stocks in Chicago. 

Because of the importance of the statistics 
of Chicago wheat stocks as evidence of the 
situation in May and June of 1915, the data 
are reproduced below in considerable detail, 
in thousands of bushels. 

Date 

April 3 ....... . 
10 ....... . 
17 ....... . 
24 ....... . 

May 1. ...... . 
8 ....... . 

15 ....... . 
22 ....... . 
29 ....... . 

June 5 ....... . 
12 ....... . 
19 ....... . 
26 ....... . 

July 3 ....... . 

I I Public elevator stocks 
Total Prlvatc --------

Chicago elevator I I No.2 I No.2 
stocks 1 stocks I Total. Red I Hard 

Winter i Winter 

911 
1,130 
1,149 
1.448 
1.774 
2,537 
2,745 
2,293 
2,711 
2,526 
1.536 
1.447 

510 
140 

821 1-;--;1-8-

999' 131 31 39 
956 I 193 61 97 
923 I 521~ 225 241 
685 11, 089 598 428 
849 1. 571 858 676 

1.087 i 1.658 997 610 
656 I 1. 637 967 616 
464 I 2,247 1,424 779 
433 i 2,019 1,256 726 
364 11.172 640 512 
649 716 509 199 
257 'II 160 120 40 

71 69 31 38 
I 

As was to be expected, since this wheat had 
been put in the elevators for the purpose of 
delivery on futures contracts, deliveries on 
May 1 were heavy. They were reported by 
the Chicago Daily Trade Bulletin at 940,000 
bushels. Deliveries during the next two weeks 
brought the total reported deliveries to May 
15 to 2,024,000 bushels. 2 

During the first half of the month, while 
deliveries on futures contracts remained 
fairly large, Chicago May wheat had fallen 

from the premium of 7-7% cents over St. 
Louis May, which had prevailed through most 
of the last half of April, to a premium rang
ing from 3% to 4% cents over St. Louis May, 
But these deliveries fell either into the hands 
of large speculators who were willing to 
carry the cash wheat or into the hands of 
shippers who had been holding for delivery 
in order to obtain wheat for export, and left 
the situation in the May future still tight. 
Between May 15 and May 25, the Chicago 
May future rose again, from 4% cents over 
St. Louis May on the 15th to a premium of 
8% cents over St. Louis May on the 25th of 
the month. Relative to Kansas City, the rise 
was from a premium of 5 cents to one of 
8% cents. Reported deliveries, meanwhile, 
amounted to only 162,000 bushels. 

The renewed tightness in Chicago May 
wheat and its rise out of line with other mar
kets brought additional wheat to the market 
and led to the transfer of several hundred 
thousand bushels ftom private to public ele
vators to be available for delivery. Deliveries 
on the last six trading days of the month 
were reported as follows, in thousand 
bushels: 

May 24 ......... 2 May 27 ........ 182 
May 25 ........ .40 May 28 ........ 170 
May 26 ......... 50 May 29 ........ 375 

The increased deliveries on futures con
tracts were readily taken on the 25th. Prob
ably the actual deliveries on the 26th also 

1 The dates here given are those of the Saturdays 
to which the visible-supply statistics apply. The de
tailed statistics of public elevator stocks, by grades, 
and of total private elevator stocks in Chicago are 
published a day later and stated to apply to Monday, 
but in this period at least represent merely a break
down of the Saturday figures, for their total is always 
identical with that of the visible supply as of Satur
day. Accordingly we have here used the Saturday 
dates. 

2 Of course there is probably duplication in these 
figures, since the same lot of wheat may be delivered 
several times. The Federal Trade Commission ob
tained from the Secretary of the Chicago Board of 
Trade a statement showing total deliveries in May 
1915 of 2,123,000 bushels, which compares with a total 
of 2,963,000 based on the daily reports of the Daily 
Trade Bulletin. With regard to the figures supplied 
by the Secretary of the Chicago Board of Trade, the 
Federal Trade Commission says they "are probably 
for notices issued and stopped." (See Report on the 
Grain Trade, VII, 137.) 
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had little direct price-depressing influence, 
but on that day 245,000 bushels of additional 
wheat was received in the market, presaging 
heavy deliveries later. Of the price decline 
which started on that day, the St. Louis Daily 
Markel Reporter of May 26 said: "The slump 
in Chicago was caused by large arrivals of 
cash contract wheat from St. Louis, Kansas 
City and Omaha." 

It became apparent that most of the re
maining holders of long contracts did not 
want cash wheat. There ensued a rush to 
unload Chicago May wheat which carried its 
price down 15 cents from the close on May 
25 to the close on May 29, while the price of 
September wheat remained totally unaffected, 
closing at the same figure on the 29th as on 
the 25th. On May 29 Chicago May wheat ac
tually closed 2 cents below the closing quota
tion on St. Louis May wheat, in place of its 
customary premium. 

The fact that shipments of wheat out of 
Chicago rose notably soon after the beginning 
of heavy deliveries on May wheat, in con
trast to the declining tendency through March 
and April, suggests that the original tightness 
in the Chicago future was occasioned by ship
pers who chose to hold for delivery on large 
quantities of May contracts. Whether from 
this initial cause, or otherwise, there arose 
a belief among speculators that the situation 
in May wheat would become still tighter. 
Thus the price was well supported until the 
final days of settlement, when the price 
crashed, and it appeared that there was in 
Chicago a great quantity of cash wheat which 
nobody wanted there. The result was that 
during most of the ensuing month of June 
the July-September spread in Chicago be
came a measure of the local abundance of 
supplies rather than of a country-wide short
age. 

CASH WHEAT BUYERS' "CORNERS" 

In 1917 and again in 1921 severe congestion 
developed in the Chicago futures market in 
consequence of abnormal use of futures con
tracts as a medium for obtaining cash wheat, 
in both cases for the purpose of export. The 
consequences were like those of a successful 
corner. The view is commonly held that, 

since the "sale of a future" actually repre
sents the making of a contract to deliver cash 
wheat, no blame can attach if buyers of fu
tures choose to hold for delivery on extraor
dinary quantities of futures. This view, we 
suggest, is unsound and based on an unreal
istic interpretation of the facts. Unreason
able exercise of the legal privilege to demand 
delivery of cash wheat on futures contracts 
may well be compared with unreasonable ex
ercise of the legal privilege of depositors sud
denly to demand payment of their total bank 
deposits in cash. 

In 1917 the price of September wheat aver
aged 26% cents under the price of July wheat 
during the first three full weeks of .June. 
This spread is so wide that the point for 1917 
could not be plotted on Chart 7 without un
duly increasing the size of the chart. The 
great discount on September wheat (or pre
mium on July) in 1917 was primarily a con
sequence of the use of the Chicago futures by 
European governments as a means of ob
taining cash wheat. These governments held 
Chicago May wheat in such quantities that 
it became clear there was no possibility of 
bringing enough wheat into Chicago to sat
isfy the contracts. Accordingly a settlement 
price was agreed upon, and trading in May 
wheat was discontinued as of May 11, 1917. 
In July wheat the situation was not so severe, 
and trading was continued to the end of the 
delivery month, but the July future remained 
almost continuously at an extreme premium 
over the September future. 

The abnormal JUly-September spread of 
June 1921 was also the consequence of use 
of futures contracts to obtain wheat for ex
port. In this case, however, a single private 
exporter, one A. C. Fields, was responsible 
for the situation. In May 1921 Mr. Fields 
chose to hold for delivery on large quantities 
of Chicago May futures. With only 24,361 
bushels of wheat in public elevators in Chi
cago on May 2 and 151,551 on May 30, de
liveries on futures contracts during the 
month amounted to 1,025,000 bushels. Re
ceipts of wheat during the month totaled 
1,906,000 bushels, and shipments 1,754,000 
bushels. The effect was again that of a cor
ner, although it does not appear that such 
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was the intenU The price of May wheat was 
pushed to nearly 60 cents over the price of 
July wheat at the close on May 31. 

Fear of a similar squeeze in July wheat 
was a dominant factor in supporting its price, 
so that when trading in September wheat was 
first started, on June 4, the July future ranged 
between 13 and 16 cents over the September,. 
Receipts of wheat during June were liberal, 
however, and the price of the July future 
rapidly declined until by the end of the 
month the July-September spread was in line 
with the general stocks position. During 
July, indeed, September wheat ruled abnor
mally high in relation to July. 

THE EPISODE OF 1922 

In the fifth case classed as showing the 
effects of a corner, we lack clear evidence 
that a corner was actually attempted. The 
events were similar in several respects to 
those of 1915. Whether by intent or by 
chance, extreme tightness developed in the 
Chicago May future in April 1922. It was 
generally thought that shorts would be 
squeezed as in the previous year. By April 21, 
May wheat in Chicago had risen to more than 
17 cents above the July delivery and July had 
risen to 8% cents above the September. Per
haps more important, on April 28 Chicago 
May wheat went to 11 cents over Kansas City 
May. 

The premium on May wheat, the relatively 
higher prices in Chicago, and perhaps also 
the fear of outside elevator operators with 
hedges in the Chicago May future that they 
would be even more severely squeezed, re
sulted in heavy shipments of wheat to Chi
cago. During April and May 11,617,000 bush
els arrived, 9,414,000 in the month of May 
alone. Stocks of wheat in public elevators 
rose from 1,137,870 bushels on April 3 to 
6,466,577 bushels on June 5. On May 11 the 
'car-lot delivery rule was invoked, making 

1 Report of the Federal Trade Commission on the 
Grain Trade, VII, 67. 

2 More detailed information on the situations in 
1917, 1921, and 1922 may be found in the Federal 
Trade Commission's Report on the Grain Trade, espe
cially VII, 66-67, 245, 260, 267-70, and 382-84. 

wheat in cars regular for delivery on futures 
contracts. 

The huge supplies of wheat thus brought 
into Chicago not only completely broke the 
"squeeze" in May wheat, but left such an ab
normally large supply of wheat in Chicago 
that No. 2 Hard Winter, which since late 
January had been selling at premiums of 
from 10 to 20 cents over the July future, 
dropped in price nearly to the level I)f the 
July future. As a reflection of the same ab
normal distribution of supplies, Chicago July 
wheat fell below the price of the September 
delivery instead of remaining at a premium 
of from 1 to 2 cents, as might have been ex
pected from the size of total United States 
stocks.2 

ANOTHER TECHNICAL SITUATION 

In 1928 developments were similar to those 
of 1915 and 1922 in the respect that Chicago 
prices got temporarily out of line with an
other market, inducing heavy shipments to 
Chicago. In other respects, however, the situ
ation was notably different. We find no good 
evidence of even a so-called "natural" corner 
developing in 1928. Nor was the movement 
of cash wheat into Chicago sufficiently heavy 
to account, by itself, for the effect produced. 

The culmination at the end of April 1928 
of the bull market that had been gathering 
momentum fairly steadily since February 
brought into the Chicago market such a flood 
of buying orders that inter-market spreading 
operations were insufficient to keep Minne
apolis in line ,with Chicago. At the end of 
April the Chicago May future rose to 8 and 
even 8lh cents above the Minneapolis May 
future on several days in late April. This 
abnormal spread was soon narrowed, almost 
disappearing by the end of May, but it lasted 
long enough to result in the shipment of some 
3 million bushels of No. 1 Northern Spring 
wheat to Chicago. This wheat, a contract 
grade at Chicago at that time, arrived chiefly 
during the first half of May. It served to 
raise the supply of wheat in store in public 
elevators at Chicago from 2,361,598 bushels 
on April 28 to 5,214,395 bushels on May 26. 
Of the latter amount, 3,881,573 bushels were 
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No. 1 Northern Spring and only 1,117,169 
bushels were No.2 Hard Winter. 

Once in Chicago, the spring wheat was out 
of position with reference to normal trade 
utilization, and by late May fell to a dis
count of 3 cents a bushel under No.2 Yellow 
Hard Winter wheat, which would normally 
have been the cheapest contract grade at 
Chicago. The Chicago May and July futures 
became spring-wheat instead of winter-wheat 
futures - spring - wheat futures based on 
nearly 4 million bushels of spring wheat out 
of position. 

The assumption prevailed that by Septem
ber winter wheat would have regained its 
normal dominance in the Chicago market, 
and in consequence the September future was 
regarded as a winter-wheat future. The July
September spread was therefore increased by 
approximately the 3-cent discount at which 
the temporary surplus of spring wheat was 
currently held. 

Two EXCEPTIONAL CASES 

Of the remaining two cases of abnormal 
July-September spread in June, one (1931) 
invites the appellation of "the exception that 
proves the rule," and the other (1923) con
stitutes a real and important exception to the 
principle that appears to have been in opera
tion in all other years. 

The apparent abnormality in the July-Sep
tember spread in June 1931 is scarcely a real 
one. The huge wheat supplies remaining in 
the country at that time would ordinarily 
have justified a liberal carrying charge in the 
form of a premium of September wheat over 
July. But in 1931 most of the wheat stocks 
of the country were in the control of the 
Grain Stabilization Corporation, under com
mitment to hold them, in the main, off the 
market. In consequence, the commercially 
available stocks of old wheat were not large 
in 1931, and, in terms of a relation between 
the spread and wheat supplies actually avail
able to the trade, no large premium of Sep
tember wheat over July was to have been 
expected. 

It is impossible to determine the quantity 
of wheat that was in effect commercially 

available as of July 1, 1931. One may esti
mate closely the amount of wheat outside the 
holdings of the Grain Stabilization Corpora
tion as of July 1, but for an estimate of com
mercially available supplies it is necessary to 
add to this quantity an indeterminate amount 
of the Corporation's holdings which might be 
sold, net, under its announced policy, plus 
additional amounts which it was willing to 
sell against purchases of futures. A liberal 
interpretation of the announced policy was 
necessary to avoid serious disruption of the 
grain trade and the milling industry, espe
cially in spring-wheat territory. In conse
quence of the indeterminateness of the "com
mercially available" wheat supplies of July 
1931, it is not possible to demonstrate statis
tically that the July-September spread in 
June was in line with the supply situation. 

On the other hand, there is no evidence 
that the Grain Stabilization Corporation 
undertook to regulate the July - September 
spread as such. Rather, the spread seems to 
have been determined in the ordinary way on 
the basis of the effective supply situation as 
it appeared at the time. The fact that on 
this occasion the supply situation was not 
subject to statistical expression in terms of 
effective July 1 stocks is without significance, 
for estimates of July 1 total wheat stocks 
probably never playa large part in the actual 
determination of the spread. Prior to the last 
few years no adequate statistics of total 
stocks were currently available. The spread 
was determined in 1931, as in other years, by 
actions of traders, each influenced by knowl
edge of certain aspects of the supply position. 
That the net effect is usually substantially 
equivalent to determination of the spread on 
the basis of the carryover as of July 1 is 
purely incidental from the standpoint of the 
actual mechanism of determination. 

AN IMPORTANT EXCEPTION 

Finally, there remains for consideration 
the discrep'ancy of 1923. The amount of the 
discrepancy in this year is the smallest 
among the eight discrepancies which have 
been deemed worthy of special investigation: 
the average spread during the first three 
weeks of June was only 1% cents below that 
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to be expected on the basis of July 1 wheat 
stocks.1 In significance, however, it is one of 
the most important discrepancies, for it ex
hibits a true exception to the general relation
ship observed in other years, and an excep
tion likely to be repeated. 

The general conclusion indicated by the 
relationships in other years is that the July
September spread is determined by total sup
plies, irrespective of their distribu tion geo
graphically, by classes of holders, or by types 
of wheat, except as abnormal distributions 
of stocks are created by artificial situations, 
such as (a) a corner or squeeze, (b) heavy 
shipments of deliverable wheat in response to 
a temporarily abnormal inter-market spread, 
or (c) government control. In 1923, however, 
a marked effect was produced by an unusual 
distribu tion of stocks arising under natural 
conditions. 

Except for the latest years there are no 
available estimates of total wheat stocks seg
regated either by classes of wheat or by re
gions; but the situation in 1923 is well indi
cated by the geographical distribution of 
commercial stocks shown in the tables of 
"available supplies" compiled monthly by 
the Chicago Daily Trade Bulletin in co-opera
tion with the Minneapolis Daily Market Rec
ord. The percentages of the reported July 1 
stocks which were in the spring-wheat states 
of Minnesota, Wisconsin, and the Dakotas 
are shown below for 1923 and other com
parable years. With the percentages are 
given the actual stocks statistics in thousand 
bushels. 

1 This is the only year in which there is a signifi
cant difference betwecn my estimate of total United 
States wheat stocks, 1!122 to 1927, derivcd in the same 
way as for earlier years, and the official statistics 
currently carried in WHEAT STUDIES for years since 
1922. The difference rests on the fact that in our cur
rent compilation we use for "city mill stocks" an 
estimate of 44 million bushels published by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, but designated as unoffi
cial. My method of estimation does not include mill 
stocks as a separate item, but may be interpreted as 
implying an estimate of "city mill stocl{s" of some 
65 million bushels. Use of my earlier estimate of 
total United States wheat stocks as of July 1, 1923, 
would give a discrepancy of 2 1;:;, cents between the 
actual spread and that to be expected from the esti
mated supply situation. For present purposes it is 
fortunately unnecessary to try to determine which 
figure is more nearly correct. 

Your 
UnIted 
StutOH 

1896 ................ 64,103 
1900 ................ 70.860 
1906 ................ 39,776 
1911. .............. .40,073 
1913 ............... .4.5.424 
1921. ............... 22,360 
1922 ................ 32.788 
1923 ................ 51, 913 
1924 ................ 52.775 
1927 ................ 37,525 

Sprlng-whent 
HLutOH Percenta~" 

33,502 
28,652 
21,427 
12.423 
27,254 
11,430 
9,091 

31, 717 
17.200 
15,840 

52.3 
40.4 
53.9 
31.0 
60.0 
51.1 
27.7 
61.1 
32.6 
42.2 

The eslimates of farm stocks admit of re
gional comparison in the same way as the 
commercial stocks, as follows: 

UnIted 
Stutes 

1896 ................ 48,524 
1900 ................ 58,363 
1906 .... , .......... .47,393 
1911 ................ 34,071 
1913 ................ 35,515 
1921. ............... 56,707 
1922 ................ 32,359 
1923 ................ 35,894 
1924 ................ 30,981 
1927 ................ 27,222 

Sprlng·wheat 
stntcs Percentage 

19,896 
18,198 
13,890 
8,696 

15,476 
8,787 
4,788 

10,155 
4,491 
5,066 

41.0 
31.2 
29.3 
25.5 
43.6 
15.5 
14.8 
28.3 
14.5 
18.6 

The years selected for comparison in the 
tabulations above are years in which the gen
eral level of stocks and the July-September 
spread were about the same as in 1923. Years 
of widely differing total stocks were omitted, 
for these would be expected to show widely 
differing percentages of the stocks remaining 
in the spring - wheat states; in particular, 
when supplies are short, stocks in winter
wheat states may be allowed to fall very low 
on July 1, while the spring-wheat states must 
retain supplies for at least two months. 

Both of these tabulations show an unusual 
concentration of wheat stocks in spring
wheat states in 1923. The commercial stocks 
statistics show for 192:3 a concentration 
closely approached only in 1913. The farm 
stocks statistics for 1923 show a percentage 
in spring-wheat states that was not high in 
comparison with pre-war years, but very high 
in comparison with oLher post-war years. 

In spite of this concentration of stocks in 
spring - wheat states at the end of the crop 
year terminating in 1923, there was a pre
mium on spring wheat, especially spring 
wheat of good protein content, which pre
vented its use for delivery on Chicago futures 
contracts or its free substitution for the rela-
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lively scarce winter wheat. This premium is 
not reflected in quotations on cash wheat in 
Chicago, for they show the influence of small 
quantities of inferior spring wheat coming 
inLo Chicago, but it is clearly indicated by the 
cash prices of spring wheat in Minneapolis 
and the character of the stocks of contract 
wheat held in public elevators in Chicago. 
As of the close on June 15, for example, No.2 
Y cHow Hard Winter wheat at Chicago was 
quoted at $1.13-$1.14 per bushel, while No. 
2 Northern Spring, at that time deliverable 
without discount on Chicago contracts, was 
quoted at $1.11- $1.15 per bushel. But at 
Minneapolis on the same date No.2 Northern 
Spring wheat was quoted as closing at 
$1.11 %-$1.18%, clearly offering no oppor
tunity for its profitable shipment to Chicago 
in competition with hard winter wheats. 

The fact that spring wheat was in fact not 
going to Chicago for purposes of delivery on 
futures contracts is clearly shown by the 
stocks in public elevators, by grades. Quan
tities of deliverable wheat in Chicago as of 
June 18, 1923, were as follows: 

No.1 Hard Winter............ 1,095 bushels 
No.2 Hard Winter ............ 9B7,946 bushels 
No.2 Yellow Hard Winter .... 240,610 bushels 
No.2 Northern Spring ........ 7,978 bushels 

In 1913, on the other hand, a similar domi
nance of spring wheat in the year-end stocks 
resulted in its free utilization in place of 
winter wheat. On June 16, 1913, stocks of 
contract wheat in public elevators in Chicago 
were as follows: 

No.2 Hard Winter.......... 160,115 bushels 
No.2 Red Winter........... 14,550 bushels 
No.1 Northern Spring ...... 1,722,763 bushels 

At this time No.2 Northern was not deliver
able on contracts and no wheat of that grade 
was reported in public elevators at Chicago. 

With supplies of winter wheat relatively 
short in 1913, there was free substitution of 
spring wheat for winter, and the July-Sep
tember spread remained in normal relation 
to total wheat supplies. In 1923, however, 
with a similar supply situation, the spring 
wheat did not so freely take the place of win
ter Wheat and the July-September spread in 

Chicago reflected the shortage of winter 
wheat rather than the relative abundance of 
total stocks. 

The reason for this difference between 1913 
and 1923 is to be found not in circumstances 
peculiar to 1923 alone, but in a feature of the 
wheat situation broadly characteristic of the 
whole post-war pcriod. Since the war, spring 
wheat has generally represented a smaller 
proportion of the total crop than in pre-war 
years, and changes in flour characteristics 
demanded by an expanding commercial bak
ing industry have favored spring wheat, with 
the result that spring bread wheats of all but 
the poorest quality have become normally 
premium wheats. 

Because of the decline in relative produc
tion, it is not to be expected that spring
wheat supplies will often be relatively abun
dant at the close of the crop year, but when 
such is the case it is to be expected that 
spring wheat will not freely take the place of 
winter wheat. In consequence, it is likely 
that situations similar to that of 1923 will 
recur in the future: that when shortage of 
year - end supplies of winter wheat occurs 
in conjunction with relative abundance of 
spring-wheat supplies, the July - September 
spread will be such as to suggest less ample 
supplies than are indicated by the statistics 
for all wheat. 

Subject to this qualification, pertinent only 
in the relatively unlikely case of comparative 
abundance of spring wheat, the conclusion to 
be drawn from this and the preceding section 
is that one may expect the spread between 
July and September wheat in June to con
form closely to the total supply of all wheat 
in the United States except as the situation 
may be disturbed by corners, squeezes, or 
other abnormal situations primarily of a 
technical character. 

A subsidiary conclusion of some impor
tance is that the July-September spread, in
terpreted in connection with statistics of the 
supply situation, provides a useful index 
both of the existence and of the sevcrity of 
abnormal speculative situations in the wheat 
market. It provided thc sole basis for select
ing for special investigation the eight years 
which have just been discussed, in each of 
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which we were able to determine whether 
the abnormality arose from a situation of 
the character of a speculative corner or 
"squeeze," or from some other abnormality 
in the situation. It provided also persuasive 

evidence that there was neither a corner nor 
a "squeeze" in Chicago wheat futures in the 
spring of 1909, despite widespread belief that 
the high prices at that time were attributable 
to a corner. 

IV. SEASONAL TENDENCIES IN PRICES AND SPREAD 

There are several clear seasonal tendencies 
in the July-September price spread, one of 
which in particular is probably quite as use
ful for the purpose of forecasting spread 
changes as are the relationships developed in 
the last two sections. Associated with these 
seasonal tendencies in the spread, and for the 
most part causally related to them, are im
portant seasonal tendencies in the prices of 
the futures, which are here treated specifi
cally only as they appear in the Chicago July 
future. 

The seasonal tendencies in both price and 
spread differ somewhat according to the di
rection and size of the July-September spread 
and must be studied separately by classes of 
years. The classification is the same as that 
used in Section I above: years in which the 
July-September spread was positive in April 
are included in Group I; years of small nega
tive spread in April are included in Group II; 
years of large negative spread (more than 
2 cents) are included in Group III. April was 
chosen as the criterion month simply because 
it is desirable to have a basis of classification 
available as early in the season as possible, 
and April is the first month that may be used 
for the purpose without rendering an exces
sive number of years unusable owing to ab
sence of a July-September spread. 

The true seasonal tendencies both in the 
price of July wheat and in the July-Septem
ber spread appear clearly in the averages by 
weeks shown graphically in Charts 8 and 9. 
The curves in the charts show also some 
movements which reflect merely the pecu
liarities of a few individual years rather than 
true seasonal tendencies. A brief preliminary 
summary of the tendencies accepted as sig
nificant will serve both to avoid erroneous 
first impressions from the charts, and to in
dicate certain systematic characteristics of 

the tendencies which deserve to be kept in 
mind from the outset. 

The most conspicuous seasonal character
istic of the spread is a strong tendency to rise 
in June, reflecting a corresponding tendency 
for the price of September wheat to rise rela
tive to the price of July wheat, or for july to 
fall relative to September, during June. This 
tendency appears, though perhaps for some
what different reasons, in each of the three 
classes of years into which the data have been 
divided for analysis. The other tendencies 
differ somewhat from class to class. One of 
these is a tendency toward decline in the 
spread during July, conspicuous in years ~of 
positive spread,l but absent as a true tendenoiY 
in other years. Another is a tendency toward 
slight decline of the spread during May 
among years of positive spread, which ap
pears as a tendency to decline during both 
April and May in other years. A fourth tend
ency is one toward rise in the spread, through 
January-April in years of positive spread, 
through January-March in years of small 
negative spread, and only during March in 
years of large negative spread. Finally, there 
is a tendency in years of large negative spread 
for the January-February rise that occurs in 
other years to disappear if the spread itself is 
only moderately large, and to be replaced by 
a pronounced tendency for the spread to de
cline-that is, to widen-if the negative 
spread is very large. 

The seasonal tendencies in prices here dis
cussed are tendencies which, in their general 
features, many students of the market have 
believed to exist. The more important of 
these tendencies, however, are not found in 

1 Because of the seasonal tendency, a positive 
spread ill April, which is the basis of classification, 
means normally a positive spread of over 1% cents 
by about the first of July. 
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CHART B.-AvERAGES, BY WEEKS, OF PRICE OF 

CHICAGO JULY WHEAT* 
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• Data chiefly from Appendix Table V. 
The curves represent averages for years classifled into 

the following groups: 
I. Vears of positive spread. 

II. Vears of small negative spread (not over -2 cents). 
III. Vears of large negative spread. 
The averages represented by the heavy lines are based 

in each case on data for the same years employed for the 
curves of Chart 9 and should be used when comparing cor· 
responding curves in the two charts. The connecting light 
curves are based on data for a larger number of years, 
availablc for these averages because trading in July wheat 
begin:; before trading in September wheat. As indications 
of seasonal tendency, these light curves are more trnst· 
worthy than the heavy curves. 

The seasonal tendency for the price of July wheat to 
decline in March appears in all these groups of ycars; the 
tendencies· toward price rise in April and toward price de
cline in May-June or in June-July appear only in years of 
Groups II and III. The tendency toward price increase in 
January is reasonably clear only in years of Group lII. 

all classes of years. Lack of understanding of 
the conditions under which the tendencies 

assert themselves has hitherto led to much 
skepticism as to their reality. As a set of 
characteristics related to the behavior of the 
July-September price spread, they are here 
treated only as they are reflected in the price 
of the July future. 

CHART 9.-AVERAGES, BY WEEKS, OF SPREAD BE

TWEEN CHICAGO JULY AND SEPTEMBER WHEAT* 
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Changes in the July-September spread during 1917 were 
so extraordinarily large that their nonseasonal movements 
tend to distort the averages unduly; the averages omitting 
1917 are more accurately representative of the true seasonal 
tendencies in years of Group III. The most important sea
sonal tendency is that of June: a rise in September wheat 
relative to July has occurred in almost every year in each 
of the three groups, except prior to 1904 in years of Group 
III, when no such tendcncy existed. The very regular tend
ency for the spread to decline during July in years of 
Group I reflects a true tendency only in that group. The 
tendency to decline in the spread curves during May of 
years of Group I extends through most of April and May 
in the other two groups and is most pronounced in Group 
II. The earlier rising tendency extends through January
April in Group I, January-March in Group II, and only 
through March in Group III. In years of large negative 
spread (Group III) the January-February tendency is hori
zontal if the spread be moderately large, and sharply down 
if the spread be very large. 

1I10st of these seasonal tendencies in spread, except in 
Group I, are closely related to the main seasonal tendencies 
in price of July wheat. 

Among the seasonal price tendencies in the 
July future, the only one common to all 
classes of years is a tendency toward price 
decline through the month of March. Similar 
or stronger tendencies toward price increase 
in April and price decline during May-June 
or June-July are found in years of negative 
July-September spread, but not in years in 
which the spread is positive. Finally, a likeli
hood of price increase in January is found as 
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a true tendency only in years of large negative 
spread. 

SEASONAL TENDENCIES IN PmCE OF 

JULY WHEAT 

In earlier studies we have pointed out the 
absence of any general tendency for futures 
prices to be seasonally depressed in the period 
immediately following harvest, as are prices 
of cash wheat, but have noted evidence of 
possibly significant seasonal characteristics 
in the behavior of futures prices during the 
period January-May.l In examining the sea
sonal tendencies of the .July-September 
spread, we have come somewhat unexpectedly 
upon at least one highly illuminating set of 
facts regarding the seasonal characteristics 
of futures prices themselves over the period 
.January-.July.2 Owing to important relations 
with the seasonal tendencies in the spread, 
these seasonal characteristics of the price of 
the July future require brief presentation at 
this point. 

The charts, it will be noted, are drawn to a 
scale that emphasizes fluctuations in the 
curves. The scales were chosen with the ob
ject of having the curves of average spreads 
in Chart 9 directly comparable with the indi
vidual spread curves in Chart 3 (pp. 192 and 
194)-although the scales are larger in the 
reproduction, the proportion between hori
zontal and vertical scales in Chart 9 is the 
same as in Chart 3. Chart 8, in turn, is made 
directly comparable with Chart 9. 

The heavy curves in Chart 8 are compa-

1 See "The Post-Harvest Depression of Wheat 
Prices," WlmAT STUDIES, November 1929, VI, 25-26; 
and "Cycles in Wheat Prices," WI-mAT STUDIES, No
vember 19:J1, VIII, 4-5, including footnotes. 

2 The fact that unmistakable evidence of these sea
sonal characterislics has come out in the prescnt 
study and not hefore is primarily attributable to the 
fact that we have here been using averages hy weeks' 
the tendencies run mostly through such short inter~ 
vals that they do not appear clearly in monthly aver
ages. Much has heen gained, however, hy study of 
the seasonal price characteristics in connection with 
the classification of years found advantageous for 
investigation of the .J uly-September price spread; for 
one of the seasonal price tendencies here demon
strated ~s present in only one class of years, two are 
absent III one class of years, and one of these two 
differs greatly in character as between the two classes 
of years in which it is present. 

rable with the corresponding curves of aver
age weekly spreads shown in Chart 9, being 
based on data for the same years. Since 
trading in July wheat starts earlier in the 
season than trading in September, prices of 
July wheat are available in January-March 
of many years in which the spread is not 
available. The light curves connecting with 
the heavier ones in Chart 8 result from utili
zation of prices of July wheat whenever it 
was quoted. Being based on fuller data, these 
give the more trustworthy indication of sea
sonal tendencies. 

To appraise the validity of the impression 
of seasonal tendencies given by averages, it is 
necessary also to examine in detail the 
records for all years separately and judge 
whether they bear out the suggestion of a 
true underlying tendency. A description here 
of the detailed facts brought out in such an 
analysis of the price movements of individual 
years would be exceedingly tedious-uninter
esting to the reader willing to accept our con
clusions, and of little use to the reader desir
ous of reviewing them critically. For the 
latter, the price curves for individual years 
are made available in Chart 4 (pp. 193 and 
195). We content ourselves at this point with 
summarizing our conclusions, supported by 
only brief suggestion of their bases. 

The only true seasonal tendency which we 
find among years of positive July-September 
spread (i.e., years of Group I) is the strong 
tendency for a price decline from the middle 
of February, or somewhat earlier, to the latter 
part of March. The price decline over this 
interval has rarely exceeded 5 cents, but only 
twice among the eleven years in the group 
did the decline fail to appear. In one case 
(1907) the price movement was horizontal, 
and in the other exceptional year (1895) was 
only slightly upward. 

The irregular downward tendency imli
cated by the averages for the remainder of the 
season in years of positive spread is a rather 
misleading statistical expression of the fad 
that after March, in years of this class, prices 
have usually moved either strongly down
ward or strongly upward, with a slight pre
dominance of downward movements. In two 
years this latter interval has included crop-
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scare cycles culminating in Mayor June.1 It 
is perhaps significant that these two years are 
the two which failed to show the usual Feb
ruary-March price decline. 

Among years of small negative price spread 
(Group II), there appears evidence of three 
distinct seasonal price tendencies: (a) a de
clining tendency in February-March; (b) a 
rising tendency in April; and (c) a strong de
clining tendency through June and July. No 
one of the individual years shows all these 
movements in the proportions indicated in 
the curve of averages, but each of the tend
encies described appears in the separate years 
with extraordinary consistency of occurrence, 
despite large variation in the strength with 
which it is manifested. 

The tendency in February-March is the 
least regular of the three tendencies de
scribed. Among the twelve years included in 
the group, seven showed large price declines 
from the middle of February, or earlier, to 
the end of March; four showed a horizontal 
tendency with great price stability, except for 
a sharp dip and recovery in March of 1899; 
and only a single year (1890) showed a price 
increase, and that a very slight one. 

The upward price tendency of July wheat 
during most of April in years of small nega
tive price spread only once (1890) much ex
ceeded the 2-3 cents indicated by the average, 
but it revealed itself in some degree in every 
year of the twelve except 1914. The stronger 
declining tendency of June-July has also 
manifested itself with remarkable uniformity, 
as regards both occurrence and magnitude of 
the decline. Only once (1887) was the price 
decline greater than 1 % times its average 
magnitude of nearly 9 cents, and only once 
did it fail to occur. Strangely enough, there 
is room for difference of opinion as to which 
one of two years failed to show the otherwise 
invariable June-July decline: in 1914 the 
price of July wheat declined steadily through 
June, but in the last two weeks of July recov-

1 That is, movements including a price increase of 
14 cents or more within an interval of five weeks or 
less, the price change being calculated from weeklu 
averages of daily prices and expressed in cents per 
bushel at the 1913 priee level. See WHEAT STUDIES, 
November 1931, VIII, 18-27, foJ' an analysis of this 
important type of pric.e movement. 

ered its loss; in 1902, on the contrary, the 
price rose rather steadily through .June and 
most of July, but in a very irregular market 
during the last few days of July dropped to 
the levels of early June. 

With respect to the eighteen years of large 
negative spread between prices of .July and 
September wheat, the statistical averages in
dicate the existence of four periods of up
ward or downward seasonal price tendency, 
namely, January, March, April, and May
June. The indicated tendency for the price 
to rise during most of January is of some
what questionable validity and certainly of 
little practical consequence, for price de
creases in this month have occurred abou t as 
often as price increases. It is accepted as 
probably a true though minor tendency, 
largely because an entirely clear correspond
ing tendency is found in the July-September 
spread. 

The indication that the price of July wheat 
tends to decline from late February through 
most of March, in years of large negative 
spread, is of little more practical significance 
than the indication that the price tends to 
rise in January, for the manifestation of the 
tendency has been highly irregular. Its ex
istence as a true tendency is indicated both 
by the fact that such a decline, either large or 
small, occurred in twelve out of eighteen 
years, and by the fact that the indicated tend
ency is the same as that clearly apparent in 
the other two classes of years. 

The seasonal tendencies in the price of July 
wheat during the next two intervals-April 
and the interval from mid-May to mid-June
are quite as clear and somewhat more signifi
cant practically than the tendency in Febru
ary-March. The tendency toward price de
cline in the latter part of May and early June 
is peculiar in that it appears to have devel
oped since about 1903. The period ending 
with 1903 includes five years falling in 
Group III, of which only two show a May
June price decline; the period beginning 
with 1904 includes thirteen years falling in 
Group III, of which nine show this charac
teristic decline. This seasonal tendency, 
moreover, is related to a seasonal tendency in 
the July-September spread in the same years, 
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which appears even more clearly Lo have de
veloped since about 1903. 

SEASONAL TENDENCIES IN SPHEADS 

Turning now to the principal subject of the 
present sec lion-the seasonal tendencies in 
the price spread belween Chicago .July and 
ScpLember wheat--we have to consider both 
1he observahle seasonal tendencies and their 
relaLion, or lack of relation, to seasonal Lend
encies in 1he price of .July wheat. 

Among years of positive sprl'tHl in April 
(Group I in CharL 9, p. 219), Ihere appear 
four distinct seasonal tendencies in the July
September spread. The first is a tendency for 
Septemher wheat Lo rise relaLive to July from 
the beginning of Lrading in Lhat delivery to 
about the end of April; the second, a Lendency 
toward sligh t decline Lhrough May; the third, 
a notahle lendency to rise in .J une; and the 
fourth, a strong tendency 10 decline in July. 
All Lhese tendencies arc unrelated to the main 
seasonal characteristics of the price of July 
wheat in this class of years. In the price 
averages for Group I, hy weeks, as shown in 
CharL 8, one JlIay discern dimly Ihe reflection 
of the May, June, and July tendencies in the 
spread-inverted, of course-but the seasonal 
tendencies in the spread contribuLe so little, 
relatively, to the price movements Lhat they 
would be quite impossible to demonstrate 
from the price movemenLs alone, and are of 
no practical imporLance wiLh respeel to them. 

This absence of imporLant relation hetween 
seasonal tendencies in the .July-SepLemher 
spread and seasonal tendencies in the price of 
• July wheat is quite to be expected in years of 
positive spread. The spread changes pri
marily in conse(Iuence of changing market 
appraisal of the current domestic supply sit
uation; Lhe exisLence of a positive spread be
tween JUly and Septemher wheat is evidence, 
however, of more than adequate domestic 
supplies, and in such circml1stances any 
change in appraisal of the supply situation 
can only rarely be an imporLant price in
fluence. 

Regarding the validity of Lhe foregoing con
clusions with respect to seasonal Lendeneies 
in the July-Septemher spread in years in 
which it is positive, the following facts may 

he noted. Although there have been only 
four years in the class in question in whieh 
trading in September wheaL began as early as 
Lhe first of February, and eight years ill 
which it began hefore the middle of March, 
all hut one of these years exhibits in greater 
or less degree the tendency for the spread to 
rise from its sLarL to late April. The only 
exception among the twelve years is found 
in 1886, one of Lhe three years of this group 
in which active trading in the September fu
ture did not sLart until the end of March or 
early April. In 1886 the spread declined more 
than 1 % cents during the first two weeks of 
trading in the SepLember fuLure, but rose 
thereafter. 

The tendency for the July-September 
sprcad to turn slightly downward in May, in 
years of positive spread, is not conspicuous 
as it appears in the averages shown in 
Chart 8, and might readily be passed over as 
a variation in trend of no real significance. 
Study of the record for individual years, how
ever, shows Ihat the spread moved about hor
izontally or down in all but one of the eleven 
years in this class. In 1893, however, under 
the influence of financial conditions just pre
ceding the panic of that year, the spread 
Lurned sharply up in April and rose steeply 
through the financial panic of May. This ex
ceptional rise distorts the averages, causing 
them to understate the magnitude of the 
tendency toward decline in the spread during 
May. Though the downward tendency in May 
is not strong, it marks a clear change from 
the upward tendency in the spread during 
earlier monlhs . 

From near the end of May to about the end 
of J lIne, the tendency in this class of years is 
for September wheat to rise about 1 % cents 
relative Lo the .July fuLure. Sometimes the 
rise has been greater, sometimes less; in 1924 
the rise began about the middle of May and 
ended about the middle of June; but in no 
year did a rise fail to occur over the period of 
one month to about thc end of June. 

From about Ihe Iirst of July, the tendency 
of the July-September spread is rather 
sharply downward for years of positive July
September spread. These are years in which 
substantial deliveries of wheat are made on 
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.July contracts beginning with the first of the 
month. With that date the price of the .July 
future becomes in efrect a price of cash wheat. 
The premium at which the September future 
sells represents a carrying charge, which 
naturally tends to narrow from day to day as 
the minimum carrying period decreases from 
two months on the first of July to one month 
on the last of July. 

YEARS OF SMALL NEGATIVE SPREAD 

Among years of small negative spread also 
(Group II), the period from January through 
July may be divided into four successive in
tervals, differing as to seasonal tendency in 
movement of the July-September spread. In 
this group of years, however, the distinguish
ing characteristic of the final interval, ex
lending through the month of July, is the 
ahsence of any clear downward or upward 
tendency in the spread. For earlier months, 
the intervals and tendencies are the same as 
for years of positive spread, except that the 
initial period of rising tendency ends, on the 
average, with late March; and the succeeding 
period becomes one of definite decline rather 
than of stability or only slight decline, and 
extends over an interval of two months to 
near the end of May. 

In the curve of averages, as shown in 
Chart 9, all these tendencies except the final 
one in July appear more strongly than in the 
curve of averages for years of positive spread. 
In the records for individual years, however, 
the tendencies appear rather less clearly than 
the similar tendencies among individual years 
of positive spread, owing to the greater ir
regularity of spread fluctuations in years of 
negative spread. The chief exceptional move
ments, however, occur in 1887 and 1931. The 
peculiarities in 1887 are clearly attributable 
to manipulations incident to the corner in 
Chieago May wheat in that year, and the at
tempt and failure to earry the corner on into 
.July wheat. In 1931 the peculiarities are at
trihutable to uncertainties regarding the policy 
that would be followed by the Grain Stabili
zaLion Corporation with respect to its huge 
holdings of cash wheat and of futures. 

Leaving out of consideration the fluctua
tions in spread in these two years, we may 

note the following facts. The initial upward 
tendency is clear and fairly uniform in all 
six years in which trading in the September 
future started early enough to give it expres
sion (the beginning of January in five years 
and the middle of February in one year). In 
1906 the rise ended before the middle of 
March; in 1927 not until near the last of 
April. 

The subsequent tendency to decline is less 
regular in manifestation. In two years out of 
ten (1913 and 1923) it was presumably ofrset 
by other influences-in any case there oc
curred in these years only an irregular hori
zontal movement of the spread through April 
and May. In 1899 the general movement of 
the spread was upward from the beginning of 
trading just before the middle of April. 

Among the remaining seven years of clear 
manifestation of the April-May tendency 
toward decline in the spread, only five permit 
clear dating of the beginning of the decline. 
In 1906 it began with the second week of 
March; in 1902 and 1911, with the final week 
of March; in 1914, with the second week of 
April; and in 1927 it did not begin until the 
last week of April and lasted only two weeks, 
but was of more than average extent. Among 
the same seven years out of ten, the date of 
termination of the decline was more uniform. 
It varied only from the second week of May 
to about the end of May. 

The June tendency for rise in the July
September spread is apparent even in 1887 
and 1931. Among the twelve years of small 
negative spread, a June rise was ahsent only 
in 1902. Generally it took the form of a fairly 
uniform rise throughout the month. In 1887, 
however, it came almost entirely in the few 
days following the disastrous collapse of the 
attempted corner in July wheat; in 1892 it 
extended through only two weeks and was 
followed by a slight decline through the last 
half of June or a little more; and in 1923 
there was a sharp decline in the spread dur
ing the first two weeks of June, followed hy 
a greater rise. 

The month of July, in years of small nega
tive spread, is a period of very irregular 
movement of the JUly-September spread. Al
though declines in the spread predominate 
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during the first three weeks of the month and 
result in a well-marked decline in the curve 
of averages in Chart 9, it is doubtful whether 
they reflect any uniform underlying tend
ency. 

RELATIONS WITH SEASONAL PRICE TENDENCIES 

The seasonal tendency in the July-Septem
ber spread over the interval January-March 
in years of small negative spread finds no 
true counterpart in the seasonal characteris
tics of prices over the same interval. This 
absence of relation in seasonal tendencies is 
consistent with the conclusions of Section I 
that in January-April of this class of years 
week-to-week changes in the July-September 
spread are not reflected in the price of July 
wheat. 

In April and again in June, the seasonal 
tendencies of spreads and of prices are un
doubtedly related in cause as well as in tim
ing. It is worthy of note that the downward 
tendency of the spread in April continues 
clearly to about the middle of May, whereas 
the corresponding upward tendency of prices, 
though continuing to find expression in the 
averages, becomes very irregular in its mani
festation after the end of April. Contrariwise, 
the downward tendency of prices in June 
continues somewhat moderated, through 
July, after the upward tendency of the spread 
has ceased. It should be recalled also that 
the analysis of weekly changes showed only 
a negligible relation in April between spread 
changes and price changes for this class of 
years; and that for June it showed price 
changes tending to be only 1 1/3 times as 
great as the related spread changes. 

Since the July - September spread consti
tutes primarily a reflection of market ap
praisals of the current domestic supply situ
ation, the tendency of the spread to rise in 
June suggests a tendency for the domestic 
supplies to give the appearance in June of 
being more ample than had previously been 
judged. The related tendency for the price 
of July wheat to decline in June may be as
sumed to arise from the same cause. The 
fact that the price change in this seasonal 
movement is over twice the amount of the 
change in spread is not inconsistent with the 

conclusion of Section I, above, that weekly 
changes in the price of July wheat tend in 
June of this class of years to be only 1 113 
times as large as the changes in spread, for 
seasonal changes in the appearance of the 
domestic supply situation may well have 
greater price significance than irregular 
week-to-week changes. 

That the seasonal changes in appraisal of 
the domestic supply situation do have greater 
price significance than the irregular week-to
week changes is indeed an important conclu
sion to be drawn from these facts. It serves 
to explain why the seasonal easing of the 
supply situation may continue to cause the 
price of July wheat (and of course the price 
of September wheat also) to decline through 
July after other influences associated with 
entry into the delivery month have checked 
the rising tendency in the spread. It serves 
to explain why, despite the fact that in April 
of this class of years the week - to - week 
changes in the JUly-September spread tend 
to find no reflection in changes in price of 
the July future, the seasonal decline in spread 
beginning in April is accompanied by a tend
ency toward seasonal rise in the price of July 
wheat at the same time. 

The absence of any clear relation between 
seasonal tendencies in the July-September 
spread and seasonal tendencies in price dur
ing January-March, on the other hand, sug
gests that the March tendency toward price 
decline is related to factors largely independ
ent of the domestic supply situation. This 
absence of relation between seasonal tend
encies in spread and in price was noted in 
years of positive spread as well as in the 
years of small negative spread here under 
discussion. A different situation will be noted 
below in the analysis of tendencies in years 
of large negative spread. 

YEARS OF LARGE NEGATIVE SPREAD 

Turning, finally, to consideration of the 
seasonal tendencies of the July-September 
spread in years in which September wheat is 
at a large discount under July (Group III of 
Chart 9, p. 219), we find the same four sea
sonal tendencies observed in years of small 
negative spread, and also a fifth tendency. 
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All the tendencies are more accurately re
flected in the averages from which data for 
1917 have been omitted.1 The rising tendency 
of the spread which extended through J anu
ary-March in years of small negative spread 
is confined in years of large negative spread 
to March alone. In its place during January
February there now appears a tendency for 
the spread to decline. An additional, but 
minor, difference between the two classes of 
years appears in the fact that in Group III 
the April-May tendency is only very slightly 
downward; but the tendency in this interval 
contrasts quite as sharply with tendencies in 
the preceding and following intervals as in 
years of Group II. 

lt should be remarked also that in years of 
large negative spread the seasonal tendencies 
in the spread, other than the June rise, ap
pear less clearly than in other years. It is not 
that the seasonal tendencies are less strong 
than in other years - in general they arc 
stronger-but the fluctuations in the July
September spread in consequence of non
seasonal influences are so much greater when 
the spread is strongly negative that the ef
fects of the seasonal influences are relatively 
less prominent. 

The downward tendency of the July-Sep
tember spread during January and February 
in this class of years merits fairly detailed 
consideration, since it appears in neither of 
the other two classes of years. Among the 
fifteen years of large negative spread were 
eleven in which trading in Chicago Sep
tember wheat began before about the first 
of March, and in each of these it commenced 
on the first trading day of January or very 
shortly thereafter. Of these eleven years, five 
(1898, 1904, 1905, 1909, and 1925) showed 
sharp declines in the JUly-September spread 
through January and February. In one year 
(1926) there occurred a sharp decline in 
January, but it was followed by a sharper 

1 In no individual year in this group do the actual 
movements of the spread conform closely to the 
curve of averages, and in this respect 1917 is no more 
exceptional than several other years. But the spread 
changes in 1917 were so extraordinarily large that 
the movements ,which were not typical, but peculiar 
to that one year, are not offset in the averages by the 
contrary peculiarities of other years. 

rise through February. Another year (1917) 
showed a precipitous dip and recovery in 
January, followed by sharp decline through 
February. The remaining four years (1897, 
1908, 1910, and 1912) exhibited a fairly even 
horizontal movement of the July-September 
spread through these two months. All four 
of these were years in which the spread was 
in the uncertain zone between "small" and 
"large," but here classed arbitrarily as large. 
Inasmuch as years of larger negative spread 
show a declining tendency in the spread dur
ing January and February, but years of small 
negative spread, as noted earlier, show a ris
ing tendency, the discovery of a horizontal 
tendency in these years of moderate nega
tive spread serves to round out a fully con
sistent set of relations. 

The seasonal tendencies in the two inter
vals comprising, respectively, March and 
April-May are so weak relative to the wide 
fluctuations in the spread commonly occur
ring in these months that, from a practical 
standpoint, it might be best to say merely 
that spread changes starting in March have 
more often been upward than downward; 
and spread changes starting in April have 
more often been downward than upward. 
But because the seasonal tendencies indicated 
by the averages for these two intervals con
form so closely with the clear seasonal tend
encies apparent in the same months among 
years of small negative spread, we accept the 
averages as evidence of true, if in this case 
relatively minor, seasonal tendencies. 

The rising tendency in the spread which 
characterizes June appears commonly to 
start in May and to run usually through June. 
As in the other two groups of years, this is 
an interval of extraordinary uniformity in 
manifestation of the seasonal tendency. Of 
the thirteen years of large negative spread 
beginning with 1904, everyone shows a no
table rise in the July - September spread 
through much of June, and commonly 
through the latter half of May also. Among 
these thirteen years, the rise runs to about 
the end of June, except in 1912, 1915, and 
1925, when it ended about the middle of June. 

Among the five years of large negative 
spread prior to 1904, however, no tendency 
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for the JUly-September spread to rise during 
June is apparent. In the first three such 
years the major tendency in June was hori
zontal or downward. In the next year, 1898, 
the spread rose steeply during June, but most 
if not all of this rise is attributable to the 
liquidation of the great, but unprofitable, 
Leiter corner in Chicago May wheaLl And in 
1903 the evidence of any rising tendency dur
ing June is very questionable. 

It is noteworthy that this apparent change 
in the tendency of the .July-September spread 
during June is observahle only in the case of 
years of large negative spread. It is paral
leled by a precisely corresponding change in 
seasonal tendency in the price of July wheat, 
as noted earlier in this section. These com
panion seasonal tendencies in price of July 
wheat and in JUly-September spread during 
.June of years of large negative spread are 
the only ones among the several types of 
tendency or relationship discussed in the 
present study in which a fundamental change 
has been found during the period of nearly 
half a century under review. 2 

This change in the .June tendency of the 
.July - Septemher spread (among years of 
large negative spread) and the related change 
in tendency of the price of July wheat are 
probahly altributable chiefly to the expan
sion in hard winter-wheat production, im
proved transportation facilities, and techni
cal advances in milling. These combined to 
reduce dependence on old-crop spring wheat 
in July and occasioned the drop in "normal" 
carryover noted on page 205 above. The pre-

1 The general price decline of May-June 1898 was 
due to much more than the liquidation of the Leiter 
corner. Leitcr's opcrations can be regarded as no 
mOl'e than a secondary factor in the great price in
crease which culminatcd in May 1898, and in the 
subsequcnt decline, but the behavior of the July
Septemher spread from late April into .June may be 
attrihu ted primarily to technical market situations 
centering ahout the Leiter corner. 

2 We havc noted in Section III above that sincc 
the war a situation has developed which appears to 
have given importance to the distribution of year
cnd stocks, by classes of wheat, as a factor affecting 
the ,July-Septcmber spread in .June under' certain rare 
circumstanccs. If this has occurred, it is an impor
tant development, hut represents merely a slight 
modification of an carlier tendency, not a funda
mental change. 

cise timing of the change as regards the be
havior of Chicago futures prices was deter
mined largely hy the date of admission of 
hard winter wheat to the list of grades de
liverable on Chicago futures contracts. Prior 
to 1903 only spring wheat and soft red win
ter wheat were deliverable on Chicago fu
tures. On June 2, 1903, provision was made 
for delivery, at a 5-cent discount, of No. 1 
and No.2 Hard Winter wheat on "new style" 
contracts, heginning with the July fulure. 
On February 17, 1904, this discount was re
duced to 2 cents, effective on "new style" 
contracts for delivery in July or later. 

Among years of large negative spread, the 
final interval again comprises the month of 
July, and is marked hy even less suggestion 
of a regular upward or downward seasonal 
tendency than is found among years of small 
negative spread. To speak of the tendency 
as horizontal would be misleading, for the 
movement of the July-September spread dur
ing July has rarely heen even irregularly 
horizontal. Usually it has been rather 
sharply and irregularly up or down-about 
as often in one direction as in the other. 

With respect to evidence of relations be
tween seasonal tendencies in spreads and 
seasonal tendencies in prices in years of 
large negative spread, the correspondence be
tween the changes in the two June seasonal 
tendencies, just discussed, is particularly sig
nificant. Of importance, also, is the fact that 
the January-February tendency toward de
cline in the spread, peculiar to this class of 
years, is paralleled by the January tendency 
toward price advance, likewise peculiar to 
this class of years. The March tendency 
toward rise in the July-September spread 
has the appearance in this class of years of 
heing related to the March tendency toward 
decline in price of the July future. This is 
not surprising, since the weekly changes in 
price were found definitely related to the 
weekly changes in spread among years of 
large negative spread. The April-May tend
ency toward decline in the spread appears 
related to the April tendency toward rise in 
the July future, as do the June tendencies 
in spread and in price. 

All these facts point to the conclusion that 
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during the entire period January - June, 
among years of large negative spread, the 
same conditions apply as during the period 
April-June in years of small negative spread: 
the seasonal tendencies in spread and in 
price are related, not directly, but through 

the influence of common causes related to 
appraisal of the domes Lie supply situation; 
and these changes in appearance of the do
mestic supply situation have generally a 
larger relative effect on price than the irregu
lar week-to-week changes. 

V. FORECASTING THE SPREAD 

Most of the conclusions reached in each of 
the foregoing sections arc of significance to 
one who is under the necessity of estimating 
probable changes in the spread between July 
and September wheat (as is the hedger of 
wheat stocks or of flour sales) or to one who 
by choice elects to deal in inter - option 
spreads. The results obtained in two of the 
sections lend themselves particularly to use 
in making quantitative estimates of probable 
spread or of probable change in the spread. 
Here we bring together the main results of 
those sections with some further explanation 
and illustrations to facilitate their practical 
application. 

ESTIMATING ON THE BASIS OF 

SEASONAL TENDENCY 

The simplest and perhaps at present the 
most reliable basis for estimating changes in 
the July-September spread, after trading in 
the September future has started, is provided 
by the seasonal tendencies in the spread. 
Some points regarding the method of utili
zation of this basis of estimation may be il
lustrated by applying it to the situation as 
it appears early in March 1933. In the first 
days of March (before trading was halted by 
closing of the banks), Chicago September 
wheat was selling about 1 cent over July. An 
average increase for years of positive spread 
would carry this premium up about 2 cents 
by the end of June, to result in September 
wheat selling about 3 cents over July in the 
last days of June. 

As will 'be seen from study of the spread 
curves for individual years, however, any 
such estimate of change in the spread is sub
ject to considerable error in individual years. 
Among years of positive spread, such as the 
present year, the premium of September 
Wheat over July failed only in 1930 to rise 

to a higher point in June than in any earlier 
month, and this in consequence of abnormal 
conditions produced by the operations of the 
Grain Stabilization Corporation. The year 
1932, however, presents a conspicuous in
stance of failure of the spread to rise much 
between March and June. Near the other 
extreme stands 1929, in which September 
wheat rose from a premium of 11/2-2 cents 
during March to a premium of 5 cents and 
over in June. 

In making use of observed seasonal tend
encies for the purpose of estimating probable 
changes in spread, it may well be borne in 
mind that a great volume of spreading based 
on recognition of these past tendencies would 
be capable of canceling the effect of the tend
encies, or producing reverse tendencies. It 
may confidently be assumed, however, that 
no great volume of spreading of this charac
ter will arise suddenly. If it does arise, it 
will undoubtedly be rather gradually, per
mitting discovery of the fact that the tend
ency is being altered before the change goes 
so far as to reverse the seasonal tendencies. 
It must be supposed that seasonal tendencies 
that have been observed as regularly as those 
found in the movements of the JUly-Septem
ber spread, and over such a long period of 
years, rest on rather fundamental character
istics of the wheat market that are not read
ily counteracted or removed. 

ESTIMATING ON THE BASIS OF EXPECTED 

CARRYOVER 

The relation between the July-September 
spread in June and the tolal carryover of 
wheat in the United States as of July 1 ob
viously provides a basis for estimating prob
able spread and, by direct inference, prob
able change in spread from that existing at 
the time the estimate is made. Any such esti-
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mates of change in spread are wholly inde
pendent of estimates based on seasonal tend
ency, and the two estimates may provide val
uable checks on each other. 

For the purpose of use solely for mechani
cal forecasting, the results of Section II and 
the more directly related results of Section 
IV may be condensed into the following tab
ulation and supplementary statements. With 
various indicated levels of total United States 
wheat stocks on July 1, relative to normal, 
the price relations between July and Sep
tember wheat may be expected to be as fol
lows, in cents per bushel: 

Sept. 
'l'otal stocks, July 1 over July 

Above nOlwal by IDa million 
bw;hels or more. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2% 

Above normal by 50 million 
bushels..................... 1% 

Above normal by 20' million 
bushels..................... % 

Normal ...................... . 
Below normal by 20 million 

bushels .................... . 
Below normal by 40 million 

bushels .................... . 
Below normal by 60 million 

bushels .................... . 

Sept. 
under July 

1 

2% 

4% 

"Normal" stocks since the war have been 
about 120 million bushels, in terms of a total 
made up from the following statistics: 1 (a) 
farm stocks; (b) interior mill and elevator 
slocks; (c) "commercial stocks," as reported 
weekly by the United States Department of 
Agriculture or (nearly equivalent) as given 
in Bradstreet's "visible supply"; (d) mill 
slocks (commonly, but inaccurately, desig
nated "city mill stocks"), as estimated by the 
United States Department of Agriculture by 
raising to 100 per cent the mill stocks re
ported to the Census Bureau under the head 
of wheat stocks in mills and mill elevators 
attached to mills, in transit to mills, and 
"stored for others." 

1 These are the statistics which we now employ in 
discussion and tabular statement of United States 
carryover in the "Heview" and "Survey" numbers of 
WHEAT STUDIES. Any other substantially complete 
and accurate statistics of stocks may be used with 
equal satisfaction if appropriate adjustment be made 
in the figure for "normal" carryover. As stated in 
Section II above, we arbitrarily define normal carry
over as the level of July 1 stocks which tends to be 
accompanied by a price of Chicago September wheat 
1 cent per bushel under the price of July wheat. 

The spreads shown in the foregoing tabu
lation represent estimated averages for the 
first three full weeks of June; to estimate the 
probable spread as of about the end of June, 
% cent may be added to any figure Showing 
September over July, % cent deducted from 
any figure showing September under July. 
A larger average error must be expected in 
estimates of spread at the end of June than 
in estimates of the 3-week average; for prac
tical purposes, the estimate theoretically ap
plicable to the end of June is better regarded 
as an estimate of the spread likely to be 
reached at some time in the latter half of 
June. 

The really difficult problem to be met in 
estimating probable JUly-September spread 
in this way is that of estimating in advance 
the probable July 1 stocks of wheat in the 
United States. This may be done through 
an analysis of supplies and probable dispo
sition of wheat. Carryover from the previous 
year provides the first supply figure to be 
entered in the computation, and this figure 
should be made up of the stocks statistics 
listed above, or closely corresponding statis
tics. To the carryover from the previous year 
may be added the surplus of production over 
estimated domestic requirements for food, 
seed, and "feed and waste." There must then 
be deducted net exports of wheat and of flour 
as wheat to the latest date available and an 
estimate of net exports for the remainder of 
the season. 

Valuable supplementary information in
dicative of probable July 1 stocks begins to 
become available in the winter and spring 
with the publication of estimates of wheat 
stocks outside the positions covered in 
the weekly visible-supply statistics. Begin
ning with 1933, official estimates of farm 
and interior mill and elevator stocks will be 
made as of April 1 instead of March 1, thus 
bringing their date into agreement with that 
of the Census Bureau's statistics of mill 
stocks and permitting a compilation of stocks 
statistics as of April 1 precisely comparable 
with that outlined above for July 1. If the 
United States Department of Agriculture is 
able to carry out its announced plan of issu
ing estimates of farm and interior mill and 
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elevator stocks as of January 1 also, a similar 
compilation will be possible for that date. As 
soon as such stocks statistics become avail
able, year-end carryover may probably be 
estimated most closely by deducting antici
pated domestic utilization and net exports 
from the indicated stocks as of April 1 or 
January 1. 

This year it happens to be easy to estimate 
July 1 stocks with sufficient accuracy for the 
purpose in hand. Late in December we esti
mated probable United States stocks as of 
. July 1, 1933, at around 370 million bushels.1 

Recent evidence of heavier feeding of wheat 
than had been anticipated may call for a 
slight reduction of this figure, but in any 
case it is clear that the carryover will exceed 
220 million bushels, making it more than 
100 million bushels above "normal." There 
is thus indicated the expectation that during 
the first three full weeks of June 1933 the 
price of Chicago September wheat will aver
age about 2% cents over the price of July 

1 WHEAT STUDIES, IX, 159. 

wheat; and that the premium of September 
over July will rise to the neighborhood of 3 
or 3~ cents by about the end of June. 

In the light of discrepancies in past years 
between actual spreads and spreads indicated 
as appropriate to the supply position, it will 
not be surprising if the foregoing estimates 
should prove in error by as much as from % 
to % cent. Some abnormal technical market 
situation might develop to cause a greater 
discrepancy, but this cannot now be regarded 
as probable . 

In estimating the probable July-September 
spread for June, on the basis of probable 
carryover, special caution should be observed 
if in any year it should appear that the bulk 
of the carryover will be spring wheat. As 
noted in the discussion of the special situa
tion which appeared in 1923 (p. 217), it is 
probable that conditions which have devel
oped since the war tend to modify the usual 
relationship when the carryover of spring 
wheat is liberal but that of winter wheat 
unusually small. 

This study has been prepared by Holbrook Working 
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TABLE I.-PmcE OF CHICAGO JULY WHEAT AND JULy-SEPTEMBER SPREAD, WEEKLY, 1885-1933* 

(Cenis per busbel) 

I 
Price Spread DaLe Price Spread Date I Date Price I Spread Date Prlco Spreur] 
------ -1885 1886 1887 1888 

Jan. 2 .... .... ... Jan. 8 .... .... ... Jan. 7 .... . ... . .. Jan. 6 .... . ... '" 
9 .... .... .. , 15 .... .... ... 14 .... . ... . .. 13 .... .... . .. 

16 .... .... .. , 22 .... .... ... 21. ... . ... . .. 20 .... .... . .. 
23 .... .... .. , 29 .... .... ... 28 .... . ... . .. 27 .... . ... . .. 
30 .... .... .. , Feb. 5 .... .... ... Feb. 4 .... . ... .. . Feb. 3 .... 82% . .. 

Feb. 6 .... .... ... 12 .... .... . .. 11 .... 84% + 2% 10 .... 81% . .. 
13 .... .... ... 19 .... . ... . .. 18 .... 83 +2 17 .... 80% . .. 
20 .... .... .. , 26 .... 87% ... 25 .... 80% + 1% 24 .... 80% ... 
27 .... .... .. , Mar. 5 .... . ... ... Mar. 4 .... 81% + 1% Mar. 2 .... 80% '" 

Mar. 6 .... .... ... 12 .... . ... ... 11 .... 81 + % 9 .... 81% . .. 
13 .... .... ... 19 .... 85% ... 18 .... 80% + % 16 .... 79% . .. 
20. .... .... .. , 26 .... .... ... 25 .... 79% + % 23 .... 76% . .. 
27 .... .... .., Apr. 2 .... . ... ... Apr. 1. ... 80% 0 29 .... 77% ... 

Apr. 3 .... 84% ... 9 .... 81% + 1% 7 .... 81 - % Apr. 6 .... 76% ... 
10 .... 90% .. , 16 .... 81% + 1% 15 .... 82% - % 13 .... 80 ... 
17 .... 89% .. , 22 .... 83% + % 22 .... 82% - 1% 20 .... 83% ... 
24 .... 92% ... 30. .... 82% + % 29 .... 83% - 1% 27 .... 82% . .. 

May 1. ... 94% ... May 7 .... 80% + 1% May 6 .... 85% - 1 May 4 .... 83% ... 
8 .... 92% .. , 14 .... 78% + 1% 13 .... 85 - 1% 11. ... 87% ... 

15 .... 91% + 3% 21 .... 77% + 1% 20. .... 86% - 2% 18 .... 90% - 2% 
22 .... 91% + 3% 28 .... 74% + 1% 27 .... 86% - 2% 25 .... 87% - % 
29 .... 87% + 3% June 4 .... 78% + % June 3 .... 86% - 3% June 1. ... 86% - 2% 

June 5 .... 91% +4 11 .... 74% + 2% 10 .... 85% - 4% 8 .... 85% - 11/8 
12 .... 89% +4 18 .... 73 + 2% 17 .... 72% + 3% 15 .... 82% + % 
19 .... 89% + 4% 25 .... 73% + 2% 24 .... 70% + 4% 22 .... 79% + % 
26 .... 88% + 4% July 2 .... 76 + 2% July 1. ... 69% + 41,4 29 .... 79% + 1/2 

July 3 .... 87 + 4% 9 .... 78% + 3% 8 .... 70% + 3% July 6 .... 82% - % 
10 .... 86% +4 16 .... 77% + 3% 15 .... 69% + 3% 13 .... 80% - 1% 
17 .... 88% + 3% 23 .... 75% + 2% 22 .... 69% + 2% 20 .... 83% - 3% 
24 .... 87% + 2% 30 .... 75 + 2rY8 29 .... 68% + 2% 27 .... 82 - 1% 
31 .... 87 + 2% 31 .... 74% + 2% 30 .... 67% + 1% 31 .... 82 + % 

* Data hased on closing prices on the dates indicated, compiled from the Chicago DaillJ Trade Bulletin, except those 
for 1885-86, which arc compiled from the old Chicago DaillJ Commercial Bulletin. The spread is shown as the premium 
(+) of September wheat over July, or discount (-) of Sep temher under July. Dots ( .... ) indicate absence of trading 
in the July or the September future or both, or, rarely, insumcient trading to provide the basis for a quotation. The 
absence of data for 1918-20 arises from the fact that trading in Chicago wheat futures was suspended, August 25, 1917, 
to July 15, 1920, with trading in July and September wheat not resumed until March 28 and June 1, 1921, respectively. 

The quotations arc for Fridays, with the rollowing excep tlons: when Fridays reU on market holidays, Thursday quo
tations were used by preference, or, if not available, Satur day quotations; the final figure for each year is for the last 
trading day of July, whether a Friday or not; in 1892 the character of our source made It preferable to use Saturday 
quotations as far as possible. In many years the usual pub] ished tables in the Daily Trade Bulletin, as well as in all 
other available publications, omit quotations on a future during the first few weeks of trading; for the present com
pilation the regular tables have been supplemented in all su ch cases by use of quotations appearing in the text of the 
market news paragraphs. 

When the closing price represented a range or a split qu otation, the lower of the quoted figures has been used. In the 
years 1903, 1904, and 1932, In which changes in regulations governing contract grades resulted In trading In both "old 
style" and "new style" contracts during part of the period, all data shown above arc based on the "old style" contracts. 
In 1886 a reduction in elevator storage charges necessitated a change of regulations that resulted In trading In both "old 
style" and "new style" contracts from July 1. Absence of quotations on "old style" contracts after that date made it 
desirable to use "new style" quotations through July for both the price of July wheat and the spread, although "old 
style" July was regularly stated to be "quotably about % cent under 'new style' July." 

[ 230 J 
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TABLE I-Continued 
(Cents per buslJel) 

Date PrIce Spread Date PrIce Spread Date Price Spread Date I~I Spread -- --
1889 1891 1893 1895 I I 

Jan. 4 .... 96 ... Jan. 2 .... 92%, . .. Jan. 6 .... 77% . .. Jan. 4.... 58~~ ... 
11. ... 94- .. , 9 .... 93% . .. 13 .... 80%, .., 11. ... , 58%! ... 
18 ...• 92% ... 16 .... 91 . .. 20 .... 78%, . .. 18. . . . 58% I . .. 
25 .... 89% ... 23 .... 89% ... 27 .... 78% ... 25.... 54%- . .. 

]<'cb. 1. ... 88% .... 30 .... 92% . .. Feb. 3 .... 77% ... Feb. 1. ... 53% i . .. 
8 .... 90% ... Feb. 6 .... 95 ... 10 .... 79%, ... 8 ..... 54% . .. 

15 .... 94% ... 13 .... 93% ... 17 .... 76%, . .. 15 .... 54% . .. 
21.. .. 95% ... 20 .... 93%, ... 24 .... 75% . .. 21. ... 54%, . .. 

Mar. 1. ... 93% ... 27 .... 93 . .. Mar. 3 .... 75% I . .. l\iar. 1. ... 55% . .. 
8 .... 88% . ,. Mar. 6 .... 96% . .. 10 .... 72% . .. 8 .... 5.5% . .. 

14 .... 87%, ... 13 .... 98% ... 17 .... 74% . .. 15 .... 58 + % 
22.!. . 88% .. , 20 .... 99% ... 24 .... 73 .., 22 .... 55% + % 
29 .... 88% ... 26 .... 100% ... 30 .... 73%, + %, 29 .... 57% + % 

Apr. 5 .... 86% - 5% Apr. 3 .... 103% - 4% Apr. 7 .... 76% + %, Apr. 5 .... 56% + 1 
12 .... 81% -3 10 .... 102% - 4% 14 .... 76%, + % 11 .... 55% + 1% 
18 .... 82%, - 3%, 17 .... 108% - 5%, 21. ... 73% + 1% 19 .... 59% + 1% 
26 .... 78% -1% 24 .... 109% - 5% 28 .... 74% + 1% 26 .... 62% + % 

May 3 .... 78% -1% May 1. ... 106%, - 4% May 5 .... 75% + 2%, May 3 .... 64% + % 
10 .... 80% - 2% 8 .... 98% - 3%, 12 .... 77% + 2% 10 .... 63% +0 
17 .... 77% - 2% 15 .... 102% - 4% 19 .... 74%, + 3%, 17 .... 1 701/8 + % 
24 .... 77% - 2% 22 .... 100 - 4% 26 .... 73 + 3%, 24 .... 77 + 114 
31. ... 76% -2 29 .... 100%, - 4% June 2 .... 68%, + 3% 31.. .. 78% + % 

.June 7 .... 77% -1% June 5 .... 98%, -4 9 .... 67% + 4% June 7 .... 80114 + % 
14 .... 78% - 2% 12 .... 96 -3 16 .... 67 + 4% 14 .... 77% + % 
21.. .. 78 - 2% 19 .... 94% - 3% 23 .... 64% + 4% 21. ... 70% + 1% 
28 .... 80% -1% 26 .... 91% - 5%, 30 .... 61% + 7% 28 .... 69% + 2% 

July 5 .... 81% - 3% July 2 .... 93% -4 July 7 .... 65 + 4% July 5 .... 68% + 1% 
12 .... 78% -2 10 ..•. 90% - 3% 14 .... 65% + 3% 12 .... 66% + 1% 
19 .... 80% - 2% 17 .... 85% -2 21. ... 62% + 3% 19 .... 65 + 1114 
26 .... 81 - 3% 24 .... 88% - 2% 28 .... 59% + 3% 26 .... 68% +1 
31.. .. 77% - % 31. ... 88 - % 31. ... 56%, + 3% 31. ... 68% + % 

1890 1892 1894 1896 
Jan. 3 .... 81% ... Jan. 2 .... .... . .. Jan. 5 .... 67% . .. Jan. 3 .... 59% ... 

lD .... 80%, '" 9 .... .... ... 12 .... 67% ... 10 .... 60% . .. 
17 .... 79114 ... 16 .... .... ... 19 .... 65% . .. 17 .... 60% ... 
24 .... 78% ... 23 .... .... ... 26 .... 64% . .. 24 .... 64% ... 
31.. .. 77 ... 30 .... .... . .. Feb. 2 .... 65% '" 31. ... 65 ... 

Feb. 7 .... 76% '" Feb. 6 .... .... . .. 9 .... 62% ... Feb. 7 .... 67% ... 
14 .... 76114 ... 13 .... .... ... 16 .... 60% . .. 14 .... 65% ... 
21.. .. 76% ... 20 .... 91% ... 23 .... 62% . .. 21. ... 64% . .. 
28 .... 76% - %, 27 .... 88% ... Mar. 2 .... 61% . .. 28 .... 67% ... 

Mar. 7 .... 76% ... Mar. 5 .... 88 '" 9 .... 61% + 1% Mar. 6 .... 66% ... 
14 .... 77% ... 12 .... 86% ... 16 .... 60 + 1% 13 .... 63114 .. , 
21. ... 78%, ... 19 .... 85% '" 22 .... 59% + 1% 20 .... 62% ... 
28 .... 77% ... 26 .... 81% ... 30 .... 62V2 + 1% 27 .... 63% ... 

Apr. 3 .... 78%, ... Apr. 2 .... 79 ... Apr. 6 .... 65% + 1% Apr. 2 .... 64 ... 
11 .... 83% -1 9 .... 83% ... 13 .... 63% + 1% 10 .... 66% 0 
18 .... 86% -1% 16 .... 80%, - % 20 .... 61% + 1% 17 .... 67% + % 
25 .... 86% -1% 23 .... 80% 0 27 .... 60% + 1% 24 .... 65% + % 

May 2 .... 90% -1% 30 .... 81% - %, May 4 .... 60% + 1% May 1. ... 62% + % 
9 .... 94%, - 3%, May 7 .... 82% - 14 11 .... 58% + 1114 8 .... 63114 + % 

16 .... 94 -3 14 .... 81% - % 18 .... 55% + 1% 15 .... 62114 + % 
23 .... 97%, - I%, 21. ... 83 - % 25 .... 56% + 1% 22 .... 60% + 1 
29 .... 91% - % 28 .... 83%, 1- 1% June 1. ... 55% + 1% 29 .... 57% + % 

June 6 .... 91% + % June 4 .... 86 1- % 8 .... 60% +2 June 5 .... 59% + % 
13 .... 89% + % 11. ... 79% ,+ 114 15 .... 58% + 2114 12 .... 57% + 1f2 
20 .... 86% + % 18 .... 78% 1 0 22 .... 59% + 2% 19 .... 58 + % 
27 .... 85% + I%, 25 .... 78% - %, 29 .... 1 58% + 214 26 .... 55% + 1% 

July 3 .... 86% + 1% July 2 .... 78% I 0 July 6 .... 1 55% + 2% July 3 .... 54% + 1114 
11 .... 87 + 2% 9 .... 77 1- % 13 .... ; 56114 + 1% 10 .... 54% + 1% 
18 .... 86% + 2% 16 .... 77% - 1 20 .... : 53% + 1% 17 .... 5.5% + 1% 
25 .... 90% +2 23 .... 78%, 1- % 27 .... 1 50% + 1% 24 .... 57% + % 
31.. .. 90%, +2 29 .... 77% - % 31. .. 'j 52 + 1% 31. ... 58% + % -
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TABLE I-Conlimzed 
(Cenis pel' bushel) 

---~~==-=-. -- -- - ---- ----- - _._--
~ -= = 

Dill" I Prlr.o Hprclld nate Prle" f-3pfoud DlItu I Price Spreud Dute Prl(!o Sprcll<i 
- - - - ----- --.-.----~ ----- --- - -.--'"---~-- -~--- ~--.- --·----1-----------------

1897 I 1899 1901 1903 
Jan. S· .. ·I 7(i% _ 1'/2 Jan. G .... (i8 ... • Jan. 4 .... . ... .. . Jan. 2 .... 72% '" 

15 .... 75% - 1% Vl. ... (i8:YJ ... 11 .... .... .. , 9 .... 73fis '" 

22 ... '1 75% - 1 TV" 20 .... GSY2 ... 18 .... .... ... 16 .... 74% . .. 
2~ .... 71% - 1% 27 .... 75lj.1 ... 25 .... . ... .., 23 .... 75'1-J, ... 

Peb. ,) .... 71% - I'/;, JI'eb. 3 .... 71 .. , Feb. 1. ... .... .., 30 .... 74% . .. 
11 .... 71 'V8 - l:y, 10 .... 71'1-J, ... 8 .... .... .., Feb. 6 .... 74% '" 
ID .... 7" • J - 1:% 17 .... 71 ... 15 .... 74'1-J, . .. 13 .... 73% -1% 
2fi .... 71 y" - 1% 24 .... 71% ... 21 .... 74% . .. 20 ... , 73% '" 

Mal'. 5 .... 7a% - 1% Mal'. 0 .... 71% ... Mar. 1 .... 74'/2 . .. 27 .... 74 - I fy" 
12 .... 70% 1- 2'/,\ 10 .... 6!JY4 ... 8 .... 74% .., Mal'. 6 .... 72'1-J, - 1% 
1!J .... 73 - 2'/, 17 .... G5% ... 15 .... 76 . .. 13 .... 71% - 1% 
2G .... 71% -2 21 .... (j!J 1/2 ... 22 .... 75% . .. 20 .... 71'1-J, - ly" 

ApI'. 2 .... 70'/" - 1 'v" :JO .... 73 ... 2!J .... ! 76% ... 27 .... 69% - 1% 
D .... (ill'/;, - I'll Apr. 7 .... nys ... ApI'. 4 .... 72% ... Apr. 3 .... 70% - 1% 

15 .... G!Jlj., -2 11 .... 73% - 1 12 .... 70% ... 9 .... 71% - 2% 
23 .... 74% - 3% 21 .... 74% - % Hl .... 71% ... 17 .... 72 - 3y! 
30 .... ny, - :J% 28 .... 72% 1- % 2G .... 73% - % 24 .... 72% - 2% 

May 7 .... 7(JI/;, - 3% May 5 .... 71% ! % May 3 .... 73Y8 - % May 1. ... 72% - 2% 
14.. .. 73 1

/" - 4% 12 .... 7 (JI/;, 1- 'Y8 10 .... 71% - % 8 .... 721/2 - 211" 
21. ... 70% - 4% 19 .... nYI 0 17 .... 71% -1% 15 .... 72% - 2% 
28 .... 68% - 3'Y) 2fi .... 75y! !- 114 24 .... 73 - 2% 22 .... 73% - 2% 

June 1.. .. G7'/H - 311" June 2 .... 7(j% + % 31. ... 74% - 1% 29 .... 73'/2 - 2% 
11 .... G8% - 4'12 D .... 74% + % June 7 .... 73ys - 2'YI June 5 .... 76 -2 
18 .... 68% -4 IG .... 76'V8 + 1% 14 .... 70% - 1'/2 12 .... 75% - 2% 
25 .... 71% - 7'1-J, 2:3.. .. 74'12 +1% 21. ... 67 - % 19 .... 76% - 1% 

July 2 .... G8:% - 4Y2 30 .... 72'11 + 1 Y; 28 .... G6 11s + '12 26 .... 83 - 2% 
!J .... 70% - 4% .July 7 .... 72Y4 + 1% July 5 .... 65% + 1% July 2 .... 75% - % 

1G .... 75% - 5% 14 .... 71% + 1% 12 .... fi6Ya + 1% 10 .... 79% - % 
23 .... 75 1!1 -4 21. ... (j!)'!1 + TYH 19 .... fi7% + 1'!1 17 .... 76% + 1% 
ao .... 7G% - 2% 28 .... 70\1" + % 26 .... 6!)% + 1% 24 .... 75% + % 
31. ... 75\1" - % 31. ... G8% + 1 31. ... 67% + 1 31. ... 77% + 1% 

1898 1900 1902 1904 
Jan. 7 .... 82% - 5% Jun. 5 .... 6D'Ys ... Jan. 3 .... 821/8 .., Jan. 8 .... 82% - 2% 

14 .... 80% - 6% 12 .... (j8'1" ... 10 .... 83'/8 ... 15 .... 82% - 3'12 
21 .... 84% - 6% 19 .... (j(j% ... 17 .... 80% '" 22 .... 81% - 3% 
28 .... 8fi% - 7% 26 .... 6!J% ... 24 .... 7!J% .. . 2!J .... 83 - 4% 

Pcb. 4 .... 811% 1- 7% I"eb. 2 .... 69'1-J, ... 31.. .. 77% . .. ]'ob. 5 .... 85% - 5% 
11 .... 85% 1- 7,!:, 9 .... (j8% 

I ... Feb. 7 .... 77% ... 11 .... 87% - 4% 
18 .... 88% -10 16 .... fi!) ... 14 .... 78% - % 19 .... 93% - 5% 
21} .... 8D'!) -11 23 .... (jG% .. , 21. ... 78 - % 26 .... 97% - 5% 

Mar. 4 .... !JO% -12% Mar. 2 .... G(j '!I ... 28 .... 77% - % Mal'. 4 .... 93% -6 
11 .... 88 '!I - 8% !J .... fiG% + % Mal'. 7 .... 77% - % 11 .... 92% - 5% 
]8 .... 8(jl/R -7 ]G .... G7ys + % 14 .... 75% - % 18 .... 88'!1, - 5% 
25 .... 82'1" - (j% 28 .... GGY2 + % 21. ... 74'f..t, 0 25 .... 881/2 -5 

Apr. 1 .... 82% - (iI/H 30 .... G8% + % 27 .... 72 1/8 + % 31. ... 89% - 6y! 
8 .... 84% - 71/H Apr. G .... 68% + % Apr. 4 .... 71% - % Apr. 8 .... 89% - 6% 

15 .... 84% - 7% 12 .... 67% + % 11 .... 73% - % 15 .... 88% - 4% 
22 .... 88% - 7YH 2fl .... 6G% + % 18 .... 74% - % 22 .... 85% - 3% 
29 .... !Jil 1/ 2 -11% 27 .... 67% + 1 25 .... 75% - % 29 .... 85% - 4V,1 

May fi .... 101 -17% May 4 .... 67% + 1 May 2 .... 76% - % May 6 .... 87% _ 51/~ 

13 .... 104% -16% 11. ... 65% + 1% D ..•. 74% - 1% 13 .... 84% - 4% 
20 .... 108% -19% 18 .... 67% + 1% 16 .... 74% -2 20, .... 88 - 6% 
27 .... 106 -21'14 25 .... G7 + 1% 23 .... 73% - % 27 .... 87% - 4% 

.June 3 .... 94 -13% .JuDe 1 .... 66% + 1% 2!J. ... 72Ys -1% June 3 .... 90% -6 
10 .... 88 114 -13% 8 .... 72% + 1% June 6 .... 71% - 1% 10 .... 87 - 4% 
17 .... 75% - 7% 15 .... 74 + 1% 13.. .. 72% -1% 17 .... 84% -4 
21 .... 7a - 6% 22 .... 83% + 1% 20 .... 74% - 1% 24 .... 86% - 4% 

July 1. ... 76'12 - 5?!1 2D .... 81% + 1% 27 .... 73 -1 July 1. ... 86% _ 3fYH 
8 .... 77% - 81

/"- July G .... 78% +2 July 3 .... 75 - 1% 8 .... 90% - 5% 
15 .... 73% - 5% 13 .... 77% -I- 1% 11 .... 7G% -2 15 .... 95% - 7% 
22 .... 77 - !)'Iz 20 .... 76% 1+ 1% 

18 .... 77 - 4% 22 .... 95% - 6% 
2!l .... 70% - 6% 27 .... 75% -I- 1 25 .... 76'12 - 4% 29 .... 98 - 61/4 
30 .... 66 -2 31. ... 74 + % 31. ... 69% - % 30 .... 100 - 8% 

-
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TABLE I-Continued 
(Cellt.~ per bushel) 

Date _pr_Ic_c_
l
_s_pr_ca_d_

II 
___ D_ut_o __ I_I_"_ICO_' I Spread Dute i_prIce .J Hpre~ ___ .~~~e .. _J l'rlcc ! HpfIJl1r] 

-Ja·-n·-~9-0-~.-.-.. 98% ... Jan~90~ .... 75% .... Jan~9°~ .... 1 98% - 3% Jan.
191L .. 1 9G% 1_ 1% 

13.... 98%, - 7% 11.... 7fi% .. , 15.... 96% - 31/ 8 13.. .. 1 ~)(i% - 1% 
20.... 981f1. - 6%, 18.... 76'4 - 1.4 22.... 97';\1 - 31/4 20 .... 1 %% - 2'18 
27.... 98% - 6 25.... 78'Y8 - % 2!J.... 97% - 31/8 27 .... 1 D::J% - 1% 

l"eb. 3 .... 100% - 6% Feb. 1.... 77'% - % Feb. 5.... D8'1" - 3% }l'eb. :3.... 93 1/;, - 1% 
10 .... 100%, - 81/ 8 8.... 79% - % 12 .... 101% - 4% 10.... !J2 - % 
17 .... 101% - 8% 15.... 78% - % 1(J. ... 101 - 4% 17.... 8!J% - % 
24 .... 101% - 8% 21.... 77'% - % 26 .... 105% - 6% 21.... 87% 1- % 

Mar. 3.... 98% - 8 Mar. 1.... 77% - % Mar. 5 .... 103% - 6';4 Mar. 3.... 88% - % 
10.... 92% - 6% 8.... 78 J/ 2 + % 12.... 105% - G'% 10.... 8a% - % 
17.... 92% - 6 15.... 77% + % UI .... 10:3% - 61/" 17.... 88% - % 
24.... 90% - 5% 22.... 77% + % 2fi .... 104% - 6'4 24.... 88% + % 
31.... 88% - 5% 28.... 77 1/;, + 11/8 Apr. 2 .... 108 - 7% :31.... 8(i'YI + % 

Apr. 7.... 87% - 4% Apr. 5.... 7!J'4 + % 8 .... 111% - 7% Apr. 7.... 85% + % 
14.... 87% - 5% 12.... 81% + 1% 16.... 117 - D% 1:3.... 85% + % 
20.... 87% - 5'4 HI.... 80% + 1% 2:3.... 110% - 8 21.... 88 - % 
28.... 83% - 3% 26.... 83% + 1% :30.... 111'4 - 8'4 28.... 87% - 1 

May 5.... 83% - 4% May 3.... 84% + 1'% May 7 .... 117% - 9 May 5.... 88% - % 
12.... 85% - 6% 10.... 88'/2 + 1% 14. '" 113% - 7% 12.... DO'4 - 1 
1D.... 87 - 6% 17 .... 100% + 1% 21. ... : lJ(i'% - 8 1D.... 88% - 1% 
26.... 91'12 - 7% 24.... D9 1

/" + 1% 28 .... 11(i% - 7% 26.... 8D'/2 - 1% 
.June 2.... 89 - 61f1. 31.... 9!Jl/s + 11/2 June 4 .... 118% - 8'/2 June 2.... !Jl% - 2% 

9.... 86% - 4% June 7.... 95% + 2% 11 .... 116'!!8 - 6'/2 D.... D2 - 21/8 
16.... 88% - 3% 14.... 89% + 2'12 18.... 114% - 7% IG.... 87% - 1/4 
23.... 91% - 5% 21.... 91% + 2% 25 ..... 115% - 5% 2:3.... 8Dl/S + % 
30.... 93% - 4 28.... 95% + 3% July 2 .... i 114% - 4'l's 30.... 8D + % 

July 7.... 91'4 - 3 July 5.... 94% + 3% 9 .... 1 117 - G% .July 7.... 89% + 1% 
14.... 86% - 2% 12.... 90,/:, + 3,/:, 16.... 122 -10% 14.... 85% + 2 
21.... 93'4 - 3% 19.... 90% + 2% 2:3 .... 111'7'8 - 4% 21.... 8G% + 1% 
28.... 86 - % 26.... 89% + 1% 30 .... 107% - 3'(, 28.... 87% + 2% 
31. .. . 84 + 1% 31. .. . 89% + 1% 31. ... 105% - 1'/2 31. .. . 87% + 2% 

1906 1908 
Jan. 5.... 84% - 1% Jan. 3 .. .. 

12.... 84% - 1% 10 ... . 
19.... 84% - 1% 17 .. .. 
26.... 84 - 1'4 24 .. .. 

Feb. 2. . .. 83% - 1'4 31. .. . 
9.... 84% - 11f1. }l'eb. 7 ... . 

16.... 821/.1 - 1 14 .. .. 
23.... 81% - % 21 .. .. 

Mar. 2.... 80% - % 28 .. .. 
9.... 77 + % Mar. 6 .. .. 

16.... 78 - '4 13 .. .. 
23.... 78'4 - '4 20 .. .. 
30.... 77% - % 27 .. .. 

Apr. 6.... 77'4 - % Apr. 3 .. .. 
12.... 79% - % 10 .. .. 
20.... 78'4 - 1% 16 .. .. 
27.... 79 - 1 24.. .. 

May 4.... 78% - 1'4 May 1.. .. 
11.... 81'12 - 1% 8 .... 
18.... 82Y2 - 2% 
25.... 83% - 1% 

June 1.. . . 80% - 1 
8.... 84% - % 

15. ... 82% + % 
22.... 83'12 + % 
29.... 81 + % 

July 6.... 79 0 
13.... 77% + % 
20.... 76% + % 
27.... 75% + 1 
31.... 72% + 1% 

15 .. .. 
22 .. .. 
29 .... ~ 

June 5 .... : 
12 ... .: 
19 .. .. 
26 .. .. 

July 3 ... . 
10 .. .. 
17 ... . 
24 .... : 
31. ... 1 

99% 
98% 
99% 
98% 
!J2% 
9'1'4 
90% 
88% 
92% 
93% 
89% 
90% 
89'4 
88'12 
84% 
85% 
88% 
88'12 
93'12 
89% 
90% 
90 'Is 
87% 
88'14 
87 Vi 
84% 
86% 
88% 
90%, 
91'4 
89% 

- 3'4 
- 3% 
- 3% 
- 2% 
- 2% 
- 3';4 
- 2% 
- 2% 
- 2% 
-3 
-3 
- 2% 
- 2% 
-2 
- 1% 
- 2% 
- 3'12 
- 4% 
- 4'% 
- 3'4 
- 3:% 
- 2:% 
- 2'12 
- 3% 
- 1% 
+ % 
+ % 
+ % 
+ % 
+ % 
+ % 

1910 1912 
Jan. 7 .... 103'12 - 41/" Jan. 5.... 96 - 2 

14 .... 102% i - 4Y2 12.... 94% - 1% 
21. ... 101%' - 3% 1!J.... 94% - 1% 
28 .... 1011f1. - 4% 26.... 95% - 1% 

l"eb. 4 .... 100% - 4% }l'eb. 2.... 97'12 - 2% 
11 .... 101% - 4% 9.... 97 - 2% 
18.... 103% - 4y:, Hi.... 95% - 1% 
25 .... i 107% - 4% 23.... !J(j - 1% 

Mar. 4 .... ' 105 - 4 Mar. 1.... !J7% - 1% 
11 .... 10G'Iz : - 2% 8.... 98 - 2% 
18 .... 106% : - 2% 15.... 97% - 2% 
24 .... 108%: - 1% 22.... 98% - 2% 

Apr. 1. ... : 108'14 - 3 2D.... 98 - 1% 
8 .... j 105% - 3'18 Apr. 5.... 96% - 1% 

15.... 103 • - 2% 12.... 103% - 1% 
22 .... 1021/2 : - l'Y8 19 .... 108 112 - 4% 
29 .... ' 103 1/8 :- 1% 2G .... 112'1., - 41/.1 

May 6 .... · 104% : - 2'/8 May 3.... 110% - 3% 
13 .... 1 104'!2 i - 2% 10.... 1131/ 2 - 4% 
20 .... 102% 1- 2'/., 17 .... 108'/8 - 4% 
27.... 94y:, 1- 2 24 .... 110 ! - 5% 

June 3.... ~J2% - 2% 31.... 110 ! - 4 
10.... 94Y2 - 3% June 7 .... 110% : - 4% 
17 .... 93% -2 lL .. 

1

10G'I";-2 
2L .. 98% - % 21 .. '" 105'/, i - 2V,q 

July 1.... 97% + % 28 ... '110D% 1- 3% 
8 .... 1U3 - 1% July 5 .... , 105'12 i- 4,;~ 

15 .... 108%, - 1% 12 .... 

1

' 105% I' - 3% 
22 ..... 108'12 i - 2% 19.... 97% - 3 
2!J.. .. I 109% 1- 6% 26 .... 

1 

9G% 1- 3 
30 ... '1105 - 1% 31.... 92 1/ 2 1+ 1 
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TABLE I-Continued 
(Cents per busllel) 

Date I Price I Spread Dute i Price I Spre~ Date Price Spread Date Price Spreat] 
1913 1--1---11---19-1-5- --19-1-7 --1--- ---- ---19-2-2--1----

Jan. 3 .... 1 89% 1 - 1 Jan. 8.... 126% .,. Jan. 5.... 148% -10% Jan. 6 .... 100% 
10 .... 1 90% - 1% 15 .... 127% ... 12 .... 150 -14% 13 .... 100 
17 .... 

1 

90% - 1% 22 .... 125%... 19 .... 152'4 -17 20 .... 101% 
24.... 90% - 1% 29 .... 132% ." 26 .... 151% -13% 27 .... 102% 
31.... 91% - 1% Feb. 5 .... 141% ... Feb. 2.... 143% 1- 9'4 Feb. 3 .... 109'4 

Feb. 7.... !:l1% - 1% 11 .... 135 ... 9 .... 147 1- 9% 10 .... 117'4 
14.... 91% - 1% 19 .... 132% - 8% 16 .... 148 -10% 17 .... 120% 
21.... 91% - 1% 26 .... 122% .. , 23.... 149% -11% 24 .... 124% 
28.... 91% - 1% Mar. 5 .... 112% - 8% Mar. 2 .... 156% -11% Mar. 3 .... 122% - 71/ 8 

Mar. 7.... 90% - 1% 12 .... 121 -11% 9 .... 156% -11% 10 .... 117% - 6% 
14.... 88% - % 19.... 123% -12% 16 .... 154% -10% 17 .... 119% - 7% 
20.... 89% - % 26.... 119 -11% 23 .... 160% -14% 24 .... 118 - 6% 
28.... 89% - % Apr. 1. ... 122% -12 30.... 163% -13 31. ... 117% - 6',4 

Apr. 4.... 90% - % 9 .... 123% ,-12% Apr. 5 .... 175% -14% Apr. 7 .... 119% 
11 .... : 90% - % 16 .... 133% 1 -10% 13.... 188% -18% 13 .... 123% 

- 5% 
- 4% 

18... . 90% - 1 23.... 138% -12%1 20. ... 200 -22% 21. '" 127% - 8% 
25.... 92'12 - % 30 .... 135% -10% 27 .... 223% -32 28 .... 126% -7% 

May 2.... 91% - % May 7 .... 131 - 8% May 4 .... 219% -33% May 5 .... 124% - 7% 
9.... 89% - % 14.... 127% - 6% 11 .... 249% -32% 12.... 126% -7 

16.... 88% - % 21. ... 128% - 6% 18 .... 228 -23 19.... 124% - 5% 
23.... 90 - % 28.... 126% - 6 25. ... 217% -29% 26. ... 122% - 3% 
29.... 91% - % June 4.... 110% - 3% June 1. ... 198 -16 June 2.... 118% - % 

June 0.... 90%. - % 11. ... 108% - 3% 8 .... 224 -29 9 .... 115 
13.... 91% 1_ % 18 .... 105% - 11J1 15 .... 223 -27 16.... 111 

- % 

20.... 90% + % 25 .... 104% - 1% 22 .... 210 -20 23 .... 113% 
+ % 
+1 
+ 1% 
- % 

27.... 90% 1 + % July 2 .... 111% - 7% 29 .... 201 : -19% 30 .... 114% 
July 3.... 90 + % 9 .... 111 - 71,4 July 0 .... 212 I -20 July 7 .... 113% 

11.... 87 ! + 1 16.... 115% - 7 13 .... 203 - 8% 14 .... 115% - 1% 
18.... 86%! + % 23 .... 110% - 4 20 .... 250 -32 21. ... 113 - 2% 
25.... 85% i + 1% 30 .... 111 - 5y,. 27 .... 252 -26 28 .... 111% 
31.... 84 + 1% 31 .... 108% - 3% 31 .... 274 -57 31. ... 105 

- 3',4 
+ % 

1914 1916 
Jan. 2.... 87% ... Jan. 7 .... 117% 

9.... 87% ... 14.... 120% 
16.... 881j8 ... 21.... 125% 
23.... 88% ... 28 .... 126% 
30 ... . 88% ... Feb. 4 .... 125% 

Feb. 6 .. .. 88% '" 11.... 121% 
13 ... . 88% .. . 18. ... 123% 
20 ... . 89% .. . 25. ... 115% 
27 ... . 89% ... Mar. 3 .... 111% 

Mar. 6 ... . 88% ... 10.... 110% 
13 .. .. 88% - % 17 .... 106% 
20 ... . 88% - % 24 .... 106% 
27 ... . 89 - % 31.... 112 

Apr. 3 ... . 87% - % Apr. 7 .... 115% 
9 ... . 86% - % 14 .... 115 

86% - % 20' ... '1113% 
87% - % 28. . .. 114% 

17 ... . 
24 ... . 

May 1 ... . 85% - 1 May 5. . .. 113% 
85% 1- % 12 .... 116% 
87 1- 1% 19 .... 112% 
87% - 1% 26.... 111% 

8 ... . 
15 .. .. 
22 ... . 
29 ... . 86% - 1 June 2 .. " 103% 

June 5 ... . 86% - 1% 9 .... 107% 
12 .. .. 83% - 1% 16.... 101% 
19 ... . 83% - 1% 23.... 99% 
26 .. .. 77% - 0 30.... 101% 

July 3 .. .. 79% - % July 7.... 103% 
10 .... 1 78% - % 14.... 108% 

79% - % 21.... 114% 
82% - % 28. . .. 120% 
88% I + % 31. . .. 119% 

17 .... 
1

1 

24 .. .. 
31 .... 1 

1921 1923 
.. , Jan. 7.... . ... 

14.... .. .. 
. .. Jan. 5 .... 111% - 3% 

12 .... 112% - 3% 
21.... . .. . 19 .... 1 113 - 3',4 

.. , Feb. 4.... .... ... Feb. 
28 .... 

1 

... . 26 .. "1111% 1- 2% 
2 .... 112% - 2% 

11.... .... . .. 9 .... 114% - 2% 
18.... .... . .. 16 .... 115% - 1% 
25.... .... . .. 23 .... 114 - 1% 

... Mar. 4........ .. . Mar. 2 .... 115% - 2 

- 1% 
-1% 
-1% 
-1% 
- 2% 
- 2% 
- % 
- % 
- % 
+ % 
+ % 
+ 1% 
+ 1% 
+ 2% 
+ 2% 
+ 3% 
+ 2% 
+ 1% 
+ 1 
+ 1% 
+ 1% 

11........ .. . 9 .... 115 - 2 
18.... .... . .. 16 .... 115% - 1% 

23 .... 115% - 1% 
29 .... 115% - 1% 

24 ........ I ." 
Apr. 1.... 114%, ... 

8 .... 111% ... Apr. 6 .... 118% - 2 
15 .... 106 ... 13 .... 123 - 1% 
22 .... 107% .. , 20 •.•. 122Va - 2% 
29 .... 10£% .. , 27 .... 123% - 2% 

May 6 .... 117 ... May 4 .... 118% - 1% 
13 .... 115% .. . 
20 .... 123% ... 
27 .... 127% ... 

June 4.... 131% -15% 
10 .... 136 -17% 
17 .... 131% - 6% 
24 .... 130% - 7 

July 1.. .. 122% - % 

11. . .. 115% - 1'18 
18 ..•. 116% - 1% 
25 .... 117 - 1% 

June 1. . .. 109% - Va 
8 .... 110% - 1% 

15 .... 111% - 2'18 
22 .... 105% - '12 
29 .... 101% + % 

8.... 122% - % July 6 .... 103% - % 
15 .... 130% + 1% 
22 .... 124% 1+ % 
29 .... 1122 + 1% 
30 .... 122% + % 

13 .... 100% - '12 
20 .... 100% - 1% 
27.... 970/8 - % 
31.... 97% - '12 



Date 

1924 
Jan. 4 ... . 

11. .. . 
18 ... . 
25 ... . 

Feb. 1. .. . 
8 ... . 

15 ... . 
21.. •. 
29 ... . 

Mar. 7 ... . 
14 ... . 
21.. .. 
28 ... . 

Apr. 4 ... . 
11 ... . 
17 ... . 
25 ... . 

May 2 ... . 
9 ... . 

IG ... . 
23 ... . 
29 ... . 

June G •••• 
13 ... . 
20 ... . 
27 ... . 

July 3 ... . 
11 ... . 
18 ... . 
25 ... . 
31. .. . 

1925 
Jan. 2 ... . 

9 ... . 
IG ... . 
23 ... . 
30 ... . 

Feb. G •••• 
13 ... . 
20 ... . 
27 ... . 

Mar. 6 ... . 
13 ... . 
20 ... . 
27 ... . 

Apr. 3 ... . 
9 ... . 

17 ... . 
24 ... . 

May 1. .. . 
8 ... . 

15 ... . 
22 ... . 
29 ... . 

June 5 ... . 
12 ... . 
19 ... . 
26 .•.. 

July 3 ... . 
10 ... . 
17 ... . 
24 ... . 
31. .. . 

Price 

106% 
107% 
10S% 
107% 
110% 
111% 
108% 
110% 
110,% 
111% 
106% 
10G14 
1021/s 
103% 
10314 
105 
10514 
107% 
10S% 
106% 
107% 
107% 
104% 
111% 
114% 
114% 
115% 
116% 
12614 
13214 
135Y2 

15214 
153% 
15914 
169% 
171% 
159 
153% 
153% 
167% 
16214 
148% 
145 
14214 
129 
138 
141% 
140% 
150 
156 
151% 
155% 
lS314 
lS8% 
160% 
15(}% 
151% 
141% 
146% 
lSl% 
15214 
165% 
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Sprcad Date I Price _s_pr_ea_d_n ___ D_at_e_1 Price l_s_p_re_ad_n ___ D_a_te __ 
1 

Price Spread 

1926 
- % Jan. 8 .... 153% - 714 
- % 15 .... 152 -7% 
- % 22 .... 148% - 8% 
-1 29 .... 15214 - 8% 
- % Feb. 5 .... 154% - 8% 
- % 

o 
o 

+ 14 
+ % 
+ % 
+1 
+ % 
+ 1% 
+ 1Ys 
+ % 
+ 1 
+ % 
+1 
+ -% 
+1 
+ 1% 
+ 114 
+ 1% 
+ 1% 
+ 1% 
+ % 

o 
-1% 
- 1% 
- 2% 

-9 
- 714 
-10% 
-1314 
-14 
-12% 
-11% 
-11% 
-15 
-12% 
- 8% 
-10% 
- 9% 
- 5% 
-9 
-8 
-7% 
-8 
- 7% 
- 914 
- 7% 
- 3% 
-4 
- 3% 
- % 
- 1% 
- 214 
- 4% 
-4 
-1% 
-1614 

11 .... 150% -7% 
19 .... 14814 - 6% 
26.... 14214 - 6% 

Mar. 5 .... 140 -S 
12 .... 142% - 6% 
19 .... 138% - 5% 
26 .... 138% - 5% 

Apr. 1. ... 133% - 4% 
9 .... 135% - 4% 

16 .... 140% - 6% 
23 .... 141% - 6% 
30 .... 142% - 5% 

May 7 .... 13814 -4 
14 .... 13514 - 3% 
21. ... 13S% - 3% 
28 .... 137% - 4% 

June 4 .... 138% - 5% 
11. ... 140% -4 
18 .... 141% - 4% 
25 .... 134% -1% 

July 2 .... 134% - % 
9 .... 139% -1 

1G .... 145 o 
+ % 
-3 

23 .... \ 139% 
30 .... 147% 
31. ... 15S . -1214 

1927 
Jan. 7 .. .. 

14 .. .. 
21. .. . 
28 .. .. 

Feb. 4 ... . 
11 .. .. 
18 .. .. 
25 ... . 

Mar. 4 ... . 
11 .. .. 
18 ... . 
25 .. .. 

Apr. 1. .. . 
8 ... . 

14 .. .. 
22 .. .. 
29 .. .. 

May 6 ... . 
13 .. .. 
20 .. .. 
27 .. .. 

June 3 .. .. 
10 ... . 
17 .. .. 
24 .. .. 

July 1. .. . 
8 ... . 

15 .. .. 
22 .. .. 
29 .. .. 
30 .. .. 

129% - 2% 
129% - 314 
130% - 3% 
132% - 3% 
134% - 3 
134% - 214 
13414 - 214 
133% - 2% 
134% - 2% 
132% - 2% 
130% - 2% 
129 - 2% 
12914 - 1% 

128% 1- 1% 
128% - 1% 
130% - 114 
130% - 1% 
134% - 2% 
13S - 3 
138% - 2% 
150% - 2% 
14414 - 2% 
147 - 1% 
144% - 2% 
14114 - 1% 
144% - % 
147% - 1% 
14114 - 21/8 
142% - 3 
136%, 0 
134% + 214 

1928 I 1930 I 
Jan. S ... '1127 ... Jan. 3 .... 134% .. . 

13 .... 1 12S% .. , 10 .... 130% .. . 
20 .... 128 ... 
27 .... 126% .. , 

Feb. 3.... 12714 .. . 
10 .... 127% .. . 
17 .... 129 ... 
24 .... 132% .. , 

Mar. 2 .... 133% - % 
9 .... 133% 1- % 

IG .... 134% - 1% 
23.. .. 13S% - 2% 
30 .... 141% - 2% 

Apr. 5 .... 142 - 214 
13 ... , 150% - 2% 
20 .... 15514 - 3% 
27 .... 162% - 3% 

May 4 ... , 157% - 2% 
11.... 15314 - % 
18 .... 149% + 14 
25 .... 150% + % 

June 1. ... 145% + 1% 
8 .... 141% ,+ 114 

15 .... 138 + 2 
22... 137% + 1% 
29 .... 135% + 2% 

July 6.. .. 134 + 2% 
13 .... 129% + 3% 
20 .... 12G% 1+3 
27 .... 119% + 2% 
31.... 117% + 3 

1929 

17 ... . 
24 .. .. 
31. .. . 

Feb. 7 .. .. 
14 ... . 
21. ... 
28 .. .. 

Mar. 7 .. .. 
14 .. .. 
21. .. . 
28 ... . 

Apr. 4 .. .. 
11 .. .. 
17 .. .. 
25 ... . 

May 2 .. .. 
9 ... . 

16 .. .. 
23 ... . 
29 .. .. 

June 6 ... . 
13 ... . 
20 .. .. 
27 .. .. 

July 3 .. .. 
11. .. . 
18 ... . 
25 ... . 
31. .. . 

1931 
Jan. 4 .. .. 117% 

121% 
127 

... Jan. 2 ... . 
11 .. .. 
18 .. .. 
25 ... . 

Feb. 1. .. . 
8 ... . 

15 .. .. 
21. .. . 

Mar. 1. .. . 
8 ... . 

15 ... . 
22 .. .. 
28 .. .. 

Apr. 5 ... . 
12 ... . 
19 ... . 
26 .. .. 

May 3 .. .. 
10 .. .. 
17 .. .. 
24 .. .. 
31 .. .. 

June 7 .. .. 
14 .. .. 
21. .. . 
28 .. .. 

July 5 ... . 
12 .. .. 
19~ ... 
26 .. .. 
30 .. .. 

9 ... . 
16 .. .. 

131% 23 ... . 
30 ... . 130% 

129 
134% 
135% 

.. , Feb. 6 .. .. 

132% + 2% 
129% + 1% 
13214 + 1% 
126% + 1% 
124% + 2 
121% + 2% 
125% + 2% 
120% + 2% 
116% + 3% 
117% + 3% 
107% + 3% 
105% + 3% 
104% + 3% 
97% . + 4% 

108% + 414 
107% + 4% 
111% + 4% 
113% + 5 
122% + 5 
123% + 4% 
13714 + 414 
142 + 3% 
143% + 3% 

13 ... . 
20 .. .. 
27 ... . 

Mar. 6 .. .. 
13 .. .. 
20 ... . 
27 .. .. 

Apr. 2 ... . 
10 .. .. 
17 .. .. 
24 ... . 

May 1. .. . 
8 ... . 

15 .. .. 
22 .. .. 
29 .. .. 

June 5 .. .. 
12 .. .. 
19 .. .. 
26 .. .. 

July 3 ... . 
10 .. .. 
17 .. .. 
24 .. .. 
31. .. . 

12814 
127% 
122% 
121% 
122% 
116 
11514 
109% 
104% 
109% 
107% 
114% 
114% 
108% 
104% 
103% 
101% 
lOS 
105% 
107% 
107 
101 
93% 
91% 
9014 
86% 
88% 
88% 
84% 

65% 
65% 
6S% 
64% 
66% 
6S% 
68% 
69% 
65% 
63% 
63% 
6214 
61% 
59% 
6214 
6414 
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62% 
62 
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GO 
59% 
57% 
55% 
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55% 
52% 
53% 
53 
48 

+ 214 
+ 2% 
+2 
+ 2% 
+ 2% 
+ 1% 
+ 1% 
+ 214 
+2 
+ 2% 
+ 2% 
+3 
+ 314 
+ 3% 
+ 2% 
+ 2% 
+ 2% 
+ 2% 
+ 2% 
+ 2% 
+ 2% 
+ 3% 
+ 3% 
+ 2% 
+ 314 
+ 2% 
+ 1% 

-1% 
- 14 
+ % 
+ % 
- % 
+ 14 
+ % 
- % 
- 114 
-1% 
- % 
- 14 
- % 
- % 
- Ys 
- 14 
- % 
+ % 

o 
+ % 
+ 114 
+ 114 
+ 1Ys 
+ % 
- % 
+ 2% 

--------~------~----------------~-----------------~-----------------
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TABLE I-Concluded 
(Cents per bushel) 

Dute I Price Spreud Dllte Price Spread Date Price Spreud Date I Price Sprcufl 
--- ------ --- ---

1932 1932 1932 1933 
Jan. 8 .... 561,i + 1% Mar. 24 .... 55% + 21,i June 3 .... 55% + 21,i Jan. 6 .... 47% + 1 

15 .... 55% + 1% Apr. 1. ... 55% + 2% 10 .... 51% + 2% 13 .... 47% + % 
22 .... 5!J + 1% 8 .... 56Y2 + 2% 17 .... 48% + 2rf~ 20 .... 47% + % 
29 .... 601/.. + 1% 15 .... 63 + 2% 24 .... 47% + 2% 27 .... 47% + % 

J"eb. 5 .... 58Y2 + 1% 22 .... 59 + 2% July 1. ... 47% + 2% lPeb. 3 .... 471,i +1 
11 .... 5!J% + 1% 29 .... 56% + 2% 8 .... 48% + 2% 10 .... 48% + 1V~ 
1!J .... 6:1Y2 + 1% May 6 .... 571,4 + 2% 15 .... 45% + 2J/ 2 17 .... 48% + l1,i 
26 .... 63 + 1% 13 .... 561,4 + 2% 22 .... 461,4 +2 24 .... 48% + 1% 

Mar. 4 .... 62% + 1% 20 .... 58% + 1% 29 .... 501,4 + 11,4 Mar. 3 .... 48% + lVs 
11 .... 62% + 1% 27 .... 5!J% + 1% 30 .... 501,4 + 1% 
18 .... 57% +2 

TABLE II.-STANDAHD DEVIATIONS OF WEEKLY CHANGES IN PIIICE OF JULY WHEAT, PmCE OF SEPTEM

BEll WHEAT, AND JULy-SEPTEMBEH SPHEAD AT CHICAGO, BY MONTHS AND BY CLASSES OF YEAHS* 

(Cents per bus]rel) 

1. Years of positive II. Yeurs of smllll III. Years of lurg(J 
spread negative spread • negatlve spreud 

Month 
July Sept. 1 July-Sept. July Sept. July-Sept. July Sept. July-Sept. 

wl1eut wheat s[)reud wheat wheat spread wheat wheat spread 

Jan . .......... 1.458 1.579 0.183 1.077 0.940 0.355 3.186 2.568 1.442 
I"eb . .......... 2.186 2.106 0.274 1.401 1.476 0.3!J0 4.018. 3.422 0.910 
Mar . .......... 2.398" 2.438" 0.232" 1 .. 084 1.102 0.372 3.468 2.741 1.260 
Apr . .......... 2.66!J 2.566 0.359 1.559 1.5!J7 0.421 4.865 3.793 1.843 
May .......... 3.428 3.378 0.344 2.709 2.531 0.665 6.132 5.515 2.515 
June .......... 3.741 3.688 0.602 2.726 2.114 1.222 5.0!J6 3.846 2.234 
July .......... 3.571 3.491 0.574 2.261 1.950 1.119 7.410 4.793 5.222 

• Vata Ilnd classification IlS for Table V. These standard deviations constitute measures of average Weekly change, 
and as such are discussed in the text in Section 1. 

a Excluding data for 1930; with data for 1930 inclUded, the figures arc 2.673, 2.783, and 0.267, respectively. 

TABLE III.-A VEHAGE CHANGE IN PmCES OF CHI

CAGO WHEA'f FU'fUHES FOH EACH I-CENT 

CHANGE IN JULy-SEPTEMBEH SPIIEAD, BY 

MONTHS AND BY CLASSES OF YEAHS* 

(Cenl., per bushel) 

Month 
Ohange In price of 

.July future 
Ohange In price 0 f 
September future 

_____ 1 ____ 1_1_ ~I __ l ____ I_I_I_~ 

.Jan ... +4.988 -1.598 -1.3551+5.988 -0.598 -0.355 
Pcb ... -2.787 +0.207 -3.180

1

-1.787 +1.207
1

-2.180 
Mar ... +1.317" -0.3.58 -1.92(),+2.317" +0.642 -0.!J20 
Apr ... -2.567 -0.165 -1.9161-1.567 +0.83.5 -0.~116 
May .. -1.935 -1.5.51-1.0671-0.935 -0.551-0.067 
June .. -1.043 -1.4H3 -1.619,-0.043 -0.4D3 -0.61D 
July . '1-1.359 -1.024 -1.086'-0.3.59 -0.024 -().086 

1 I 

* Dllta and classiflclltion as for Table V; the Homun 
nllInel'lIls In the column headings dcslgnllte the classes of 
years liS there dell ned. These "uverage chllnges" HI'C l'eal'
"onlun regression coelnclcnts. They must be interpreted In 
the IJght of their stondurd errors, which are gIven In con
nectlon with the analysis of these statistIcs In Section I 
above. 

• ExcludIng dutu for 1930. 

TABLE IV.-COEFFICIENTS OF COHHELATION BETWEEN 

WEEKLY CHANGES IN JULy-SEPTEMBER SPREAD 

AND WEEKLY CHANGES IN PIIleES OF CHICAGO 

WHEAT FUTUHES, BY MONTHS AND BY CLASSES 

OF YEAHS* 

WIth July future WIth Septemb(lr future 
Month 

I II III I 
II I III ----------

Jan. .. +0.626 -0.527 -0.613 +0.694 -0.266 -0.19!J 
Feb . .. -0.349 +0.058 -0.720 -0.232 +0.318 -0.579 
Mar . .. +0.127" -0.123 -0.698 +0.220· +0.217 -0.424 
Apr . .. -0.348 -0.045 -0.707 -0.222 +0.220 -0.421 
May .. -0.l!)4 -0.381 -0.438 -0.09.5 -0.145

1
-0.031 

June .. -0.168 -0.669.1-0.7101-0.008 -0.285-0.360 
July .. -0.218 -0.506

1

-0.765
1

-0.058 -0.0131-0.093 

* Data and clusslflcution us for Table V, the HonulIl 
numel'llls in column headings referring to classes of years. 
Standurd errors for any of these correlution coefficlents, If 
desired, mllY be obtained by dividing the correlation coelll
cient by the corresponding regression coelnelent, liS given 
In Table III, lind multiplying by the stundard error of the 
regression coelnelent. 

a Excluding dutu for 1930 . 
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TABLE V.-AVERAGES, BY WEEKS, OF PRICE OF CHICAGO JULY WHEAT AND OF JULy-SEPTEMBER SPREAD, 

BY CLASSES OF YEAnS* 

(Cents per bushel) 

I. Years 01 positive II. Years of small III. Years 01 large 
spread negative spread negative spread 

Date 
Price Price Price I Price I Price Price 

(all years ~years used July,"lept. (all years (ycars uscd July-Sept. (all years (years used July-Sept. 
available) or spread) spread available) lor spread), spread available) for spread) spread 

---

Jan. 5 ........ 82.4 81. 7 +0.45 89.2 89.1 -1.57 106.9 106.7 -4.30 
12 ........ 82.7 81.8 +0.51 89.7 90.0 -1.64 106.7 106.2 -4.55 
19 ........ 82.8 83.1 +0.51 89.5 90.1 -1.72 107.3 106.8 -5.13 
26 ........ 83.8 84.5 +0.55 89.7 89.5 -1.32 108.3 108.0 -5.19 

Feb. 2 ........ 83.2 84.7 +0.72 89.4 90.1 -1.37 108.8 107.4 -5.02 
9 ........ 83.4 85.4 +0.69 89.6 90.4 -1.09 108.7 107.1 -5.05 

16 ........ 83.3 85.6 +0.69 89.2 8D.9 -0.75 109.2 107.1 -5.16 
23 ........ 82.8 84.3 +0.94 88.5 89.0 -0.67 10D.1 107.7 -5.49 

Mar. 2 ........ 82.7 83.8 +0.94 88.3 88.9 -0.72 108.9 109.1 -5.93 
9 ........ 81.5 82.4 +0.81 87.2 87.9 -0.80 108.3 108.6 -5.61 

16 ........ 80.3 80.5 +0.88 86.6 87.2 -0.61 106.8 107.0 i -5.22 
23 ........ 79.4 79.5 +1.07 86.2 86.7 -0.46 106.5 106.6 

I 
-5.36 

30 ........ 79.4 79.4 +1.15 85.9 86.2 -0.50 106.9 107.0 
I 

-5.29 
Apr. 6 ........ 80.6 80.7 +1.27 86.1 86.1 -0.74 107.1 107.1 -5.15 

13 ........ 81.7 81. 7 +1.39 87.4 87.4 -0.75 110.3 110.3 -5.80 
20 ........ 80.6 80.6 +1.49 88.2 88.2 -0.96 112.4 112.4 -6.17 
27 ........ 79.9 79.9 +1.73 88.4 88.4 -0.95 114.2 114.2 -6.54 

May 4 ........ 80.1 80.1 +1.76 88.8 88.8 -1.04 114.2 114.2 -6.78 
11 ........ 78.8 78.8 +1.70 88.9 88.9 -1.29 116.0 116.0 -6.51 
18 ........ 80.3 80.3 +1.69 89.6 89.6 -1.48 114.2 114.2 -6.17 
25 ........ 80.4 80.4 +1.73 91.1 91.1 -1.29 113.2 113.2 

I 

-6.49 
June 1. ....... 79.3 79.3 +1.82 89.8 89.8 -1.08 110.3 110.3 -4.52 

8 ........ 80.1 80.1 +2.26 89.4 89.4 -1.01 110.9 110.9 -5.01 
15 ........ 78.6 78.6 +2.36 87.4 87.4 -0.23 108.4 108.4 -4.08 
22 ........ 79.0 79.0 +2.56 86.1 86.1 +0.26 107.5 107.5 -3.66 
29 ........ 78.6 78.6 +3.08 85.1 85.1 +0.78 107.6 107.6 -3.13 

July 6 ........ 79.4 79.4 +2.73 85.5 85.5 +0.45 108.2 108.2 -3.76 
13 ........ 78.3 78.3 +2.39 83.8 83.8 +0.41 109.4 109.4 -3.33 
20 ........ 79.8 79.8 +1.99 83.8 83.8 -0.03 111.5 111.5 -4.15 
27 ........ 80.8 80.8 +1.72 83.5 83.5 +0.19 110.9 110.9 -3.85 
31. ....... 80.7 80.7 +1.34 82.0 82.0 +1.24 111.5 111.5 -5.24 

• Computed from data in Table 1. 
On the basis of the average spread for the three Friday s centering on the middle of April (average spreads not 

grenter than -2 being classed as small negative spreads), the years were divided into three classes as follows: 
Years of positive spread: 1886, 1893, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1900, 1907, 1924, 1929, 1930, and 1932. 
Yellrs of small neglltive spread: 1887,1890, 1892, 1899, 1902, 1906, 1911, 1913, 1914,1923, 1927, and 1931. 
Years of large negative spread: 1889, 1891, 1897, 1898, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1912, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1922, 

1925, 1926, and 1928. 
In several years Included In each class, trading In the Se ptember future did not stllrt until long after the first week 

of January, hence no July-September spread could be computed for many early weeks of some yellrs. In a smaller num
ber of weeks In some of these years even the July future was not quoted. To avoid erratic fluctuations in the averages 
on this account, all the original averages based on data for I ess than the full number of years in tile class have been ad
justed to remove fluctuations due solely to the dropping ou t of data for one or more individual years. 

Becnuse In many weeks prices of the July future were a vailable when a spread was not, full utilization of the price 
statistics results in averages not strictly comparable with th e averages of spreads. For purposes of comparison a second 
set of price averages Is shown, using data oniy for the date s for which spreads are available. 

The dates shown represent the approximate average date of all the items Included In each average. 
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TABLE VI.-UNITED STATES WHEAT STOCKS, JULY 1 AND MARCH 1, AND AVERAGE JULy-SEPTEMBER PRICE 

SPREAD BY MONTHS, 1896-1932* 
(Million bushels,' cents per bushel) 

July 1 stocks March 1 JUly-September spreads 
stocks 

Year 
Commercial Commercial June 

VIsible All and and March Aprn May July 
commercial farm farm A B 

1896 .... 47.3 118.1 175.2 335 .. 2 . ... + 0.33 + 0.83 + 0.83 + 0.77 + 1.04 
1897 .... 17.3 67.5 100.4 258.9 - 2.12 - 2.21 - 4.42 - 5.25 - 4.77 - 4.62 
1898 .... 14.6 36.1 58.7 246.1 - 7.38 - 7.21 -19.04 - 8.92 - 8.47 - 7.92 
1899 .... 31.4 118.2 195.8 383.7 . ... - 0.75 - 0.21 + 1.33 + 1.30 + 1.33 

1900 .... 44.6 125.6 188.2 385.5 + 0.42 + 0.83 + 1.12 + 1.50 + 1.40 + 1.17 
1901. ... 29.3 96.8 134.2 357.7 .... . ... - 1.75 - 0.38 - 2.17 + 1.21 
1902 .... 18.3 72.9 130.4 332.0 - 0.04 - 0.50 - 1.29 - 1.33 - 1.40 - 3.75 
1903 .... 14.9 63.6 109.7 307.1 - 1.29 - 2.92 - 2.58 - 2.46 - 2.33 + 0.67 
1904 .... 11.1 68.0 106.3 271.7 - 5.58 - 4.25 - 5.29 - 4.54 - 4.80 - 6.58 

1905 .... 10.8 53.3 78.1 240.7 - 6.08 - 4.62 - 6.67 - 4.71 - 4.73 - 2.12 
1906 .... 23.0 92.2 139.7 314.3 - 0.12 - 1.04 - 1.96 - 0.17 - 0.27 + 0.71 
1907 .... 37.8 136.7 192.4 375.6 + 0.50 + 1.67 + 1.46 + 2.92 + 2.57 + 2.58 
1908 .... 10.9 62.3 95.5 281.6 - 2.83 - 2.46 - 3.92 - 1.67 - 2.47 + 0.29 
1909 .... 9.8 45.4 59.8 227.4 - 6.38 - 8.50 - 7.75 - 6.25 - 6.73 - 7.21 

1910 .... 12.0 72.7 110.1 280.9 - 2.33 - 2.33 - 2.12 - 2.04 - 2.13 - 1.96 
1911 .... 23.9 91.9 126.0 301.1 - 0.25 - 0.54 - 1.08 - 0.58 - 0.67 + 2.04 
1912 .... 23.3 80.7 104.6 277.3 - 2.17 - 3.17 - 5.00 - 2.62 - 3.07 - 3.25 
1913 .... 29.9 95.0 130.5 327.4 - 0.33 - 0.67 - 0.46 0.00 - 0.23 + 1.00 
1914 .... 15.0 77.3 109.5 304.2 - 0.50 - 0.33 - 1.17 - 0.96 - 1.53 - 0.50 

1915 .... 7.9 40.7 69.7 321.0 -11.92 -13.50 - 6.12 - 2.00 - 2.03 - 6.08 
1916 .... 41.1 151.6 226.3 465.4 - 1.25a - 1.79 + 0.33 + 2.21 + 2.07 + 1.42 
1917 .... 14.1 37.2 52.8 268.7 -12.08 -24.33 -28..42 -27.33 -26.23 -22.17 
1918 .... 0.8 12.8 20.9 207.9 .... . ... .... .... . ... . ... 
1919 .... 8.5 41.6 60.9 302.1 .... .... .... .... . ... . ... 
1920 .... 19.5 115.2 164.8 387.5 .... . ... .... . ... . ... . ... 
1921. ... 7.8 72.7 129.4 380.1 .... .... .... -10.42 -10.20 + 0.58 
1922 .... 17.8 84.1 116.6 321.7 - 6.67 - 7.00 - 5.29 + 0.25 + 0.40 - 2.38 
1923 .... 26.3 110.5 145.7 345.4 - 1.79 - 2.12 - 1.50 - 1.33 - 0.93 - 1.00 
1924 .... 34.9 113.2 142.5 328.8 + 0.88 + 1.00 + 0.96 + 1.67 + 1.60 - 1.08 

1925 .... 29.1 85.2 113.8 325.0 - 9.67 - 8.25 - 8.21 - 2.00 - 2.83 - 3.42 
1926 .... 12.3 77.9 98.5 298.4 - 5.79 - 5.96 - 4.08 - 3.50 - 4.17 - 0.17 
1927 .... 22.1 91.2 117.9 333 .. 0 - 2.29 - 1.42 - 2.79 - 2.00 - 1.97 - 2.33 
1928 .... 38.9 100.7 124.1 318.8 - 1.67 - 3.12 0.00 + 1.71 + 1.84 + 2.92 
1929 .... 92.7 196.4 242.2 450.1 + 1.67 + 3.00 + 3.75 + 4.67 + 4.42 + 4.29 

1930 .... 107.5 243.4 290.8 497.6 + 1.96 + 2.96 + 2.71 + 3.00 + 2.92 + 2.96 
1931 .... 187.3 286.7 318.6 511.2 - 0.04 - 0.75 - 0.21 + 0.58 - 0.01 + 0.54 
1932 .... 163.2 290.7 362.6 560 . .4 + 2.04 + 2.21 + 1.92 + 2.54 + 2.49 + 2.38 

• Data for July 1 stocks, 18%-1921, from WI-IEAT STUDIES, IV, 180; for 1922-32, from WHEAT STUDIES, IX, 129 (with 
minor revisions), including as "commercial" all stocks of United States wheat not on farms. March 1 total stocks ex
clude supplies for spring-wheat seeding and are derived by adding March-June exports and domestic consumption to 
July 1 total stocks. Dots ( .... ) indicate absence of data. 

The spreads arc for averages of the second, third, and fourth Fridays of each month, based on data in Table I, ex
cept those in HB" under June, which are averages of daily spreads at the close during the 1)rst three full weeks of June. 

a Average for third and fourth Fridays only. 
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